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Abstract
Tbroughout the era of residential schoolhg in Canada the federal govemment and churches
maintained one paramount goal, to assimilate Native students into the major* culture. This aim
overshadowed and impeded policies and ideals which might have worked to the advantage of
Native students. All three of the Shubenacadiie Residential School's "goveming bodies" during
the 1950s and 1960s, the Roman Catholic Chuch, the Nova Scotia Department of Education,
and the Indian Affâirs Branch, offered advice regarding how and what shidents should be tau*
This advice might be expected to have been quite influentid in the 1950s and 1960s, the decades
when students at residential schools spent M c e as much time in the classrooms as they had in
the past. However, many factors, including the goal to assimilate the children and the racist

assumptions that underlay this aim, stood in f i e way of implementing many of these ideals. This
meant that policies and ideas were re-interpreted, distorted, contradicted, and ignored by the
administration at the Shubenacadie Residential School and that children likely suffered as a
resdt.
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Introduction
The history of residential schooling for Native chrldren in Canada has exploded as a topic of
study over the Iast decade. Historiaos have approached die topic as a means of m e r exposing

the coercive nature of the federal government's attempts at assimilation and the role of the
churches as agents of negiect and abuse.' Other areas of focus have included Native-white power
relationships and the issue ofNative agencyO2The residential school system originated in the
nineteenth century and was a joint venture of throne and altar in which the federal governent
provided policy and funds while the churches s M e d the institutions. Though Native people
agreed to, and even asked for, the 'tvhite man's leamingyyfor their children, the system that they
got was not the one they had envisioned. Native peoples across Canada saw European-style
education as a means by which to ensure that their children survived and thrived in the changing
social and econornic order. For the churches and govemment, however, the enterprise rested on
the notion that Native peoples did not imow what was in their own best interests and, therefore,
'See J.R. Miller, Shinmauk's Vision: A History of Native Residential Schools (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1996); Agnes Grant, No End of Grief: Indian Residential Schools in
Canada ( W i i p e g : Pemmican Publications Inc., 1996); Linda Bull, "IndianResidential
Schooling: The Native Perspective," Canadian Journal of Native Education 18, Supplement
(199 1): 5-47;Elizabeth Fumiss, Victims of Benevolence: Discipline and Deaîh at the Williams
Lake Residential School. 1891-1920 (Williams Lake, B.C.: Cariboo Tribal Council, 1992); John
S. Milloy, A National Crime: The Canadian Govemment and the Residentid School Svstem,
1879-1 986 (Whnipeg: The University of Manitoba Press, 1999); and Canada, Final Re~ortof the
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peo~les,under c'ResidentiaI Schools." This document is
available in full on the RCAP website, http://www.RCAP.ca(Ottawa: 1993).

2 ~ i nLoo,
a "Don Cranmer's Potlatch: Law as Coercion, Symbol, and Rhetonc," Canadian
Histoncal Review, 73:2 (1992): 125-165; J.R Miller, "The Irony of Indian Residential
Schooling," Canadian Journd of Native Education, 14:2 (1987); Robin Brownlie and Mary-EUen
Kelm, "Desperately Seeking Absolution: Native Agency as Colonialist Alibi?" The Canadian
Historicd Review 75:4 (1994): 543-556; Celia Haig-Brown, Resistance and Renewal : Surviving
the Indian Residential Schooi (Vancouver: Tillacum Library, 1988).

their opinions were ignored What was c'best," according to the white officiais, was acculturation
for the 'Tudians-" Acculturation would ensure that the Native people no longer stood in the way
of ccdevelopment"in North America Therefore, the govement and churches embarked upon a
path of systemic culturai replacement to assimilate Native peoples' Mestyles and values systems
to those of the European white majority.'
The institutions themselves were no more considerate of Native peoples than their ideological
foundation was. The schools were located far fiom the reserves so that children were separated

fkom the "deleterious" influences of their communities. Children were removed, sometimes
forcibly, fiom their homes and it was the prerogative of the school principal to grant or deny
leave for holidays. The children in these institutions experienced extreme regimentation,
physical, mental and sexual abuse in addition to the mandated "cultural abuse." Moreover, the
schools were chronically overcrowded and underfünded.
The Shubenacadie Residential School in Nova Scotia, operated by the Roman Catholic
Church, was among the last of eighty such schools to open and was the only institution of its kind

in the Maritimes? The school opened in 1928 and closed in 1967. It was staffed by Sisters of
Charity in addition to the principal. Father Jererniah Mackey was the schoo17slong-time

heacimaster. His principalship began in 1928 and lasted d

l 1958, with a five year absence fiom

3Thegovemment and Churches had diRering but complementary goals. J.R. Miller
argues that the govemment desired assimilation for economic reasons and the churches desired it
for religious and "humanitarian" reasons. J.R. Miller, "The State, The Church and Indian
Residential Schools in Canada," unpublished paper, 2000.
4~ighty
schools existed 1931 but the number fell to seventy-five by 1943. John S. Milloy,
A National Crime: The Canadian Government and the Residential School System, 1879 to 1986
(Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1999) 102.

1943 to 1948. His reign was marked by a federal inquky into the flogging of nine children at the
school in 1934.' Father PJ. Colluis took over the position fiom 1958 until1966. The inmates at
the institution were generally Mik'maw children fiom the Maritime regiod The school was
only authorized to hold one hundred and sixty children. Therefore, instead of collecting a l l
Mi'kmaw children withïn a certain wdius, as many of the schools in the West did, this school
housed children that were deemed, u s u d y by white officids, to be "negiected" or who were
orphaned.
As the concentration of institutions lay in the western provinces, so too have historians
focused their studies on the west. Only a small amount of historical Literature is available
conceming the school at Shubenacadie? In addition, emphasis on the schools as ''total
institutions," work f m s , and welfare institutions that formed the strong-hold of assimilationkt
poIicies has lefi a wide gap in the historiography. As yet, very littie has been written about the
'Isabelle Knockwood, Out of the De~ths:The Ex~eriencesof Mi'kmaw Children at the
Shubenacadie Residential School at Shubenacadie. Nova Scotia (Lockport, N.S.: Roseway
Publishing, 1992)146-153. Knockwood relates the "official story," the incident's whitewashing
and the plan by Mik'rnaq men to execute Father Mackey.

61nkeeping with contemporary orthography the spelling, cM'kmaw" is an adjective
while c'Mi'kmaq" is a noun. See Knockwood's usage.
7Knockwood;Heather Laskey, "Hard to Erase Bitter Mernories of School Days filled with
Fear," Atlantic Insight (1 988): 2 1-25; Marilyn MTllward, "Clean Behind the Ears? Micmac
Parents, Micmac Children, and the Shubenacadie Residential School," Towards a New
Maritimes: A Selection fkom Ten Years of New Maritimes, Eds. T a n McKay and Scott h!lïlsom
(Ragweed, The Island Publisher, 1992): 45-59; Unpublished theses: Millward, "Researching the
Devils: Brokerage at the Shubenacadie Residential School, Nova Scotia," Ph.D. thesis, Dalhousie
University 1997.; Marilyn Elaine O'Hearne, "Canadian Native Education Policy: A Case Study
of the Residential School at Shube;lacadie,-N.S.," M.A. thesis, Saint Mary's University, 1990;
(*note, MiUward and O'Hearne are the same historian); and Martha Elizabeth Walls, 'Native
Responses to the Indian Residential School at Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia, 1928-195 1,"M.A.
thesis, Dalhousie University, 1996.

academic portions of the institutions. To contribute to füling this gap, this study investigates the
curriculum and pedagogy at the Shubenacadie Residential School. As such, it extends the study
of government and church policies and actions, thus building on curent histoncal studies, At the
same time, it illuminates a significant portion of residentiai school life which has, thus far,
received little attention. The classrooms provide usefûl sites for investigation as policy goals and
obstacles to their success can be viewed at a point where they directly afTected the students,
teachers, schooI inspectors, and principals. Catholic Church officiais, cunïculum writers at the
Nova Scotia Department of Education, and Indian Affairs Branch representatives offered advice

and directives which might have counteracted some of the more destructive elements of
residentid schooling. However, the influence of teachers and others closely connected with the
classrooms, and the goal of assimilating the students, which fomed the backbone of the
institution, meant that even the potentially helpful guidelines were not followed in any
meaningful way.
For the purposes of this project, assimilation wiU be defked as the cultural replacement that
the govermnent and churches desired and Native peoples opposed. Native people wished to
have their children educated in European-styled schools as they desired the essential knowledge
for survival and success when the European settlers became increasingly dominant in North
~ m e r i c a .However,
~
Native peoples envisioned a convergence between home and school. That

J.R. Miller, Slqscrapers Hide the Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in
Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989) 102-103. Miller goes on to outline
continued Native resistence to the system of residentid schools. He argues that this resistence to
assimilation was consistent over time and place fiom the 1830sthrough the twentieth century.
The argument for Native peoples' acceptance of some but not all European influences is echoed
by Kerry Abel, who argues that the Dene people in the far North adapted those practices fkom
whites that they saw as necessary or beneficial to their own survival. See, Kerry Abel, D m

is, they desired the maintenance of c%dian" values, identÏty, and language dongside "quality
education.'" The inclusion of Native cultural components required specific cwricular
contributions fiom Native peoples, and one of the more pointed criticisms of the system has been

its lack of Native participation or contr01.'~
Without Native participation, however, the education system designed and operated by the
federal government and the churches respectively, allowed for no such synthesis of Native and
white cultures. The residential schools constituted the foundation for the poLicy which aimed to
destroy Native children's religious beliefs, social habits, and language. This policy was to turn
them into "brown white men" different from and ashamed of their parents and their heritage.' l
The concerted effort at 'cculturalreplacement," as opposed to the Native vision of "cultural
synthesis,"12 meant that many children were deprïved of their parents' and cornmUIljties' cultural
Songs: GlimDses of Dene History (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press,
1993).
'Jean Barman,Yvonne M. Hebert, and Don McCaskill, "The Challenge of Indian
Education: An Overview," hdian Education in Canada: The Challenge, Bannan et al ed.s
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1987) 2. See also, Gerda Kaegi,
Com~rehensiveView of Indian Education (Toronto: Canadian Association in Support of the
Native Peoples, 1974?) 5; and Noel Dyck, Differing Visions: Administerina hdian Residential
Schooling:in Prince Albert. 1867-1995 (Halifax: Femwood Publishing, 1997) 15.
''The most vehement and well-dehed statement of a desire for Native controi c m be
found in the National Indian Brotherhood's 1972 position paper, Indian Control of Indian
Education (Ottawa: National Indian Brotherhood, 1972) 3 and 27.
"Dyck, 14- 15.
I2Fora description and explanation of the tems cccuituralreplacement" and c'cultural
synthesis" see, David Nock, A Victorian Missionary and Canadian hdian Policv: Cultural
Svnthesis versus Cdhmd Replacement Waterloo: Wilfnd Laurier University Press, 1988) 1-2;
and, Hobart and Brant, " E s h o Education, Danish and Canadian: A Comparison," Canadian
Review of Sociolow and Anthro~ology3 (1966): 48.
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influences. This aspect of the schools was and is widely criticised by Native peoples across the
country and it forms the basis of what this study refers to as ccassimiiatioa"'3 An endeavour that
was characterised by such a goal did not include the respect necessary for the implementation of

many of the Catholic Church's and government recommendations. That is, to implement many
of the ideas that will be expIored throughout the foUowing three chapters, white officials needed
to listen to the Native students and their communities. The racism inherent in a systematic
attempt to assimilate Native people meant that they were allowed no such attention. The study of
curriculum and pedagogy shows the character and scope of this racism and aiso the complexity of
its ideological and institutional context in the 1950s and 1960s. In this period, c e c u l u m and
pedagogy became much more influentid in the schools as the 1951 Indian Act officially ended
the "half day system" whereby students spent half of their day in class and the other half
receiving 'bocational education." The period, therefore, is distinctive in the history of residential
schools.

Curriculum and Pedanom in the Current Bodv of Literature
The body of historical literatlw d e a h g with residentiai schools in Canada continues to grow.
To date, the most comprehensive account of the schools and students' lives within their walls is
13See,for example, Rosalyn hg, "The Effects of Residential Schools on Native ChildRearing Practices," Canadian Journal of Native Education, 18, Supplement (1991): 92-94; and
Canada, Pariiament, House of Comrnons, "Debates," S~ecialJoint CoIllITnittee of the Senate and
the House of Comrnons on the Indian Act 1946-1948 passim.
Pan-Canadian arguments by Native peoples are used in this study to help define
c'assimilation." While specific concems may have been influenced by local conditions, the
resistence to assimilation and criticisms of residential schoohg were surprisingly uniform over
time and arnong places. Miller argues that Native peoples recognized this d o r m i t y after the
hearings of the 1946-48 Joint Commission. Miller, Shinmauk's Vision, 396.
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J.R Miller's Shingwauk's Vision: A Histow of Native Residential Schools. Miller explores
traditional Native child-rearing practices, the establishment of the system, the various foms of
physical and emotional neglectlabuse that occurred in the schools, some pedagogical concerns,
resistance, and the positive and negative outcomes of the residential school experience for Native
people. Miller addresses the question of curriculum in his assessrnent of classroom leaming as
""inappropriate." He notes that provincial school currïcula, as irnplemented in the residential
schools, ignored students' Me experiences and emphasised the remote notions of European
history and geography.
Miller also considers vocational education as an important aspect of daily life in the
residential schools, but assesses its use as a money-saving venture for the schools rather than
situating it in the context of debates over "progressive education" or as an impediment to
academic pursuits.14 The exclusion of Native children's experiences and the use of vocational
education are crucial in understanding the govemment's overt goals of assimilating and placing
the Native students in the unskilled labour force upon "graduation." However, Miller does not

explore the more subtle forms of assimilation which were inherent in the provincial school
cumicula or the pedagogical advice that was provided and employed, distorted, or contradicted
within the cIassrooms.

Comparable in content to Miller's book, Agnes Grant's No End of Grief takes a less thorough
approach to the same issues, relying heavily on secondary literature. Both Miller and Grant

14Thenotion that practical skills ought to be taught alongside acadernics, especially in the
case of rurai school students, was a progressive idea for educators in the 1920s through the
1940s. See L.A. DeWolfe, My Philoso~hyof Education (Halifax: Department of Education,
Nova Scotia, 1958) 49. Vocational education was more important in the pre-195 1 period. This
system is explored in Chapter 3.

explore the context in which the schools functioned as well as their every day operations, but
neither discuss in detail the currïcular functions for which the schools were responsible. Grant
notes the importance that was placed on leaming English, the religious componentts of the
system, and the outmoded pedagogical styles of the teachers. Her assessrnent also points to many
deficiencies in the curriculum. Anecdotes about chiidren who could not tell time or count money
relate to the wider discussion conceming gaps in the c e c u l u m . Like Miller, Grant points to the
ethnocentric bias in materids which made much of what students were to leam kelevant to tbeir
lives. Though she states that "cUtTiculum was an integral part of the coloni.zing agenda,"I5 Grant
does not explore how aspects of what was taught might have fûrthered this agenda or how the
agenda rneant that even potentidy helpfd policies were not fully implemented.
Linda Bull's article, "Indian Residential Schooling: the Native Perspective," attempts to put
residential schooling in context with regards to Native and European approaches to child-rea~g
and education, the political policies and agenda of the Canadian government, and church
attitudes toward the education of Native pupils. In interviews with former students, Bull
discusses personal experiences in the schools and the positive and negative outcornes which
resulted (though the negatives outweigh the positives 9 % pages to 1 %). Again, little is included
which deals specificdly with academic pursuits. Bull does point out (as Milier does) that
academics were overshadowed by religious teachings and technical training16and that the
pedagogical styles of the teachers clashed with traditional Native ideds concerniag teaching and
"Grant, 166.

16Bull,3 1.

learning." Bull gives some attention to students' desire to leaml8but does not focus on the
"schooiing" which was to have been a signifïcant part of the institutions.
The texts which deal specincally with the residential school at Shubenacadie are few. Isabelle
Knockwood's M-hand account of life at the school, suppoaed with extensive interviewhg of
other former students, deals in detail with daily Me in the institution and concentrates on the
1930s and 1940s. Though it seems that the Mi'kmaq in general felt that literacy and education
were important,1gKnockwood does not include substantial material which deals specincally with
the academic components of the school. Like Miller and Grant, Knockwood outhes the

obstactes Mi'kmaw children faced in the classroom. These obstacles included a Ianguage barrier,
intimidating and humiliating teaching practices, cultural misunderstandings, and the time
children spent outside the classroorn performing manual labour. She d s o notes the lack of

M'kmaw history and phiiosophy in the curriculumum
These points al1 serve to illuminate some
impediments to real academic progress in residential school classrooms, aside fiom the obvious
issues of abuse, neglect, and emotional pain. The official guidelines that the government and
Catholic Church provided for the school and their interpretation(s) within the classrooms,

'%ockwood was permitted to attend the local public high school in after completing
grade eight at the residential school. In order to attend, however, she was forced to live at the
institution. While she detested this living arrangement, she felt that "gohg to the pubIic school
had opened up a door, and for the time being, the only way to keep that door ajar was to stay on
at the Residential SchooI." (126) Also, Knockwood writes, "Many parents recognized that their
children would need other kinds of bowledge to get dong in the white world. My father, John
Knockwood, ...had never attended school, but had taught himself to read and write by reading the
Halifax Herald fiom cover-to-cover every week."(l9)

however, are not e ~ p l o r e d . ~ ~
Two accounts of Mie at the Shubenacadie Residential School appeared in the Micmac News

during the 1970s. Both included statements fiom various former students and concentrated
heavily on the punishments and general misbreatment of Mi'kmaw children. These were the Grst
published public accounts of school life and they focussed on the most overtly influentid aspects
of life in the institution therefore, leaving out questions concerning curriculum and pedagogyThat issues of abuse, neglect, and general mistreatmmt of children have been at the forefiont of
discussions conceniing residential schools is not surprising. Such discussions have paved the
way for a wider exploration of overall govemment and church policies concerning Native

peoples in Canada, While physical and emotional hardships have often been the focus of studies
around residential schooling thus far, they represent only the most obvious attempts to "beat the

Indian" out of the students. Curriculum content and pedagogical practices were d s o important
forces on the road to assimilation within the walis of the residential schools and the prominence
that the goal held ensured that other potentialiy beneficial policies were not implemented at the
Shubenacadie Residential School.
The three other studies which have been completed on the Shubenacadie Residential School
include extensive discussions about admission and discharge policies, issues of medical care,
punishments, the welfare functions of the school, parental, student, and community input,
resistence, and bureaucratie powers? While these accounts provide a good overview of the
'The one exception is Knockwood's recollection of a song which she sang as a student.
The song praised Columbus for ccdiscovering"Amenca 'Tor you and me." Knockwood 51.

21Mill~ard,
07Hearne,and Wails.

Il
school's administrative aspects, they do not address questions concerning the school's academic
policies and practices. In order to assess govemment agenda, parochial attitudes, and the fidl
range of experiences to which students were subjected, cUmculum content and pedagogy must be
considered dong with other aspects of the school.

The Historiographical Debate: Agencv and Power
Curriculum content placed a govemment agenda in the laps of students. The provincial
governments' curriculum guidelines, which were intended for white children, were used as the
basis of academic content in the residentid schooIs. The Mi'kmaw children at the Shubenacadie
Residential SchooI were, therefore, to follow Nova Scotia's public school curriculum. This
curriculum and the accompanying pedagogical advice were handed down fiom the provincial and
federal governments to the Catholic principals, then to the teachers, and finally to the students.
Each person in this chah codd ignore or re-interpret the information that was provided. These
interpretations altered the power that govemment held as curriculum and pedagogical advice
were subject to a number of forces that could idluence their implementation.

In his "Two Lectures," Foucault argues that power is decentralized and that there are

In this study, each person
"manifold forms of domination that can be exercised within ~ociety."~
in the above-mentioned chah of power, in addition to school inspectors, the Canadian public and

Native peoples themseIves ensured that power was, in fact, decentralized. Foucault also argues
that one ought not to study power fkom the center outward but that it should be analysed at its
alMichel Foucault, "Two Lectures," Power/Knowled~e:Selected I n t e ~ e w and
s Other
Writinns. 1972-1977, Colin Gordon ed. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980) 96.

12

"capillaries" where it is in direct contact with its abject? Foliowing Foucault, then, this study

will consider some of the specific points of contact where government, Church, and their
employees' power touched students. Specificdy, these included pedagogical advice, curriculum
content, and policies or ideas which directly related to classroom practices.
Historians of Native issues in Canada have applied (consciously or not) Foucault's argument
about the decentraiized nature of power. They argue that power was shared, however unequally,
by Native parents, communities, and children, in addition to the combined forces of Church and
govemment. The arguments focus primarily on how the opposing groups of Native and white
peoples have asserted or been subjected to power. To illustrate these power relations and
Foucault's theory, Carolyn Strange and Tina Loo use the metaphor of a net to represent power.
They assert that one shodd view this net in both of two ways. It may be seen as a collection of
holes which are bound together by string. In this case, one is able to slip through the net's grasp.
From the other point of view, the net can be seen as an instrument which represses and binds its
captives."

This metaphor works well when it is applied to the varying viewpoints which historians hold
regarding the power relationships that existed between Native peoples and the white govemment
or church administrators. Historians and other scholars who have written on Native Canadian
history may be located in one or the other of two camps on the question of power relations. The

24CarolynStrange and Tina Loo, Making Good: Law and Moral Remdation in Canada,
1867- 1939 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997) 5; and Tina Loo, "Don Cranmer's
Potlatch: Law as Coercion, Symbol, and Rhetoric in British Columbia, 1884- 1951,"Canadian

Historicai Review, 73:2 (June, 1992): 165 note.

first group takes a viewpoint suggested by Strange and Loo's explanation that the net of power
may be a collection of holes. This group emphasizes the strength of Native communities, their
ability to resist and influence policy at the govemment or, at least, the school level. These
scholars point to the continuhg existence of Native cultures, and even their revitalization in the
post-residential school era- Historians who fa11 into this group include James Redford, who
argues that Native people in British Columbia exerted their power through attendance at
residential schools. He argues that,
a whole range of factors- not just the efforts of the churches or of
the Department of Indian Mairs- determined the educational
expenences and social destinies of Indian children. Native patterns
of life conditioned thousands of everyday decisions concerning details
o f attendance... The perspective of the last one hundred years
reinforces the misconception: Indians...let slip control of their own
destiny, and watched powerlessly as they were helped or victimized by
schemes of social rnanipulation.ls (Emphasis added.)

J.R. Miller also belongs in this group. In "The Irony of Resîdential Schooling," he argues that
Native people took advantage of the residential school and used it for their own purposes. He
asserts that the government did not achieve its goal of assimilation and that the churches failed to
Christianize ail Native people while the Native people themsehes did attain their goals of basic

The historiaus who take this interpretive position also emphasize the success of former
students. Linda Bull States that enforced use of English meant that students from different
=James Redford, "Attendance at Indian Residential Schools in British Columbia, 18901920," B.C.Studies 44 (1979-80): 55.
" ~ i l l e r ,"The Irony of Residential Schooling," Canadian Journal of Native Education
14:2 (1987): 11. Miller's individual articles a not as complex as Shinmauk's Vision in their

positioning on the agency question.

nations learned to communicate. According to Buli, this resulted in increased rnobility for
Native people and fostered a sense of a common identityty2'Miller points to the Native leaders
who emerged d e r undergoing education at residential s c h o ~ land
s~~
Jacqueline Gresko argues
that the expenence
aided in the preservation of Indian cultural patterns, stimulated
resistance to missionary and government assimilative efforts, spread
a pananIndian
identity and eventually brought about the generation
of modem Indian rights movements and cultural/educational activities?
Criticism of this approach to the interpretation of power lies in the possibility that this
analysis underestimates or misrepresents the obstacles which Native people encountered. In this
way, cntics claim that historians may actually trivialize the amount of strength it took for some
Native people to resist?' Resistance was not, by any means, wholly effective and there are
numerous accounts of the sui3ering that children endured in these instit~tions.~~

The second group of historians takes the viewpoint that the net was a restrictive tool which

28Miller,"The Irony of Residential Schooling," 11.
29~acqueline
Gresko, "Creating Little Dominions Withïn the Dominion: Early Catholic
Indian Schools in Saskatchewan and British Columbia," Indian Education in Canada: Volume 1,
The Legacy Barman, Hebert, McCaskill eds. (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
1986): 102.
30RobinBrowniie and Mary-EUen Kelm, "Desperately Seeking Absolution: Native
Agency as Colonialist Alibi?," The Canadian Historical Review 75:4 (1994): 552.
"For example, Grant; Miller, Shinpwauk's Vision; George Manuel, The Fourth World:
An Indian Reality (Don Mills, ON: Collier-Macmillan Canada, Ltd., 1974); Isabelle Knockwood,
Out of the De~ths:The Ex~eriencesof Mi'kmaw Children at the Indian Residential School at
Shubenacadie. Nova Scotia (Lockeport, NS: Roseway Publishing, 1992). It is important to note
that these historiaus do not deny the obstacles that existed but choose to focus on how Native
people circumvented them in some cases.

stiaed Native agency and rendered it Iargely ineEective. These historians stress the sweeping
powers that the govermnent and church administrators held. They also point to the virtuai
disappearance of many Native languages, the chaos that reigns in many Abonginal co~llfllunities
today, and the general Mering which has resulted fiom the residential school expenence.
Elizabeth Furniss, for example, writes that the imbalance of power that existed between the white
officials and the Native peoples made any attempts at resistance futile."

She also points out that

officials often misinterpreted acts of resistance and, in doing so, reduced the influence of Native
power and agen~y.3~
Janis Dawson echoes Fumiss's assertions when stating that the "history of
Native education in Canada has been the story of what one group has done to another.""
Writing in this vein, scholars emphasize the breadth and depth of the harms done by

residentiai schooling. Rosalyn h g states that, as a result of the residential school system and the
"systemic indoctrination" which occurred, Native people lost the self-esteem which is essential to
the use and development of effective child-rearing practices." She also remarks that isolation in
the residential schools meant that chiidren did not have a chance to develop respect for their
"Elizabeth Fumiss, Victims of Benevolence: Discidine and Death at the Williams Lake
Indian Residential School, 1891-1920 (Wïïams Lake, BC: Cariboo Tribal Council, 1992) 3.
33Furniss,4. This idea is supported by some documents relating to the school at
Shubenacadie. When one woman wrote to her Indian Agent to request that her children be
retumed to her, the Agent discredited and mocked her plea when he passed it on to the
Department of Indian Affairs. The woman "says she loves her children and wishes to have them
with her" he wrote. ( I d a n Agent for St Peter's Nova Scotia to Indian Affairs Branch, 20
September, 1941. NAC,Indian M i s Branch School Files, RG 10 Volume 6053, File 260-10,
part 1: as quoted in Walls, 98).
"Janis Dawson, "Kmy Children are Proud: Native Education and the Problem of SelfEsteem," Canadian Journal of Native Education 15: 1 (1988) 49.

elders, their culture, or their "Indian~ess."'~Relatimg to the long term effects of the system, she
points to Celia Haig-Brown's comments regarding the loss of language that occurred as a result
of the residential schools?'
Robin Brownlie and Mary-Ellen Kelm point to the loss of language and culture and while they
achowledge that some students emerged fiom theËr educational expenences ready to fight their
In
oppressors, they also note the fact that many more people were niuied by the e~periences.~~

addition, Ing refers to the destruction of the people themselves when she writes of the social
symptorns which are now observable including "alcoholism, child and spouse abuse and neglect,
prison incarceration, violence, and dnig dependency."" This group of historians asserts that
Native people's efforts at resistance did not alter t h e coercive nature of the govemment's la~s.''~
Both of these general viewpoints have çtrengths but their common weakness lies in the fact
that they are general viewpoints. That is, to define the residential school experience as resulting
in largely positive or largely negative outcornes is t o deny the complexities of the experience, or,

more accurately, of the experiences, plural. More importantly for this study, an emphasis on two
overarching groups, Native and white, implies that there was a sort of unanimity within each

371ng,82. However, Haig-Brown also speaks of the SuTvival and the strength of Native
cultures. The entire premise, the very title of her b o a is the "resistance" of Native peoples
toward the federal residentid schools. Therefore, one must not take hg's interpretation to mean
that Haig-Brown views the residential school experience in the same way that Ing does.
38~rowalie
and Kelm, 550.

"

For more information on Native-white r e l a h s and power divisions see, J.R Miller,
Skvscrapers Hide the Heavens, and Miller, Sweet Pmmises: A Reader on Indian-White Relations
in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991).

group that simply did not exist. In her article on the Blue Quills Residential School in Alberta,
Diane Persson impiies that one must be sensitive to individual situations? Individual situations,

in the context of the present study, includes the personal attitudes of those who held govenunent
and Church-sanctioned power and the forces that helped to shape those attitudes. Teachers,
school Uzspectors, the principal, and even individuals within the Indian Affairs Branch had
various attitudes toward the directives they were given. Those within the system, then, chose
selectively Eom these directives ensuring that any vision that the Church or govemment had of
education was not uniformly implemented at the Shubenacadie Residential School. In some
cases, the assimilative force of curriculum content itself stood as a barrier to implementùig
certain goals. A blanket condemnation or support of policies, therefore, puts too much trust in
their implementation. While the Church and govemment hierarchies offered explicit advice and
d e s regarding what practices were to be followed with chddren in the schools, individual
decisions that were influenced by many forces, including the predominant goal of assimilating
the students, stood in the way of implementing these directions."

4 L ~ i a nPersson,
e
"The Changing Experience of Indian Residential Schoohg: Blue Quills,
1931-1 970," Indian Education in Canada: Volume 1. The Legacy, Barman,Hebert, and
McCaskül eds. (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1986) 155.
" ~ o m eof these policies or recommendations might have been helpful to the Native
students at the school or might, at least, have made their experiences less hannful. However, my
tacit support for some of the official ideais does not indicate sympathy for the residential school
system as a whole. Nor does it indicate support for the governrnent or Church representatives
who oversaw the system. Their failure to supervise and enforce their ideas does not indicate a
passionate cornmitment to the stated goals. However, the fact that the goals were not wholly
implemented points to the fact that individuals within the system had Merent opinions and
chose to exercise their own power. These detours fiom official policies were influentid in
determining the experiences of children within the Shubenacadie Residential School.

Students could not determine, to any great extent, what or how they were taught."

For this

reason, this study focuses heavily on administrative policies and their place in the Shubenacadie
Residential School. The study is concemed specifically with the directives that Catholic
authorities, the Nova Scotia Department of Education, and the Indian AffairS Branch issued for
teaching in general and for "Indian education" specifically. Evidence on the classroom situation
at the Shubenacadie Residential School is then exRmined to see whether these "directives" were

implemented, distorted, or contradicted within the walls of that institution. To establish what

made up these religious and secular directives, this study relies on papal encyclicals and
addresses, scholarly Catholic literature, provincial curriculum guidelines as outlined in
publications of the Nova Scotia Department of Education, school textbooks, readers, and
workbooks, and the instructions of the Indian Affairs Branch through general mernoranda. The
exploration of policy impkmentation at the schoo1 level relies heavily on the Indian Affairs
Branch School Files and files for the Shubenacadie Agency, as well as the records in the
Archives of the Catholic Archdiocese of Halifax. These documents allowed me to delve into
policy, stated intentions or goals, and the application of those goals within the school. What
stood in the way of complete implementation varied depending on what was to be implemented,
but what these documents made clear was that there never was agreement among all levels of
"Certainly, selective listening and the re-interpretation of information also helped
students to determine their academic experiences. A former student at the Blue Quills
Residential School in Alberta recalled,
In social studies we would study about dukes and duchesses. But that
was so far removed fiom what my life was. What did 1care about that
baloney? So 1 fïlled my notebooks with pictures and doodles of my
ideas of what history was about. (Persson, 9).
Miller also argues that students helped to shape these experiences through attendance or absence
fiom the schools in some cases. See, "The Irony of Residential Schooling."
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administration on policy goals. The documents did not d o w for an investigation into student
responses to curriculum and pedagogy or to theY academic experiences. Personal documents,
including the teachers' log books held at the Sisters of Charity Archives in HaMax, are currently
closed. Glimpses into the classrooms are afforded by school inspecter's reports and
communications between school administrators and the Indian Affairs Branch.
The fïrst chapter of this study deals with the Catholic Church's ideology of child-rearing and
education in the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries. During the latter part of this penod
the staff at the Shubenacadie Residential School in the 1950s and 1960s had their training.
Therefore, the ideology expressed by Catholic leaders might be expected to have been reflected

in the practices at the school. The Catholic Church and its staffat the school, however, ignored
or distorted the fundamental principles of this ideology in a way that stripped them of their
potential benefits for students.
Chapter Two tums directly toward the classrooms themselves and the govemment's
assimilationist goals as they were represented in the curriculum content at the Shubenacadie
Residentid School. Again, aspects of the guideluies around the currïcular and pedagogical aims
held promise for Native students. However, the goal of ""educationfor citizenship" (which often
repIaces the words ccsegregation"or "assimilation" in the government's public rhetoric by the late
1940s4) took precedence over al1 other aim. Therefore, the potentidy helpfhi guidelines were

not foliowed.

The third chapter focuses on policy initiatives and changes that the Indian Mairs Branch
legislated @ut did not enforce) in the 1950s and 1960s. These policies were re-interpreted,
44Miller,Shinmvauk's Vision, 382.
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distorted, and ignored at the Shubenacadie Residential School. In the dying decades of the
residential school system, the Department began to address some of the highly criticized aspects

of the system, but mauy of the initiatives did not reach the children in the classrooms of the
school at Shubenacadie, Influenced by many forces, individuals connected to the school or to the

Indian Affairs B m c h made their own decisions about policy irnplementation- Therefore, the
ciifferences of opinion regarding the aimç of 'lndian educationy'meant that government directives
were not necessariiy evident in the classrooms at the Shubenacadie Residential School.

Cha~terOne:
Catholic Ideolow around Child Rearing;and Education
This chapter deals with the ideology conceming child rearing and education espoused by the
Catholic Church in the period between 1890 and the 1950s. During this period, most of the
faculty who taught at the Shubenacadie Residential School in the 1950s and 1960s had their
traÏning. These were the ideals which were supposed to have informed the actions of Church

officials and educators.

In order to determine what these ideologies were, documents of the Church, including papal
encyclicals and addresses, resource books, and some secondary literature, have been consulted.
Historians of education have done very little work in this area, so the chapter relies mainly on
these primary sources. The background in church history that wouid situate these documents in
their fidl context of intellectual and poiitical developments is beyond the scope of this study.
Instead, what this chapter provides is a digest of common prominent themes that persisted
throughout the early twentieth century in the literature of the Catholic Church pertaining to
children and education.
When applied to the specifïc circumstances of the Shubenacadie Residentiai School, some of
these ideals become quite interesting. Had the Catholic anministrators adhered to Catholic
ideologies, the residential school experience could have been much less destructive to the
Mi'kmaw community. This is not to be interpreted as an indication of sympathy for the
residential schooling experiment itself. In fact, the founding principle upon which the system
was bas& the racist notion that Native people ought to be assimilated to the '%hite majority
culture," stood as one of the impediments to the implementation of some of the Catholic
ideoiogy. Simply, had Catholic ideology about chiId rearing and education been followed within
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the Shubenacadie Residential School, children, parents, and the Mi'kmaw c o ~ ~ ~ ~ uasnaiwhole
ty
might have suffered less at the bands of Catholïc administrators and government policies.

The h t section of this chapter deals with children's place in the world, as defïned in the
Catholic documents. According to Church officials, children were valued though they were low
on the hierarchical scale of power and were, therefore, obligated to obey the authority of adults.
The second sections draw on the rights and responsibilities of educators to provide for
children's needs. All children, by virtue of being human, were to be afforded the benefits of a
Christian (Catholic) education. As weU, the documents held that, although the Church and state

had a duty to provide this education, parents' rights could not be usurped in any but ccspecifïc
circumstancesy'of neglect. As parents' rïghts and responsibilities were paramount, the Church
also found that there ought to be harmony between the aims of both the school and the f d l y .
FoLiowing this section is a discussion of the pedagogical methods that Church leaders
recommended for teachers and then an exploration of the idea that children required moral
protection and the complex issue of discipline.
The conclusion draws on the most important aspects of the Catholic ideologies as they relate
to the Shubenacadie Residential School. Within the school, these ideals were ignored, distorted,
and directly contradicted, in part because of the underlying goal of assimilating the Mi'kmaw
children,

Attitudes Toward Children and Education: Love and Obedience
The documents of the Catholic Church repeatedly express the value of children. This value is

drawn fiom the teachings of the Christian Bible and is supported in the institution of manlage

and the officia1 Catholic views conceming b i a h control. In his encyclical letter on Christian

Marriage (1930) Pope Pius XI wrote,

Thus, amongst the blessings of marriage, the child holds the first
place. And indeed the Creator of the human race Himself, who in
His goodness wished to use men in the propagation of Me, taught
this when, instituthgmarriage in Paradise, He said to our fmt
parents, and through them to ali future spouses: ''Tncrease and
multiply, and fill the earth."'
This same direction is present in the multi-volume Catholic Encvclo~edia,completed in 1910.
Under the heading 'Family"this resource book states that the "primary end of the f d y is the
procreation of children. The husband or wife who shirks this duty fkom any but spirituai or moral
motives reduces the family to an unnaturd and unchristian leveY2 This idea is inscribed in the
Catholic Code of Canon Law which indicates its centrality in the precepts of the Catholic
~hurch.' Thus, children were considered to be a duty and a blessing for married couples.
While the reason to have children appears to be rooted in a concem for the continuation of the

Christian (Catholic) faithp children were valued as people in and of themselves. Officiais stated
that children ought to be loved by their parentsSand their teacherd Again, roots of this ideal

'pope Pius XI, "Casti Comubii," December 3 1, 1930 &ondon and New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1930) 7-8.
'charles G. H e r b e m m Ed., The Catholic Encyclo~edia,Volume V (New York: Robert
Appleton Company, 1911) 783.
3PiusXI, "CastiConnubii," 1O.

'Herbermann, Vol. XI, 479. "The first duty of parents toward their children is to love
them. Nature inculcates this clearly, and it is customary to describe parents who lack this
affection as unnatural."

6 P i ~XII,
s 'T\Tell'accogliervie," April20,1956, The Pope S~eaks,1956,255.

were found in Christian scripture which was cited as a guide to how one ought to look upon
children. According to the Christian Bible, Christ proclaimed, "Suffer the M e children to corne
unto Me and forbid them not; for of such is the kingdom of God."'
Writing in 1956, Pope Pius XII felt that this love would aid in achieving obedience. He stated,
"A pupil who is sure of the Iove of bis parents and superiors will hardfy fail to respond, sooner or

later, to their wishes."' Responding to superiors' wishes wodd be of utmost imporîance for
students in Catholic schools where obedience to authority was an important aspect of leaming.

In order to prepare students for a future in which respect and obedience toward authority would
be necessary or at least beneficial, Catholic officiais stressed the importance of children's
submission. In general, the Catholic documents emphasised teaching children to obey and
respect authority. In order for them to function successfully as adults in their societies, a strict
adherence to secular and parochial laws was deemed necessary.
While children were vahed as the foundation for survival in the fûture, they were not seen as
complete beings and, therefore, they were ranked at the bottom of a hierarchy of authority. They
were subordinate to their parents, the Church, and their teachers, and young children even owed
obedience to older ehildren? Again, Catholic leaders cited the Bible when supportkg the need
for discipline in education,
"You cal1 Me Master and Lord. And you Say well: for so I am."

'Mark 10: 14, as cited in Frank P. Cassidy, Molders of the Medievai Mind: The Innuence
of the Fathers of the Church on the Medievai Schoohen (Port Washington, New York: Kennikat
Press, Inc., 1944) 30.

'pope Pius XII, 'T\Jell'accogliervie," 2%-254.

Without authority education is impossible. His noble Me
exemplified respect for law, obedience to authonty. Authorify of
natural law, of parent and teacher, authonty of Church and state,
are fundamental concepts of His educational principles."10
An earlier twentieth century Pope, Pius XI, supported the idea of obedience to authonty in terms

of fear. In a papal encyclïcal of 1929 he discussed the authority of parents stating,

This authority is not given for their own advantage, but for the proper
up-bringing of their children in a holy and Hial '"fear of God, the
begirining of wisdom," on which fomdation alone ail respect for
authority can rest securely: and without which, order, tranquility and
prosperity, whether in the f d y or in society, will be impossible."
Even some of the more

representatives of the Catholic education system upheld

obedience as an important aspect of Catholic education and child rearing. John Bonner, a
Catholic school superintendent in the 1WOs, characterized the Catholic school as stressing
"discipline and order and submission to authorïty" and womed that, "in the home itself courtesy,
reverence, a wholesome awe and respect for authority have been in too many instances replaced
by...flippancy and a reversal of the normal sit~ation."'~

The m a i .source cited in support for the importance of obedience is the fourth commandment
fiom the Christian Bible,

onor or your father and your mother, that your days may be long in the

land which the Lord your God gives you."" This commandment was taken to mean that one
10Cassidy,3O.
'Pope Pius XI, "Rappresentanti in Terra," December 3 1, 1929, The Papal Encyclicals,
1903-1939, Claudia Carlen ed. (McGrath Publishing Co., 1981) 364.
12Asquoted in Francis Ryan, "Sparing the Child: Superintendent John Bonner's
Philosophy of Classroom Discipline and Character Education in the Philadelphia Catholic
Schools, 1940-1945," Vitae Scholasticae, 10:1-2 (1991): 2 16.
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ought to cchonour"a l l those vesteci with authority. Pope Pius XII told a group of students, "put
your confidence in those who have t&sn upon themselves and accepted fkom Providence the
grave responsibility of directing your

Parents, however, received the most attention as

the objects of authority to whom children ought to submit, "Besides the parental relationship and
dignity account is to be taken of their authority. Children, so long as they remah under its yoke,

are bound to obey.""

This emphasis on the power of authonties and the importance of obedience was intended to
prepare students for a moral and successfbi future. The traits of obedience, CO-operation,
courage, perseverance, courtesy, punctuality, and good manners were considered vaiuable assets

and were therefore stressed.16 Obedience, however, was not unconditional. That is, many
documents contain quaMiers which give children a s m d amount of autonomy in making the
decision as to whether or not to follow instructions. Children were encouraged to disobey only
when instructions were not "rnoral'or were not in the best interests of the family. " For the most
part, however, children were expected to do as they were told instead of as they chose. Decision-

making was reserved for adults.

14piusXII, "Nellia c c o g l i e ~ e ,257.
~'
'5Herbemano, Vol. XI, 479. See also, Leo XI, ccAr~anum
Divinae Sapientaie," February
10, 1880, Etienne Gilson ed., The Church Soeaks to the Modem World: The Social Teachings of
Leo Xm (Garden City, New York: Image Books, a division of Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1954), 94;
and Pope Pius XI, "Rappresentanti in Tema," 369.

"Herbemann, Vol. XI, 448.

The Ri&t/Dutv to Christian Education
Because adults were given authority over chitdren, they were responsible for providing a
"proper" upbringing as it was d e h e d by the Catholic Church- This meant that all children had
the right to be educated and that their education ought to be a Christian one. The 1963-1965
Declaration On Christian Education stated,
every man of whatever race, condition, and age--.has an halienable
right to an education correspondhg to his proper destiny and suited
to his native talents, his sex, his cultural background, and his ancestral
heritage-'
m

e the f o m of education remained subject to social hierarchies, the nght to education did not.

Education, in the formal sense of the word, was considered to be an indienable ri&

held by

virtue of being human. The importance implied by such texminology is supported by Pius XI'S
assertion that the education of youth was "work of utmost importance"'g and by St. John
Chrysostom's question, "What greater work is there than training the mind and forming the
habits of the young?""

This work, dong with the duty to proselytise across cultures, was

directed by Christian scnpture. The Catholic Encyclooedia cites the command, "Going,
therefore, teach [sic] ye all nations...and behold 1 am with you ail days, even to the
consummation of the w~jrld."~'
"Walter Abbott, ed., The Documents of Vatican II, trans. Joseph Gallagher (New York:
Herder & Herder New York Association Press, 1966) 641.

'%us

XI, "Rappresentanti in Terra," 354.
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quoted
s
in Pius XI, ""Rappresentantiin Terra," 354.
"Matthew 27:l9,2O as quoted in Herbemanu, Vol. V, 300; also, Pius XI,
ccRappresentantiin Terra," 355; and Cassidy, 32.

This direction was taken, by Catholic leaders, to imply both secular or ccacademic"teaching
and religious instruction? Catholic schooiing, however, was a prominent focus of teachings
regarding education and child rearing which were espoused by the Catholic Church. The primary
goal of education, in the opinion of Catholic Ieaders, was to promote the qualitties and
characteristics of their Christ figure in children. An expression of this goal also displays the
complexity of Catholic ideology as these characteristics included authority and humility, justice
and forbearance, wisdom and simplicity, austerity and sympathy, aU in cccompletehannony.'"
Pope Pius XI, in his encyclical on Christian education, rooted bis claims in Christian scripture
when he declared,

The proper and immediate end of Christian education is to
cooperate with divine grace in forming the true and perfect
Chrisban, that is, to form Christ Himself in those regenerated by
Baptism, according to the emphatic expression of the Apostle: "My
1ittle children, of whom 1am in labour again, until Christ be formed
in you.'"
Because this ultimate aim of education was based in religion, the only acceptable f o m of
institutional education condoned by the Church was that provided by the Catholic schools. For
this reason, among others (to be outhed Iater in this chapter), Christian education was

considered to be far superior to all other systems of education. The Catholic Enc~clooediagives
a brief account of "Oriental Education" (China, India, Egypt, and Persia are placed under this

qerbermam, Vol. V, 300.
UCassidy, 25.
2 4 P iXI,
~ 'cRappresentantiin Terra," 367.

heading), as well as that of the Greeks, the Romans, and the Jews." While these systems are
praised for some of their "attributes" they are essentiaiiy deemed to be inferior to Christian
education: "As in many other respects so for the work of education, the advent of Christianity is
the most i m p o ~epoch
~ ~ ~int the history of ma~kind."~~
In criticking pagan2' education Frank
Cassidy, a Catholic scholar and scbolar of Catholicism, states that the "teachers were not
concerned about matters of Christian faith or ethics; moral training was neither given nor

Informai systems of education were interpreted as "primitive" and wholiy none~pected."~~
academic.

In primitive times the helplessness and needs of the child were so
obvious that his elders by a natural impulse gave him a training in
the rude arts that enabled him to procure the necessaries of life...
But of education properly so called the savage knows nothing, and
much Less does he busy himself with theory or plan?'
This contempt for non-Christian systems of education led the Catholic Church to denounce al1
other systems in favou of its own. Pope Pius XII declared that "no educational method ... can
give perfect and l a s h g results if it disagrees with Christian principles, or scorns their values, or
fails to use true Christian me an^..."^^
-

=Sec Herbermam, Vol. V, 296-99.
26Herbermann,Vol. V, 299.

27Thisword i s used by Cassidy to denote "non-Christian" education and not that of Pagan
societies.

29~erbemiann,
Vol. V,296.
' O ~ o Pius
~ e XII, "Di Gran Cuare Vi Diamo," October 24, 1955, The Pooe Speaks, Spring
1956. This assertion echoes Pope Pius Xi's remark that "'there can be no ideally perfect
education which is not Christian education," c'Rappresentantiin Terra," 354.

Because of the concem over the '>roper" education of youth, parents were strongly warned
against sending their chiIdren to any but Catholic schools. W M e the Church asserted that
parents had a nght to choose where their children attended school, this asseaion appears to have
been directed more against state intervention than against its own practices. That is, while
parents had the nght to make their own decision(s) on the issue, they were directed by the Church
to ensure a Catholic education for their chiidren. Pope Leo Xm's 1890 encyclical on Christians

as citizen5 directs parents to keep their children "away nom schools where there is a risk of their
drinking inthe poison of impiety.'"' The Church promoted cbditional education" only insofar
as it was 'hecessary or helpful to Christian ed~cation."~~
Therefore, education in the fomal

sense (and indeed Christian education at home was also s t r e ~ s e dhad
) ~ ~to be under the auspices
of the Catholic Church. "Hence, in general, parents may not with a safe conscience send their
children to non-Cathoiïc schools, whether these be sectarian or s e c ~ l a r i s t . ' Education,
~~~
therefore, was highiy valued and the Church held that parents had the right to choose which
school(s) their chiidren would attend. But the Church also gave parents the responsibility of
ensuring that education was Catholic as the main goal of Christian education, to develop Christ

in children, was considered to be unobtainable under any direction but that of Catholic
"pope Leo Xm, "Sapentiae Christianae," January 10, 1890, The Paoai Enc~clicals.18781903, Claudia Carlen ed. (McGrath Publishing Co., 1981) 22 1. See also, Pius XI,
"Rappresentanti in Terra," 358; and Herbemiam, Vol. XI, 479.
3 2 P iXI9
~ 'cRappre~entantiin Terra," 356.
" ~ nthe 1963- 1965 Declaration on Education, the Vatican council asserted, "Let parents
then clearly recognize how vital a t d y Christian family is for the life and development of God's
own people." Abbott, 64 1.
YHerbermann, Vol. XI, 479.

institutions.

The Ri&&

and Res~onsibilitiesof Educators

The most prominent theme which ran throughout Catholic dialogue around education was the
role of parents. According to Church officiais, parents had the primary right to educate their
children. This right was aiso a duty and parents were compelied to give their cbildren a "proper"
education. This right and duty was shared in p m by both the Church and the state, but only in
cases of neglect could the parents' rights be subjected to parochial or govemmental intrusi~n."~
Though the Church deemed parents to be the ones responsible for ensuring that their children
received a Christian education, the officia1 documents also stressed the importance of ensuring
harmony between parents and schools regarding the educationai goals and practices.
Numerous official statements put forth arguments in favour of parental fieedom and
responsibilities concerning education. In 1890 Le0 Xm stated that parents "hold fiom nature
their right of training the children to whom they have given birth, witb the obligation... of
shaping and directing the education of their litde ones to the end for which God vouch-safed the
privilege oftransmitting the gi£t of life."î6 This responsibility is even ensconced in Canon Law,
canon 1113: "Parents are under a grave obligation to see to the religious and moral education of
"Even the duty of the state to promote education "henever the efforts of parents and of
other groups are hsufEcient" is preceded by the caution that the state shodd pay "attention to
parental wishes" in the Declaration on Education, 1963- 1965, Abbott, 642. See also, Pius XI,
"Rapresentanti in Terra," (359) which points out that the state should protect children only when
parents were found to be wanting physically or morally.

their children-2'" The right to determine the tools of that education are also repeatedly
supported." This idea is denved nom scriptme which remarks that the role of parents in
education is of such importance that it is almost impossible to provide an adequate s u b s t i t ~ t e . ~ ~
Substitutes to parental guidance were not deemed to be desirable but supplements were. The
Church itself claimed a special right to educate youths. Again drawing on the direction fiom the
Bible to "teach ye all natiom,"40the Church assumed that %e office of education belongs by a
unique title to the Church...because she has the responsibility of announcing the way of salvation
to al1 men...'*'

The emphasis on the need for Christian education was again apparent as the

Church asserted her influence in educating youth. The importance of the Church in education
was not limited to religious instruction, however. Pius XI in 1929 stated that the Church had the
"inalienable right" and the "indispensable duty" to 'tvatch over the entire education of her
children...not merely in regard to the religious instruction...but in regard to every other branch of
leaming and every regdation in so far as religion and morality are c~ncerned.'*~In the same
1929 encyclical, Pius X I aIso asserted that the Church ought to enjoy complete fieedom in
'%odex of Cannon Law, as cited in Pius XI, "Rappresentanti in Terra," 357. For other
references to the responsibility parents have to confer education upon their children see Abbott,
642;

3 8 ~ e efor
, example, Leu XDI, "Rerum Novanun," May 15,1891, in Gilson; Herbermann,
Vol. V, 784; and Abbott, 644.

'OMatthew 27:19,20, as cited in Herbermann, Vol. V, 300.

4 2 P iXI,
~ "Rappresentanti in Terra," 356.

teaching independent of any c'earthly ~ o w e r ? ~In exertuig au influence the Church, according to
Pius XI,was not exercising "undue interference, but rather materna1 care... in protecting her
children nom the grave danger of aU kinds of doctrinal and moral evil?'

The Chuch, therefore,

guardedly protected her own right,as weU as that of parents, to provide for the education of
children. While the state was not absolved of any responsibility to educate children, Catholic
ideals placed its role in a 'Ihird place" position.
Although they were seen as subsidiary to the Church and the family in educating youth, the
Catholic Church acknowledged that schools were necessary institutions.
Since however the younger generations must be trained in the
arts and sciences for the advantage and prosperity of civil society,
and since the family itseIf is unequal to this task, it was necessary
to create that social institution, the school... [ q h e school is ..-an
institution subsidiary and complernentary to the family and to the
Ch~rch.~'
As a subsidiary to the farnily and Church, the stateys role in schooling should follow only after

education was begun in the home? The Chwch indicated that Catholic schools should have the
"same cultural aims as d l other schooIs, be opened to the contemporary world, and be
illuminated by faith.'*7 The Church also advocated harmony between the aims of public and
Cathoiic schools as weU as bettveen schools and families. In 1956 Pius XII stated that schools
and families should be "in perfect agreementyy
with regard to principles and goals in order that

"pius XI, ''Rappresentanti in Terra," 355.

"pius XI, "Rappresentanti in Terra, 356.
"pius XI, "Rappresentanti in Terra," 365.
46Herberrnann,Vol. V, 295; Abbott, 641 and especiaily 643-645.
47~bbotty
645.

"one may not destroy the influence of the other.'*'

Both institutions were seen as necessary

factors in the rearing and educaticnn of youth and, therefore, the Chmch assumed that both ought
to have similar aimc;,
Though the state did have an obligation to provide for education, the documents of the
c
did not feel that this obligation superceded the
Catholic Church indicate that C a ~ o l i authorities
rights of the Church and that the nights of parents were, in fact, halienable. The Church had
ideals concerning how people ought to be educated and the proper nature of the schools children
ought to attend. However, it held that parents' rïghts and responsibilities were fist and foremost
in ail but very "particularcircumsdances." The papal encyclicals advocated for consideration of

parents' goals in ariministering edlucation, and the sanctity of the farnily was held to be more
powerful than the state or even CBurch officials.

IdeaIs and Issues in Catholic Pedar~ogy
W

e Catholic officials asserted consistent ideals regarding where and by whom children

should be taught, they aIso formecl ideals about how that teaching shodd be administered. Thus,
papal encyclicals and other documents of the Vatican gave teachers instructions about desirable
,
whether this advice was given as a reflection of
pedagogical practices. It is, h o w e ~ e runclear
practices already in place, as a statrement of ideds to work toward, or as an indication that such
practices were uncommon and, therefore, in need of explanation and papal endorsement. It is
impossible here to be certain as to the reasoning behind the Chwch's formal pedagogical advice.
However, it is Iogicd that C a t h o l i ~Church officials wodd not have promoted practices that they
48,
~,
i ~ s'?Nell'accoglierwie," 259.

deemed to be chdesirable," This advice on pedagogical practices, then, is certainly
representative of the Church's ideai view of teaching children. Official statements fkom the
Vatican did not question the institutional aspect of the education system and, therefore, it can be
assumed that the Church officiais supported the system in general. While the Vatican documents

did not invite Catholics to question the system in general, the recognition of ideals around
pedagogical practices did indicate that the system was not stagnant and that there were ide&
toward which to strive.

The main "ideal" for educators expounded by the Church was that of the "perfect teacher"

drawn fkom Christian scripture. Cassidy describes this '9erfect teacher," in the person of Christ,
as having a "magnetic voice" and an inspiring presenceP9 This Catholic scholar (and scholar of
Catholicism) states that Christ understood the importance of building learning on students'
background knowledge, prepared pupils to receive new information, advocated active and not
passive leaming, recognised individual ciifferences, acted as a role model, and taught with
a u t h ~ n t y ?According
~
to Cassidy, '?hese and similar educational principles... are the substance
of the pedagogiaperennis of Catholicism" and 'Yhey have been consistently expounded by the
great leaders of Christian th~ught."'~
The importance placed on pedagogy is evident in the many pieces of advice officids offered
t schools, John Bonner, believed that when
to Cathok teachers. An Amencan s u p e ~ t e n d e nof
fainiess, toleration, and courtesy were to be learned, pedagogical practices had to reflect these
4gCassidy,26.
50

Cassidy, 30.

"Cassidy, 31.

values? Also, the Catholic Enc~clo~edia
emphasized that the leamer's background experîences
and needs must be considered in order to teach eEectivelys3 The needs of the leamer would, of
course, M e r between students, and teachers and Church leaders also recognized this fact. Pope
Pius XII spoke in favour of giving students individual attention when he told the Italia.
Association of Catholic Schoolmasters in 1955 that "there are... times.., when each child must be
regarded individually and when it would be harmfid to deal with him as part of a g r ~ u p . ' ' ~
He
~
also cautioned against boarding schools which treated al1 students alike saying that a child
"should never be d o w e d to get the impression of being confused with the crowd and forgotten;
of being neglected in his particular requirements, needs, and weakne~ses."'~The Catholic
Encyclopedia criticized "Oriental educationy7for "sacr5cing the individual to the interests of

human institutions, and... reducing education to a machine likr process, the aim of which is to
mould all minds upon one unchanging pattern." The passage goes on to explain that "Oriental
education" demonstrated "how little c m be accomplished for real education by despotic
authority, which demands, and is satisfied with7 an outward observance of custom and la^."'^
Clearly, Catholic ideals about pedagogy emphasized institutional education which could also

53Theencyclopedia States that Yeaching m u t be adapted to the needs of the developing
mind." (Vol. V, 295); and the "whole teaching of Christ is the clearest proof of the principle that
education must adapt itself in method and practice to the needs of those who are to be taught."
(Vol. V, 300)
%popePius W ,
"L'intima Letza," December 3 1,1955, The Pope S~eaks,(Spring 1956):
88.

56~erbemiann,
Vol. V, 296.
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provide for the needs of individual students.
Students' needs included not only hdividuai attention but interest as well. According to John
Bonner, inflexible routine ought to be avoided5' and the Catholic Enc~clooediaagain found fault
with "Oriental education" for using rote memorization without ensuring understanding or

allowing for fiee thoUght? In order to promote "real" learning, Catholic officials advocated for
some less mechanized processes of teaching. Again, the institutional system was not seen as an
irnpediment to flexibility, emphasis on individual needs and interest was to be accomplished

within the walls of tbe schools.
Church leaders, therefore, perceived schools to be the "proper" means of imparting knowiedge
and did not question them (as long as Catholic education was available within the system).
Pedagogical practices were criticized, however, and officials appear to have been in favour of
institutional education which acknowkdged the need for individual attention and an
understanding of each student's background and individual needs.

The ccProtection"of Children
Pedagogicd advice also included directions regarding ccrole-modelling." Followïng the
command found in script~re,~'Be
you therefore perfect, as also your heavenly Father is perfe~t,"'~
Catholic officials strongly encouraged adults, especiaily parents and teachers, to act as role
models for children.

" ~ y a n ,222.
58Herbemann,Vol. V,296.
IgMatthew548, as cited in Cassidy, 29.

As parents were the primary educators of children, they received direction fiom Catholic

officiais concerning their behaviour. The Catholic Encyclo~ediastates that children should leam
not only through instruction but also by following their parents' exarnple?O Pius XI told
Catholics that the education children received in the home would be "more efficacious in
proportion to the clear and constant good example set, fïrst by the parents, and then by the other
members of the household.'"'

Thus, in keeping with their responsibility to educate their children,

parents were advised that this education would be more effective ifthey set a good example for
their children to follow.
Aside fiom parents, teachers spent the most time in direct contact with chikiren and shared in
the responsibility of educating them. For this reason, Catholic leaders also encouraged teachers
to set a good exampie for their students to follow. John Bonner believed that teachers "must
model the prescribed behaviour and... demonstrate by concrete example the qualities and virtues
they tea~h.'"~Pius XI and Pius XII also advised teachers to act as role models for their
students,63

In order to show children which behaviours they ought to display, parents and teachers had to
behave appropriately. Whiie this may simply have been a way of allowing children to watch
those adults who were "successful" in society and model their behaviour after them, there may
6%erbermann, Vol. V,304; and Vol. XI, 479.
6 ' ~ iXi7
~ s"7bppresentanti in Terra," (1929),364.

6 3 P iXI,
~ states,LbPedectschools require perfect teachers" in 'cFbppresentantiin Terra,"
367; and Pius XII tells teachers, 'hractice what you teach" in ccL'intimaLetza," 86.

have been some other underlying assumptions behind the direction to mode1 appropriate
behaviour. Catholic children were not fidly integrated into adult society. The worlds that they
inhabited, at home and at school, were very different from those in which the adults lived.
Catholic leaders repeatedly expounded the idea that children had to be protected fiorn the
potentially damaging innuences of the adult realm. Therefore, the direction to display desired
behaviours in order to promote imitation by chddren may also have been drawn fiom this way of
viewiog children. In traditional Catholic ideals, children were not described as people able to

make their own decisions but as people who requüed the protection of adults with regards to
moral issues.
In 1955 Pope Pius XI stated, "a child is a s m d fiagile being, completely helpless in the face
' ~ therefore, Church officials deemed the ccexposure"of children to immoral
of ~ e . . . and,

influences to be very dangerous." Again, this idea was drawn fiom Christian scripture, "But he
that s h d scandalize one of these Iittle ones that believe in Me, it were better for him that a
millstone should be hanged about his neck, and that he should be drowned in the depth of the
~ e a . ' ' Children's
~~
innocence was to be guarded and Catholic officials attempted to protect that
innocence through positive role-modelling as well as through censorship of their activities and of
the idormation to which they had access.
While officials did not advocate the complete segregation of Catholic children in society or
"Pius XII, ccL'intimaLetza," 86.
65~erbermann,
Vol. V, 3O 1.
66~atthew
18:6,as cited in Cassidy, 30.
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their removal fkom societyp7they did argue that censorship was necessq in order to avoid "the
dangers of moral and religious shipwreck...for inexperienced youth.'"'

The importance that

official statements placed on Catholic education (as opposed to secular or Protestant education)
also sprang fiom this desire to protect children fiom darnaging auences. Catholic officials
warned agaùlst what might be taught in secular schools and what children might l e m outside the
classroom. Though Pius XI considered that the reading of "fdse doctrines" could be usefùl when
children were properly prepared and given an antidote to their c'poisonous influence^,^' there were
direct attempts made to avoid having such material available to Catholic students. The Index
Liborum Prohibitorhm listed books which were forbidden to al1 Catholics; reading them was
considered a serious sid9 Canon law perrnitted exemptions for those conducting scholarly
research7' but these people would not include children or even teenagers.
Apart fÏom the Index, other measures were attempted in the name of protecting children fiom
potentially damaging influences. In 1942 the H.W. Wilson Company published the Standard
Catalogue for Hi& School Libraries with a supplement, the "Catholic SuppZement to the
Standard Catalogue for High School Libraries," available both separately and bound with the
main edition. This supplement was aimed specifically at youths as it was to be applied to
6 ' P i ~XI, "Rappresentanti in Terra," 367.
6 8 ~ i uXIy
s "Rappresentanti in Terra," 367.

"The Church first published the ccIndexy'
in 1559 and periodically updated it until 1966
when it was declared no longer binding. It listed "condemned books" alphabeticdy by author.
See, RaIph D. Wagner, "Not Recommended: A List for Catholic High School Libraries, 1942,"
Libraries and Culture 30:2 (1995): 172.
''wagner, 173.
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Catholic high school library collections and the standard which was used to judge materid was
"clearly tailored to the impressionability of a younger group of readers.'"'

In 1934, Catholic

Americans founded &'TheNational Legion of Decency" in order to advise the public about the

morality of motion pictures. This was followed by the pubkation (by Catholic institutions) of
two periodicals that reviewed current books with regards to their moral value.n These three
sources, "recognizing the diverse reactions of Merent audiences..., used more stringent
standards for youth than for adults.'"

Clearly, Catholic organizations and leaders felt that

children required protection £kom certain types of information, The specific types of information
that was withheld is M y explored in Ralph Wagner's article about the 1942 supplement to the
for H i ~ School
h
Libraries. However, information regarding specific sexual
Standard Cataiowe

acts," as well as plots involving C'~ins'y
which do not receive judgement and punishment, texts

discussing the Catholic Church in an unfavourable light, and the treatment of religion as only one
of many means for individuals to form a philosophy of life repeatedly received censorship fiom
the various Catholic organizations."
Through official declarations as well as Catholic organïzations, the Church expressed the
ideal that children needed protection agâinst immoral influences. To combat these influences

nWagner, 174.

"See also Pius XI, Tappresentanti in Terra," 363. The Pope advises against teaching
"sex ed," due to the "inboni weakness of human nature7' and because "such is our inclination to
sin, that often in the very things considered to be remedies against sin, we f h d occasions for and
inducements to sin itseE."
"Wagner, passim, and especially 179-185.

parents and teachers needed to act as role models for children both to demonsirate acceptable
behaviours and to censor inappropriate information. This ideal also resulted in the notion that
children ought not to be presented with information and lefk to judge it themselves but rather that
they be limited in what they would experience and be told what to conclude when material was
suspect.

Disci~line
The issue of discipline, insofar as it relates to the authority of adults over children, is virtually
unchallenged in the documents of the Vatican. Discipline with regard to respect for authority is
e . support
~~
of
described as absolutely necessary to education even in Christian ~ c r i ~ t u r In
discipline the Bible states, "He who loves his son will not spare the rod...He who disciplines his
son will profit by him.'"

According to Catholic documents, a lack of discipline was the

beginning of "'defective mord character in the childreq and manifold unhappiness among ail.""
Officia1 documents gave parents both the right and the duty to discipline their children, "Parents
have the right to administer chastisement to delinquent children. Their omission to punish
suitably may be a serious offence before GO^."^' The Catholic Encvclopedia criticized Greek
education for failing to "provide adequate sanction for the principles they formulated...""
76SeeCassidy, 30.

"Sir. 30:1-2,
78Herbermann,Vol. V, 784.
79Herbemarm,Vol. XI, 479.
80Herbermam,Vol, V, 297.
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However, it is difncult to discern fiom official documents what would be deemed "adequate
sanction7'or "suitable punishment,"
It is clear that the officials valued control over children both at home and in the classroom but
clear h e s as to how that control ought to be achieved and maintained are nat drawn. While
Pope Pius XI, in his 1929 encyclical on Christian education, declared that discipline is
necessary:'

Pius XII argued twenty-seven years later that %ere is no place in a school for...the

penalty that is exclusively vindi~tive."~
Corporal punishment in its various forms is not
specificdy discussed in documents of the Vatican.
Whde in Philadelphia in the 1920s corporal punishment was 'htterly f~rbidden,'~"a small

survey indicated that various forms of corporal punishment persisted in the Philidelphian
Archdiocese into the 1960s." John Bonner, superintendent of the schools in this Archdiocese in
the 1WOs, abhorred harsh discipline, especialIy corporal punishment, and repeatedly wamed
against using such methods of control in the classrooms of schools under his authorityg5 The
repetitious nature of his wamhgs, however, may indicate that Borner did recognize the
occurrences, or at least the potential for the use of corporal punishment in Philadelphia7s
parochial schools.
Though there are no official statements which draw distinct lines or make clear statements as
8 1 ~ XI,
i ~ "Rappresentanti
s
in Terra," 356 and 364.
'*Pius XII, 'Well'accoglie~e,'' 255.
?Joseph M 07Hara,ccRegulationsfor the Parish Schools" (Philadelphia: Archdiocese of
Philadelphia, 1923) as cited in Ryan, 215.

"Ryan, 212-213.
''~yau, passim.
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to what forms of punishment were acceptable, it is apparent that such punishments were used in
Catholic homes and schools. According to Phillip Geven,
Catholics.. .have...sustained traditions of using physical
punishments both in familes and in schools. But so far very M e
has been written by or about Catholics concerning their attitudes
toward and practice of corporal puni~hments."~~
Geven describes the experience of Dorothy Day who was raised Protestant and converted to
Catholicism as an adult In her book, Catholic Counterculture in America, Day adrnits that the
ideals of suBering, self-denial and self-abnegation, and martyrdom apparent in Catholicism
resonated with her.87 Geven aIso inchdes anecdotes fiom a man who grew up as the child of a
Catholic father who often used corporal punishment to elicit cornpliance fiom his child."
Within the Catholic tradition of asceticism, there was room for rationalization of harsh
methods of discipline and the Vatican set no clear parameters regarding the use of force. Even
while influentid Catholic educators such as B o ~ e fought
r
against this distortion of the tradition,
the reality of Catholic children at school and at home appears to have included harsh physical
treatment, at least in some cases. Though officials of the Catholic Church emphasized the
importance of discipline, no definitive statements were made to guide teachers and parents in
exercising corporal punishment. This lack of cl*

would have been as apparent to the

contemporary Catholic parent or teacher as it is to scholars and the ambiguity Left a great deal of
room for a variety of behaviour. E l e vindictiveness and cmelty were certainly not advocated,
86~hillip
Geven, Soare the Child: The Religious Roots of Punishment and the
Psycholoeical ImDact of Phvsical Abuse (New York: ALfred A. Knopf, 1991) 5-6 note.
"See Geven, 5-6 note.
"Geven, 230 note 49.

clear defkîtions of "appropriate punishments" remained unavailable.

Conclusion and the rde010w in Relation to the Shubenacadie Residential School
Catholic ideologies of child rearing and educational practice stressed the value of children and
the importance of their education. W

e they were expected to obey their parents and other

adults, children were allowed to disobey if they received "immoral" instructions. The ideology
also asserted that children had the inalienable right to a "proper," that is a formal and a Christian,
education. Church officials deemed Catholic schooling to be far superior to all other systems-of
education (and especially to those "primitive" forms of education which did not use formal
structures and institutions to relay knowledge). Therefore, Church leaders advised parents to
avoid sending their children to any but Catholic schools.
As children had the right to an education, parents, the Church, and the state were compelled to
provide it. Above all, this duty fell on the shoulders of parents. They were to be the primary
educators and, while the other institutions played a role, the Catholic Church guarded parents'
rights against unwanted intervention in al1 but "specific circumstances."

The Church's concern over proper education also led her leaders to issue advice to educators
regarding how they ought to approach their task. Pedagogy was recognized as an important
aspect of teaching and Catholic Church Officials advocated for individual attention to students,
building new knowledge on pupils' past expenences, and using pedagogicai practices that
reflected c ~ c u l u m
content and goals.
The main goal of Christian education was to promote in children the characteristics attributed
to Christ. However, the Catholic officials considered children ill-equipped to withstand immoral
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influences and to avoid moral corruption. Therefore, Catholic documents and organizations
argued for the protection of children's innocence through censorship of ccdmgerous"influences.
Until children were adults, they needed to be shielded fiom immoral culture (including books,
movies, information about sexual activities, and secular schooling). W l e it was impossible to
completely safeguard children fiom such influences, Catholic organizations did attempt to
eliminate some of the more accessible materials.
All aspects of prominent Catholic ideology around child-rearing and education were complex

and lefi room for individuality in their interpretation and implementation. The complicated
relatiomhip between the hierarchy of authority and respect for children left room for individual
choice as either the authority or the respect could be emphasized to support desired outcornes.
Nowhere is this complexity more evident than in the issue of punishment. m

e officials cited

scnpture in advocating the use of corporal punishment to elicit obedience and successfd child
reâring, clear lines were not drawn in official documents of the ~ a t i i a nto define what sorts of
punishrnents were acceptable. There are accounts of corporal punishment being used both in
Catholic families and schools, but no specific guidelines fiom Church officials outlined when
such punishment was needed or how harshly it ought to be administered. The prescriptions for
the proper relationships of responsibility and authority among the Church, teachers, parents, and
the government also left room for choice, confiict, abuse or agency.

This complexity nuis throughout the ideologies. What was said does not necessarily reflect
what happened, but it ought to have informed the general outlook upon which practices were
based. The importance for this study is what those ideals were. How did Catholic officials view
the rearing and education of cmdren? These basic ideals and the complexities that existed

within them can then be applied to the situation at the Shubenacadie Residential School in order

to compare ideologies and practices.
The stress placed on the 'cinalienable" rights of parents to direct their children's education is
remarkable in light of the practice of Catholic residential schools forcibly taking children fiom
First Nations families. Pius XI declared that children ought not to be educated or removed fiom

their familes without parental consent.89 The principal at the Shubenacadie school and the

Indian M a i r s Branch ofien admitted children without the c'required'ysignature of consent fiom a
parent.g0 And, in 1951 Maritime Regional Superintendent of Indian Agencies, Frank McKinnon
wrote to Indian Mairs about two boys, "Knowing the family background, it was apparent that
the only solution was their admission to the Indian Residential School. This move was opposed
violently by the parents and it was necessary to forcibly remove the ~hildren."~'The Church held
that the state exceeds its authority when it provides for the material wants of the child, removes

hun fiom parental influence or speciiïes the school that he must attend.'yg2Though this
declaration is preceded by the statement that there m u t be made "due allowance for particular
8 ? i ~ sXI, "Rappresentanti in Terra," 357.
"See, Martha Elizabeth Walls, "Native Responses to the Indian Residential School at
Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia, 1928-195 1," M.A. thesis, Dalhousie University, 1996., 99-103.

Q'FrankMcKinnon to uidian Mairs Branch, November 19,1951. NAC, RG 10, Volume
6057, File 265-10, Part 4. Also, some children in residential schools dïd not meet the
"qualifications" for enrollment indicating that they were placed there for reasons other than those
deemed necessary by the Indian Mairs Branch. See Davey, Director of Educational Services,
Indian Affairs Branch, to D.E. Wordsworth, Canadian Welfare Council, August 19, 1965. NAC,
RG 10, Volume7 182, File 1/25-1, Part 14.
92Herbermann,Vol. V, 784.
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conditions,"g3 it appears that the Church itself, at least in its official ideology, disagreed with the
methods used to obtain Native children for attendance in residential schools. Of course, not all
of these institutions were under the auspices of the Catholic Church but some were," ïncluding
the residential school at Shubenacadie, and the Church was not vocal in opposing the common
practices of the "fall round-up" that occurred on Native reserves throughout the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
Catholic officials argued in favour of day schools for white children in order that they receive
both an education in a formal academic institution and within the family home. This right was
emphasized as it was felt that the 'tirtues of control and purity c m nowhere be inculcated so
thoroughly as in the home."g5 However, in 1912 the Catholic Archbishop of St. Boniface, dong
with four other bishops, entreated the govemment to remove Native children fkom their homes in

order that they be "caught young to be saved fiom what is on the whole the degenerating
influence of their home en~ironment."~~
The racist notion that Native parents stood in the way of
solving the "Indian problem" meant that the Church ignored its own ideology by contributing to a
system that usurped these parents' rights.
The importance of achievïng harmony between family and school goals is also a remarkable
factor of Catholic educational ideology. Given the fimdamental differences between First
- -

93Herbermann,Vol. V, 784.
9 4 ~ b o60%
~ t were Catholic-operated. For a Iist of the schools and their denominational
affiliations see, Milloy, Appendix; and for maps locating these schools see, Miller, xxiii-xxvi.
gS~erbermann,
Vol. V, 304.
"AS cited in Milioy, 27.

Nations families and Church and govenunent on the cultural goals of the schools, such an ideal
must have been difficult to put into practice."

Far fkom being "in perfect agreemenf' the Church

and state goals regardkg assimilation in Indian education directly contradicted Native parents'
wishes. The very basis of the residential school system, then, stood as a barrier to the ideal. Did
school officials sïmply ignore this ideal as impossible in the "particular situation" of residential
schools? Did they convince themselves it codd be attained with a sub-group of "good" families?
Was this ideal a means by which some Mi'kmaw parents could negotiate some limited, shared

educational agenda with the s c h ~ o l ? ~ ~
While Catholic officials argued that aii children had a right to an education, compulsion on
the level that Native children experïenced was not supported in the Catholic ideology. The
Declaration on Christian Education and a newspaper article wrinen by a Native man, both
published in the mid-1960s actualiy advocated similar educational principles. The Catholic
document upheld the child's right to an education suited to "his native talents, cultural
background and ancestral heritage."99 In an article entitled, "Sons of Nature: Give Indian
g7Mi'kmawparents sometimes asked that their children attend the school in order to
achieve social mobility through education but cultural assimilation was not a part of this desire.
See correspondence between parents and the Department in W d s 106-109.
'%abelle Knockwood guesses that her parents' weekly visits to the Shubenacadie
Residential School may have protected her and her siblings fiom some of the more vicious
punishments routinely doled out at the school. The n u s , therefore, might have taken parental
concerns into consideration however, this may also have been an attempt to undermine children's
claïms about their treatment in the institution. (Though she and her siblings ceaainly did not
escape physical punishments.) Isabelle Knockwood, Out of the De~ths:Ex~eriencesof
Mi'kmaw Children at the Shubenacadie Residential School, Shubenacadie Nova Scotia
(Lockport, NS: Roseway Publishing, 1992) 27,78-9'84, and 1234.
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Education That Suits His Talents," Zavier Michan asked for education in forestry, geology,
commercial fishing, fur famis,tourist resorts, guiding, and scientific trapping alongside the
''three Rs." Like the Catholic ideology's emphasis on parental input, Michan also stated that this
must "start fiom a centrai core whose aim is to develop Indians capable of doing what Indian

people want and not what the white man would force upon them."'w Native people, however,
had little opportunitty to contribute to the system of education designed and operated by whites
which aimed to tuxn them into '%rown white men."
Even outside the policies that directed attendance and educationd aims at the school, Catholic
ideologies were distorted, ignored, or contradicted in the institution's day to day teaching and

child rearing. While the official ideal permitted children a small degree of autonomy to ignore
c'imrnoral'' instructions, the administration and curriculum at the school distorted this idea. That
is, teachers and academic content advised students to ignore the "immoral" influences of their
parents and communities but did not invite disobedience to their own morally dubious
instructions. A former student related a story to Isabelle Knockwood in which he was strapped
for refüsing to pe&orm oral sex on a priest or brother.lO'
Even in the cornplicated area of discipline, practices at the Shubenacadie Residential School
appear to have been discordant with Catholic directives. Though the documents drew no clear
lines d e m g what types of of punishments were acceptable, Pope Pius XII argued that they
'OoZavierMichan, "Sons of Nature: Give Indian Education that Suits His Talents," Port
Arthur Daily, J a n u q 20, 1965. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9027, File 51/1-10. Michan also called
for Native doctors and lawyers and criticised the federal system for failing to produce these
professionals over the previous century of 'Chdianeducation."
10'Knockwood,94. This man also told the nine-year-old child that he was God's fiend
and that if the child did things for him God would take him to heaven.

ought never to be vindictive in nature. In the 1950s, girls at "Shubie" were not pennitted sanitary
towels for ovemight use, and bleeding onto the sheets often resulted in a beating.lo2
Pedagogical instructions IÏom Church officiais were also ignored. The administration paid
little attention to the notion that individual students ought to receive individual attention.'03
Rather than use the pupils' background experiences to aid m e r education, those expenences
were negated and the educators' goal was to extinguish the background knowledge instead of
building on it?

Thus, the teachers also discouraged students' respect for their parents and theV

cultural heritage. In 1908 Frank Oliver, Minster of lndian Affairs at the t h e , worried about this
aspect of the system. H e wrote to a prominent Toronto lawyer and evangelical churchman,
one of the most important commandments laid upon the human
by the divine is love and respect by children for parents. It seems
strange that in the name of religion a system of education should
have been instituted, the foundation principle of which not only
ignored but ... contradicted this c~mmand.'~*
The govemment and Church administrators considered Native parents to be inappropriate role
'02Knockwood, 93. Knockwood also outlines many other forms of "discipline" that were
regularly adrninistered at the school including head shaving, strapping (at times on students'
backs, even to the point where the child became unconscious) and sexual abuse.
'03~1assrooms
at the school were chronically overcrowded and school inspecton criticised
teachers for failing to give students individual attention. These issues will be explored in
Chapter Three. For class enrollment figures in the 1950s and 1960s and for reports on teachers
see, "School Inspection Reports," NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, Fiie 51/23-5; and NAC, RG 10,
Volume 9029, File W23-5.
laThis idea is explored M e r in the next chapter.
'OSFrankOliver to S.H. Blake, January 28, 1908. General Synod Archives, Gs75-103,
Series 1-14, Box 15, Missionary Society of the Church of Canada, Blake Correspondence. As
cited h the Roval Commission on Aboriginal Peo~les:FinaI Re~ort(Ottawa: 1993) Section 1.1,
footnote #27.

models for their children and they were, therefore, deprived of the opportunity to act in this role.
Children may have been seen as c'helpless" and their educational material may have been
censored or supplemented to provide -antidotesv to moral evilslo6but surely, nuns who beat or
sexually abused children were not protecting or acting as role models for their student~.'~'The
joint venture of throne and altar left l i a e room for the rights and responsibilities of Native
parents. The goal to assimilate Native children, above all other educational aims, may have
meant that Native students were not aEorded the respect necessary to apply Catholic doctrine in
the residential school at Shubenacadie.
While the discussions of various mcial or religious groups in the Catbolic documents belie an
underlying b i s , it makes ïitte sense that Catholic officiais within the residential school system in
Canada would ign0re.d that their religious leaders had advised for decades. That is, even under

the colonialist missionary agenda to Yeach ... all nations," the most effective education, according
to Catholic leaders, was a Christian orne. If the desire was truly to educate and ckplift''the Native

chilclren, why would not the best available advice regardhg pedagogy and child-rearing be
applied?
Adhering to traditional Catholic ideologies could have eased some of the more insidious
aspects of Iife at the residential school. The reasons behind the failure to do so may include
racist notions that the Mi'kmaw children were not worthy of the respect entailed in treating them
lo6TheGii "Faith and Freedom Series" readers, authorized for use in Catholic residential
schools were in use in the school at Shubenacadie alongside the provincial school readers. The
content of the Catholic readers was heavily religious in nature and the stones contained many
messages about ccmorai"and "proper" behaviour as it was defined by the Catholic Church.

an accomt of life at the school including instances of abuse see Knockwood.
Io7~or
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as the Church advised for white Cathoiic children- Governmental policies, induding

assimïlationist goals, may have played a role or the fktrations of a religious life and EWig at a
residentid school could dso have iduenced practices. The curriculum content and tensions
within the system may also have Muenced the practices of Catholic educators in the s c h o ~ l . ~ ~ ~

The reasons hardly matter. Cathoiics are taught to believe in the infalllbility of the pope, that the
pope speaks f h m their highest spiritual power. Papal encyclicds and addresses, therefore, ought
to matter. The Catholic ideologies that ought to have informed the school's founding and

operation could have worked to the advantage of Mi'kmaw children, their parents, and their
community. But the Catholic faculty at the Shubenacadie Residential School, and the Catholic

Church in Canada generally, chose selectively from those ideological precepts in way that
stripped the Catholic tradition of much of the benefit it rnight have offered.

logTheseaspects of the school are explored in the upcoming chapters.

Cha~ter
Two: Tools of Assimilation:
Content and Objectives in Nova Scotia' s Public School Curriculum
Throughout the experiments with residential schooling both Native peoples and the
government of Canada expressed an interest in "educatùlg" Native children in Western style
schools. The reasoning behind the two groups' desire to provide such opportunities, however,
differed greatly. The federal govemment saw education as a means of assimilating and thereby
reducing fbture hancial aid to Native peoples. If education could help to procure jobs, the
govemment would not be responsible for assisting graduates as adults. Further, the type of
education that children were given could determine the jobs that they would be qualified to hold
upon graduation. Prior to its abolition in the 1% 1 Indian Act, a system of schooling was used in
residentid schools whereby students spent half of each day in classrooms and the other half in
"practical training." Much of this training prepared students for work in a blue-collar
worHorce.' The effect was that the government was able to irnplement social control over
Native peoples first by forcing them to give up their children to the p~cipals/@riuciples)of
residentid schools and then through the education which slotted those children h t o the unskilled
'Domestic science was key for girls while boys, in rnost cases, learned to perform other
unskilled labour, especially farming. Children were used to do the chores which ought to have
been performed by hired staff in an effort to save money. This system received criticism even
fkom white school inspectors reporting to the Indian Affairs Branch who said that the system was
not "likely to achieve more than mediocre results" and was of littie '%due... as educational
training." See John S. Milloy, A National Crime: The Canadian Government and the Residentiai
School System. 1879 to 1986 (Winnipeg: The University of Manitoba Press, 1999) 170; Also,
R.F. Davey, Director of Educationd SeMces for the Indian Mairs Branch reported that, pnor to
1950, the half-day system cccontainedvery liffle of instructional value but consisted mainly of the
performance of repetitive, routine chores of little or no educational value." INAC files, Volume
2, File 601/25-2, Davey, 'Xesidential Schools Past and Future" March 8, 1968 as cited in
Canada, Final &DO& of the Roval Commission on Aboridal Peo~les,under "Residential
Schools" 1.2. This document is available in fidl on the RCAP website, http:f/www.RCAP.ca.

labour force? The federal govemment also intended that education would act as an assimilathg
force on the Native students- Placement in an institution where they were not permitted to speak
their own language and exposure to '%hitete"ideals in curriculum content were measures meant
assimilate Native peoples to nomNative

This exercise in social control had some of its hegemonic success because Native people saw
acadernic education for their children a s an opportunity for upward social mobility. In 1871,
when Chief Shingwauk requested that a ''teaching wigwam" be built for his commUIilty, he
expressed the notion that, because the Engiïsh people were so "powerful," successful, and
advanced, he wished that Ojibwa children could be "taught how to read and how to write; and
also how to farm and build houses, and make clothing; so that by and bye they might go back and
teach their own people.'* This interest in leaming continued and parents and children alike saw
education as a means of procuring employment in the future? Complete cultural and political
2

J.R. Miller used the metaphor of a "buckskin ceiling" being placed over the heads of
Native students. See, Shingwauk's Vision: A History of Native Residential Schools (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1996) 157. M. Bacus noted a similar use of practical education for
social control in the schools of British Guiana in the late 19' century to the mid 1960s. See M.
K a P , Bacus, "The Primary School Curriculum in a Colonial Society," Journal of Curriculum
Studies 6: 1 (1974) 15-29.
'For examples of the govemment's desire to use residential schools as agents of
assimilation, see Nicholas Flood Davin, Report on Industrial Schools for Indians and HalfBreeds (Ottawa, 1879) passim and John A. Macdonald as cited in Miller, Shingwauk's Vision,
103. The govemment's assimilationist goals regarding education also received support in the
1951 Indian Act, even as the residential schooling experiment entered its dying decades. See
Miller, Shinmauk's Vision, 530.
4 ~cited
s in Miller, Shin~wauk'sVision, 6. Spelling variation in the original.

'Sec Martha Walls, "Native Responses to the Indian Residential School at Shubenacadie,
Nova Scotia, 1928-195," M.A., Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Department of History, 1996,
108. Other authors have explored the notion that colonized peoples have expressed a desire for

assimilation, however, was not their goal. Native people's contributions at the hearings of the
Special Joint Cornmittee (created in 1946) were markedly critical of the assimilationist airn of the
Native schooling systema6While the desire to educate Native children in European-style schools
was shared by the government (in conjunction with the churches) and Native peoples, the visions
of what that education was to accomplish were vastly different.
While both the Native and the nomNative bodies held specXc notions concerning the
purpose(s) of educating Native children, o d y the government officids held power over which
tools were used to accomplish this education. Therefore, the govemmet chose a curriculum
whkh would best suit its own financial, social, and assimilationist goals. In the 1950s and
1960s' that meant that residential school students followed provincial school curriculum, as did
their white peers. This curriculum, then, becomes an interesting target for study as its use and
content can illuminate the federal goverment's vision of what Native children ought to l e m as
well as the effects that the content might have had on Native students.
Richard Aldrich states that the "formal education system of a society, particularly as
expressed in its formal curriculum, represents a selection £iom the activities which certain
members of that society- politicians, benefactors, administrators, cIerics, teachers, parents,
'%uropean" education as a means of securing upward social mobiiity. For example, see Clive
Whitehead, "British colonial educational policy: a synonym for cultural imperialism?" Benefits
Bestowed? Education and British Im~erialism,J.A. Mangan ed. (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1988) 224-228; and Bacus 24-26.
%Iiller, Shinmauk's Vision, 379. See aiso an open leîter fiom a Native mother in
Surrey B.C. to her son's teacher (1975) in which she asked, "Can you help him acquire the
intellectual skills he needs without at the same time imposing your values on top of those he
already has?" as quoted in Miller, Shinmauk's Vision, 443. See Appendix "E".

employers, students, pupils- regard as being particularly worthwhile.'" Both implicit and expiicit

in Nova Scotia's public schooi curricuium were the "core values" and ideais held by those who
had a hmd in creating it. By authorizing the use of this curriculum in the Shubenacadie
Residentid School, the federal governent too supported the values that it contained.
These Ctalues"were most obvious in the subjects such as English, history, geography,
c'civics," health?and music!

The content of texts in these areas routùiely included directions

about how one ought to live in order to achieve "success," depictions of c'good" or "bad" people,
and explmations of how things came to be or how things ought to be. For this reason, these

subjects are the focus of this chapter.
In approaching the question of curriculum in residential schools, this study assumes, as do

Mangan and his contributors in The Irn~erialCurriculum, that the purpose of curriculum content
is distinct fiom its implernentation and that its dissemination is distinct fkom its assimilative
effeckg That is, the reasons for implementing public school curriculum and the process of
indoctrination are considered here in order to assess the possibilities for assimilation within that
'Richard Aldrich, ccImperialismin the Study and Teachïng of History," Benefits
Bestowed? Education and British h~erialism,J.A. Mangan ed. (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1988) 24. See aiso, D. Lawton, Class, Culture and the Curriculum &ondon and
Boston: Routledge and K. Paul, 1975) 85-86.
'Robert Nicholas Berard argued that social studies '5s stiU the main tool used to drive
home the themes of national mity and identity, socialize children to the politicai values and
attitudes of our national leadership, and provide guidance to students in matters once thought
proper to religious teaching." See, Character Education and Nation Building in the Maritimes,
1880-1920,(Truro, Nova Scotia: Nova Scotia Teachers College, Dawson Lecture Series, March
3 1, 1993) 55.

'LA. Mangan, The Im~erialCurriculum: Racial images and education in the British
colonial experience (London and New York: Routledge, 1993) 2.

curriculum. While readers may explore the extent of the success of the government's
assimilationist goais in other so~rces,'~
this chapter focuses on the federal govemment and
curriculum designers' goals, on the messages contained in the texts, and on the effects that these
factors might have had on Native students at the Shubenacadie Residential School. The possible
impact of the curriculum on students is determined by weighing the messages that were presented
and the audience that experienced them. That is, information which denigrated Native peoples in
general, that which celebrated Anglo-saxon society as the most "successful" anci "advanced,"
and that which precluded Native students fkom ident-g

themselves within societal noms, was

sure to have had a unique impact on those students.

Part of this impact might have resulted in resistance to assimilation had the curriculummakers' main objectives been equally represented within course content. Three main goals were
set out in the Department of Education's curriculum guidelines and publications. These goals
included prornoting an appreciation for "our way of He," creating "good citizens," and fostering
"world understanding." The first two goals were supported but the third was not. In fact, this
objective was undercut by material about Native people and other races which was often
objectionable, inaccurate, and insulting. If it had been supported, this third objective might have
provided an opportunitty for Native students to gain a sense of self-awareness and confidence
l0See,for example, Knockwood, Out of the De~ths:The Experiences ofMiYkmaw
Children at the Indian Residential School at Shubenacadie. Nova Scotia (Lockeport, NS:
Roseway Publishing, 1992) passim and 155-159; N. Rosalyn hg, "The Effects of Residential
Schools on Native Child-Rearing Practices," Canadian Journal of Native Education, 18,
Supplement (1991): 92-94; Miller, Shinwauk's Vision, 283-216,343-374,406-443; Mllloy
passim; Agnes Grant, No End of Grief: Indian Residentiai Schools in Canada (Winrzipeg:
Pemmican Publications Inc., 1996) 245-267; and Jean Barman, Yvonne Hebert and Don
Indian Education in Canada Volume 1: The
McCaskiil, "The Legacy of the Past: An O~erview,'~
Legacy (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1986) 10-13.
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which, in turn,might have d o w e d for more resistance to assimdative forces, increased academic
success or, at least, might have made the residentid school experience less miserable.
Curriculum content did not foster a sense of belonging to a community, or an understanding of
the religion@),history, and culture of the M i ' h a w community for the school's Native students.
This may have helped pave the way for increased assimilation as students were not given the
tools to build self-esteem or pride in their own commuriity. The f i e q u e n t and cursory
comments concerning the need for understanding among peoples which might have oEered
motivation for questioning other curriculum content were buried among the more vociferous and
persistent messages outlining white superiority. This too inhibited the possibility of resisting
assirnilative forces within the curriculum.
The textbooks supported two of the three most prominent "official" objectives but this was
done by maintainhg limited views of what constituted acceptable lifestyles, beliefs, and
appearances. Textbooks continually presented students with specifïc depictions of "good
citizens" and ccpropery'
ways to live. In this way, assimilation may have been more effective as
alternative views were not available. The pursuit of assimilationist goals meant that the federal
government employed provincial curriculum designed for white children in public schools. The
disjuncture between the intended and actual audiences in this case meant that the Department of
Education's potentially helpful curricular goals were undercut by the assidative forces of the
curriculum content.

In order to determine the major objectives of education, as expressed by education officiais,

this study examines the Department of Education's curriculum guidelines and
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its publications, Education Office Bulletin and The Journal of Education.ll The textbooks used
in the schools were sometimes accompanied by teachers' guides or included notes to the teachers

in their prefaces. These too are used to ident* curriculum designers' educational goals. In
order to define the most prominent messages contained in the actual curriculum, this study
focusses on the texts that were the main sources of information for students in the subject areas

under study. These included history, geography, social studies, and physical education
textbooks, readers, speuers, and songbooks. Though many of these books had publication dates
in the 1940s, 1930s, and even the 1920s, they were included on the public school curriculum for
Nova Scotia in the 1950s. Therefore, these books often contained information that demonstrated
a 6cculturallag" between contemporary intellectual ideas and the curricular rnateriaLt2
This chapter begins with an exphnation of the federd govemment's financial and political
motivations for choosing to employ provincial school curricula in its "Indian Schools-" The

study then examines the three most prominent official objectives of education foHowed by a
review of the messages contained within the actuaI curriculum content, how these related to or
contradicted the official goals, and what this might have meant for Native students. The study
then compares Catholic education ideology and the Nova Scotia curriculum. Finally, there is an
examination of pedagogical instructions to teachers and how these were likely af5ected by the
"These publications were supplied to the teachers at the Shubenacadie Residential
School. See, Chapter Three, page 132-133, note 62.
'%ually for hanciai reasons, school textbooks were used for long periods of time and,
at t h e s , presented children with ideas that had long been disproved or discarded by
contemporary intellechial society. See John M. MacKenzie, Promganda and Em~ire:The
Mani~ulationof British Public O~inion,1880-1960 (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
1984) 190.

curriculum content with regards to Native -dents.

Whv use Provincial Curriculum in Native Residential Schools?
In the course of its relations with Native people in general, the federal governent has been
concerned with three main issues, one financial and the others political. The govenunent wanted
to deal with Native peoples as cheaply as possible, to deflect public criticism (both fiom Native
peoples and especially ~ h i t e s ) ,and
' ~ to assimilate the LCIndians"
as quickiy as possible.
Denominational representatives who ran residential schools often complained that they were
underfunded by the federal government and placed the blame for mmy of the schools'
deficiencies with the Indian Mairs Branch.I4 While fünding for Indian education did increase
over the t h e penod, cuts were not unlaiown. In 1962 Indian Mairs Branch suffered a budget
cut of $4, 3 12,700.00. As a resdt almost three hundred thousand dollars came out of education
fùnding." When extra funding was allotîed for education improvement, it ofkn went toward the

physical maintenance of school b~ildings.'~
13Someof this criticism will be discussed in Chapter Three.

14Evenin the l92Os, anthropologist Diamond Jenness placed the blame for limited
success in Native education with the govemment as missionaries "lacked the resources and the
staffs to provide a proper education... It was not the missions that shirked their responsibility,
but the federal government..."As quoted in Jean Barman, Yvome Hebert and Don McCaskiIl,
"The Legacy of the Past: An Overview," Indian Education in Canada Volume I :The Lenacy
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1986) 9.
I5H.M.Jones, Director to the Indian Commissioner for B.C., Regional Supervisors, and
Superintendents of Indian Agencies, "1962/63 Estimates" July 9, 1962. NAC, RG10, Volume
9028, File 5 l/I3-2-265.
I6Seefor example, NAC, RG10,Volume 9028, File 51/13-2-265 passim.

The decision to employ provincial public school cumicula in Native residential schools, then,
related, in part, to this concern over expenditures. " Implernenting cotme content which was
designed, not by federally employed experts, but by those whose salaries were paid by the
provinces was much less costly than conjiiring up an entirely new federal body to deal with the
question of curriculum content in residential schools. Likewise, q e e d teachers (who were
often hard to corne by in the residential schools to begin with18) wodd not be deterred by the
prospect of having to learn and prepare an entirely new course load. Therefore, federal officiais
could avoid the need to provide financial incentives for teachers.lg By using provincial school
curricuia, the Indian Mairs Branch conveniently avoided the fînancial burdens of designing and
implementing a separate curriculum for Native residential schools.
The two factors which had ccpolitical"motivations included the need for the federal
govemment to appear concemed about "Indian education" and the desire to accomplish
assimilation. It had long been the goal of the federal govemment (and the churches) to assimilate
Native peoples and this continued in the 1950s and 1960s. The rhetoric around this intention
shifted, however, fiom an emphasis on segregationto integration and to the post-World War Two
"While responsibility for education feu under provincial jurisdiction, the Canadian
constitution stated, ccexclusiveLegislative Authopity of the Parliament of Canada extends to alI
Matters comuîg within the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter enumerated; that is to Say, ...(24)
Indians and Lands reserved for the .Indians." Constitution Act, 1867, sections 93 and 91(24)
respectively.
"See quote fiom Laval Fortier, Deputy Minister, in Chapter Three, page 132.
'?rior to 1951 teachers' salaries were paid by the Churches fiom federal grant money
which was provided to fund the schools. After 1951, however, the federal govemment took over
the direct responsibility for paying the salaries of teachers at the Shubenacadie Residentid
School as part of an experiment that was aimed at raising the percentage of qualined teachers in
Native schools.

rejection of racially segregated institutions. This was exemplified by the initiation of integrated
schooling for some areas and the official abolition of the half-day system following the 1% 1

Indian A C ~ Z O The Canadian government's residential schools were often criticized for their
failure to produce successfd students. Even within the Man AEairs Branch such criticism

existed. In 1954 the Director of the education division, R. F. Davey, noted that mmy students
who went on to hi& school fiom residential schools were "able
result[ed] in frustration and disappointment and dropouts..."2'

to do the work, which

Especially during the 1960s,

public awareness was evident in the annual reports of the Indian AiTiairs Branch and in the media
coverage of Indian schools."

In this context, the use of a separate cuniculum (though advised

by some*) rnight have appeared to be a conscious atternpt to limit Native students' chances for

'O~hisrnovement was a major focus of concem for the Education Division of the Indian
M e s Branch. The annual reports often commented on the increase in the percentage of Indian
students enrolled in provincial schools during the period. See Department of Citizenship and
Immigration, R e ~ o rof
t Indian Mairs Brach for the Fiscal Year Ended March 3 1, 1952, reprinted
fiom the Annual Repoa of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration" (Ottawa: The
Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1952) and annual reports through to the fiscal year
ended March 3 1, 1968. *Note, on January 1, 1966 the control and supervision of the Indian
Mairs Brach were transferred fkom the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration to the Minister
of Northem Mitirs and Natumi Resources.
"AS cited in Milloy, 227.

=This interest will be discussed in Chapter Three.
U~speciaUy
notable was School Inspecter Warkentin, as cited in the Final Report of the
Rovd Commission on Aborigrinai Peo~les,section 1.2 under "Residential Schools," note 74; the
Catholic authorities in Canada also desired a "tailor-made curriculum" for Indian schools: Father
A. Renaud, O.M.I., "Education for Acculturation," Residential Education for hdian
Acculturation, Oblate Fathers in Canada, 1957 (Ottawa: Indian and Eskimo Welfare
Commission, 1958) 35. A project to design "basic primers for Indian schools in outlying areas"
(meaning the far North) was initiated in 1959, though whether or not this was completed is
unclear. F. Bames to R.F. Davey, Director of Education SeMces, Indian Affairs Branch, August
19, 1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7181, File l/îS- 1, Part 7.
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academic success. On the other han& for those who ascribed to the emerging liberal views, the
provision of "equd opportunities" meaut the opportunity for "equal outc~mes.~'
The
appropriateness of the tools that were used or their double-edged effects were not in question.
An understanding of the purposes for using provincial school curricula is necessary in order to

explore what the implications of the choice to use it might have been. The use of provincial
school curricula enhanced the probability for success of the govemment's assimilationist goals.
While federal officials may not have reviewed the specincs of public school curricula with an eye
for specific possibilities for encouraging assimilation and provincial officials in the Nova Scotia
Department of Education likely had no thoughts regarding the effects of the content on Native
students, the objectives set out in curriculum guidelines as well as the subtle and not-so-subtle

elements of the texts themselves did provide enhanced opportunities for the assimilation of
Native students.

The "Official" Obiectives of Education in Nova Scotia's Public School Curriculum
The objectives of public school education in the 1950s and 1960s were explicitly stated in the
curriculum guidelines published by Nova Scotia's Department of Education. Articles in the
Department's publications, The Journal of Education and Education Office Bulletin also included
messages about the official goals of education. Teachers were expected to study both the
curriculum guidelines and the other departmental publications?
This materid repeatedly referred to three main ideas conceming the objectives of public
24Thesewere provided to teachers at the Shubenacadie Residential School. See Chapter
Three, page 132-133, note 62.
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school education in the 1950s and 1960s. The first, and most prominent, of these
objectives was to create "good citizens." A contribution to the Education Office Bulletin for
l9SI-l952 stated that a child in the primary grade had "many things... [to] l e m in order to
become an acceptable member of a social group.'"

While this statement concemed interaction

within the school for the youngest students, children were expected to continue this development
as they matured. Under the heading "Generai Objectives of the Course" a teacher's guide to
social studies in grades primary through six, listed as the first goal, "To help the child become a
good citizen of the ~ommunity~
of our country, of the ~ o r l d . "This
~ ~ objective extended into
many different subjects and grade levels. The teaching guide for art in the primary to grade six
level stated that a "meaningfiil art program is concerned with the aesthetic and social
development of the individual" and that this encouraged "acceptable behaviour" so that society
would %enefit by the more adequate personality of the individ~al."~~

The emphasis on producing citizens who would demonstrate "acceptable behaviour" was
linked to a consensus of opinion and outlook A grade six geography text included this objective
in the foreword to teachers, "Geopphy should help pupils to develop the righl social attitudes:

to prepare pupils to assume with intelligence thek duties as citizem... now as well as in the
=''The Primary Grade: A Teaching Outline," Education Office Bulletin 2 (195 1- 1952): 5.
26c'SocialStudies: Primary- Grade VI,A Guide for Teachers," Education Office Bulletin 2
(1955-1956): 9.
"'Art: Primary- Grade 6: A Teaching Guide," Education Office Bulletin 2 (1956-1957)
reprinted 1959, 5.
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fbh~e.'"~The general guide for teachers in social studies aiso included this idea as the fourth
objective Listed: "To help the child develop attitudes which will enable him to Live weli and

usefidly as a member of society?

"

The Department did not include a comprehensive definition of a "good citizen" but one can be
inferred. Part of the dennition was about personal relationships. A teacher's guide to the grade

7, 8, and 9 "civics and citizenship" course included as "desirable personal qualitties:honesty,
loyalty, kindness, neatness, being a good sport, being dependable."30 The same teacher's guide
also emphasized the importance of informuig students about the place of the church in the
comrnunity, the place of schools in the community, the importance of family, and the unity
created by the Commonwealth of Nations. Therefore, in addition to the interpersonal qualities of

a good citizen listed above, the Department also wished to develop a respect for authorities
(including the church, teachers, parents, civic authorities, and the Commonwealth). In more
junior grades, the interpersonal and social qualities of a good citizen were based in the notion of
courtesy. A guide to teaching the prjmary grade stated that teaching courtesy meant that the child
learned to "listen while others are tallung and to respect the property of others,

28GIlffithTaylor, Dorothy J. Seiveright, and Trevor Lloyd, Canada and Her Neifibours,
(Toronto: Ginn and Co., no date) Emphasis added. *No publication date is included in the book
itself or in the Public Archives of Nova Scotia records. However, this textbook was included in
the Nova Scotia public schools' curriculum fiom 1954-55 until at least 1961-62.
wc'SocialStudies: Primary- Grade VI, A Guide for Teachers," 9.

Burns, Civics and Citizenshi~.Grades 7. 8. and 9: A Guide for Teachers,
30~veleen
Tentative Edition (Halifax: Curriculum Research Section, Department of Education, Nova
Scotia, January 1957) 4.

to share materials and to become a good follower as well as a good leader."'3' Here, courtesy may
be viewed as a combination of kindness and obedience. The objective of creating "good

citizens," then, concemed the creation of people who would exhibit ccacceptable"behaviour, as it
was defined by those who wrote the guidelines. Those who did not act as the guidelines advised

or who had divided loyalties around their respect for the identified authorities would not faU into
the category of "good citizens."
The second objective which figured prominentIy in those set out by the Department of
Education was the desire to promote 'kvorld understanding." This does not appear to have been
considered under the idea of "good citizenship" with the exception that courtesy played a role in
both areas- The introduction for teachers in a grade five social studies textbook stated that one
purpose of the book was to "create fiiendly fellowship with people who live otherwise than we
do and thus to counteract the tendency, natural to all children, to consider such peoples queer,
strange, or i n f e n ~ r . " Because
~~
this text d e k e d the problem in terms of an ernotional deficit
(suspicion), rather than fïnding the barrier to fellowship in politics, the solution it offered was to
rather than to
encourage more benign emotions ("tolerance, understanding, and sy~npathy"~~)

promote an ideal of equality.
The need to develop "a sense of fair play, justice, of tolerance and CO-operationtowards their
3 ' c c ~ hPrirnary
e
Grade: A Teaching Outline," Education Office Bulletin 2 (195 1-1952): 5.
j2Wallace W. Atwood and Helen Goss Thomas, Visits in Other Lands (Toronto: Ginn and
Co., no date) 1. *No publication date is included in the book itself or in the Public Archives of
Nova Scotia records. However, this textbook was included in the Nova Scotia public schools'
cunriculum fiom 1954-1955 until at least 1965-1966.
33ccSocial
Studies Primary- Grade VI, A Teacher's Guide," 9.
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neighbours near and faFMmay have corne as a result of the racial and religious attack launched

in World War Two or it may have been fostered by fears related to the Cold War. The urgency
of the need for understanding, as was evident in an article fiom the JouniaI of Education,
"Teaching About Comm~nwealth,'"~may have been motivated by the perceived importance of
the United Nations in preventing another war. Whatever the motivations, the Department of
Education, through articles in its publications and especially through the cumculum guidelines,
repeatedly urged teachers to help students "gain an understanding of people in other lands and a
feeling of uni@with them.y'36
The third "official" objective which figured prominently in the curriculum guidelines and
instructions to teachers was the promotion of an appreciation of "our way of Iife." To this end,
the objectives were concemed with democracy, the CommonwealthEmpire, and progress. The
teacher's guide to civics and citizenship in the intermediate grades (7-9) encouraged teachers to

"put democracy into action in everyday classroom experience" in order to ensure that students
developed into ''worthwhile citizen~."~'This comment insinuated that those who were not
involved in the democratic process or who did not adhere to its precepts were not, in fact,
c'worth~hile
citizens-" Knowing the "basic principles of Western democracy" was inextricably

"~oanFoster, "Teaching About the Commonwealth," Journal of Education 13:l
(October, 1963): 46-47.
' 7 . 1 . Davis, Using Our Laquage: Grade Six, George N. Edwards Advisory Editor
(Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1947). This Grade six cCLanguage"
textbook was on the Nova
Scotia curriculum in the mid 1950s.

linkec! to appreciating "our way of life" and education officiais considered both necessary for
proper education?
Canada's way of Life was also identined with the Commonwealth or Empire in a way that
made nation and empire CO-equalobjects of patriotism. A suggested program for Empire and
Citizenship Day in 1951 indicated to teachers that they ought to emphasize "the fact that

Canadians are citizens not only of Canada but of the Empire as ~ e l l . ' Within
' ~ ~ this program
provided for teachers, a student representing "Great Britaixi" was to step forward, cchoidingaloft a
Union Jack" and Say, "'Es thy flag and m y flag, the best of Oags on earth.'"O The program itself
was to be closed with a repetition of the Oath of Allegiance,

1, (A.B.) swear that 1will be faithful and bear true allegiance to
His Majesty King George the Sixth, bis Heirs and successors,
according to law, and that 1will Faithfully observe the laws of
Canada and fulnl my duties as a Canadian citizen. So help me GodS4'
and then "God Save the King." Part of
This was to be followed by the singing of "O, Canadayy
"our way of life" in the eyes of curriculum designers, then, was Canada's close affiliation with

Britah and this was supported in guidelines and instructions for teachers.
The last major element of "our way of Me'' that the guidelines and instructions to teachers
displayed dealt with the notion of progress. The texts treated ccprogress"as an unequivocal goal
"~hesetwo concepts were linked as one in a sentence fiom the teacher's guide to "Civics
and Citizenship," "They [the students] should h o w the basic principles of Western democracy
and appreciate our way of life." Burns, 1-2.
'%epartment of Education, "Program for Empire and Citizenship Day," Journal of
Education.22:1 Series 4 (May, 195 1): 69.
40cc~rogram
for Empire and Citizenship Day," 70.

"In, "Program for Empire and Citizenship Day," 72.
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and teachüng students to consider ethical issues around the means or consequences of "progress"
does not appear to have been important. The teacher's guide for social studies in grade six stated
that students ought to "gain an appreciation of the courage, enterprise, faith and determination of
the early explorers and pioneer settlers, and to realize our great debt to them.'"

The guide did

not encourage consideration of the consequences of exploration and settlement for Native
peoples. hdeed, the "general topics" listed below the objectives included "Christianity brought
to the In&ans" as mother example of the beneficent effects of prog gr es^.'*^ The texts' support
for development in the Western world was another effort to promote an appreciation for "our
way of Me,"a mode of living that would continue to "progress" without senous contemplation of
what effects that might have.
The o%jective of creating an appreciation for "our way of Me" was tied to the notions of
democracy, nation and CommonwealthEmpire, and a desire for progress. The promotion of this
ccappreciationy'
hinted at ideas of cultural superiority and might have undercut the goal of
promothg 'korld understanding." Pride in one's own way of living, however, is not,
necessarily, synonymous with feelings of rzcial or religious superiority. The ways in which these
goals were interpreted by and presented in the Nova Scotia public school curriculum, however,
did make superiority the basis for appreciating "our way of Me." The goals of cultivating
''world understanding" and that of promoting

way of He" were antithetical in some ways to

begin witth. The importance of democracy, pride i;i the Canada's place in the Commonwealth,

and the iniquestioned benefits of progress, in combination with the narrow definition of a "good
42*'~ocial
Studies: Primary- Grade VI, A Guide for Teachers," 54.
434'SocialStudies: Primary- Grade VI, A Guide for Teachers," 54.
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citizen," stood as barriers to fostering understanding of alternative political, racial, and ethical
points of view. The tension between these goals were resolved at the expense of "World
understanding,"

The Curriculum Content: Messaszes within the Texts
The most prominent goals noted throughout the curriculum guidelines and instructions to
teachers were not fdfy supported and, indeed, some were lost or at least undermined by what
children read in their textbooks. The messages that were apparent in the texts included
acceptable ways in which to live one's life, the idea that "progress" was a Western (European and
by v h e of ancestraI political connections, whites in North America) domain, and the notion that
non-white races in Canada and elsewhere were less "civilized" than whites. The texts students
used presented these general ideas in many subtle and explicit ways with a fiequency that would
have been unlikely to leave pupils unaf5ected.
Subtiety was the general d e around depictions of how one ought to live in order to be
considered an ccacceptable"member of society. That is, directions which pointed specificdy to
respectable foms of farnily, a proper work ethic, cleanliness, cheerfulness, kindness, and
obedience were Iess common than simple support for these notions within the stories or scenarios
presented in the students' textbooks. Some very direct messages did h d their way into some
texts, most notably, those concerning health education. These texts stressed the importance of
acceptable physical presentation and cheerfùlness while comments on the dangers of substance
use were unequivocally fierce. One grade seven textbook contained an entire lesson about the
proper care of hair. How often should girls wash their hair? How often should boys? What

products should children use in order to achieve clean hair? To provide a concrete example
about the benefits of having clean hair the text included the sad story of two horses, one nicely
washed and brushed, the other matted and dirty. The poor unclean horse received no love while

"the children like[d] Flora best because she [wm] so beautiful. She bad] a soft shiny coat.'*
Throughout its pages, the text emphasized a connection between success and a cleady
appearance: this message was most clear in the statement that "a clean body, clean clothes, and
polite manners help every boy and girl to be happy and successful.'"*
A grade five and six textbook that was used at the same time as Success and Health
emphasized posture as an important aspect of physical appearance. Children were told that "a
good posture helps us to look and feel our best and stiffens our courage as well.
Idleness often goes hand in hand with a slouchy

Yet another text made the

connection between health and carriage when it told students that "sitting, standing,walking, the
way you look, listen and talk... are the picture you give of health and ~itality?~These texts
presented specifîc models of how one ought to look, sit, stand, and even act.
"J. Mace Andress and W.A. Evans, Success and Health, Canadian Hygiene Senes
(Montreal: Ginn and Company, no date) 171. *No publication date is included in the book itself
or in the Public Archives of Nova Scotia records. However, this textbook was included in the
Nova Scotia public schools3curriculum in the early nineteen m e s and was replaced after the
1952-1953 school year.

''~ndress and Evans, 171.
46~onald
T. Fraser and George D. Porter, The Canadian Health Book (Toronto: Copp
Clarke Co. Ltd., 1926) Though this book was published in the mid 1920s, it was in use in Nova
Scotia's schools at least until 1954-1955. This is a prime example of the cultural lag that is often
identined between popular (and especially intellectual) opinions and textbook material.
"W.W. Charters, Dean F. Smiley, Ruth M. Strang, Growina UD Healthily, Revised
Canadian Edition (Toronto: Macmillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1953) 223.

Under the heading "Mental Health" chiIdren were advised in one book to avoid getting mgry
and, instead, to maintain cheerhilness in order to keep healthf18 Another book suggested that

cheerfiilness would lead to improved digestion while "a long period of worry, fear and fietting

will tend to weaken our whole physical c o n d i t i ~ n . 'One
~ ~ te- told students that soldiers faced
the "emble discornforts and hardships" of war with the "most wonderful spirit of cheerfulness

and o p t i m i ~ m . ~This
' ~ information was accompanied by a selection nom a popular soldiers'
Song, "What's the use of worryïng? It never was worthwhile. So, pack up your troubles in your
old kit bag, and smile, smile, s~nile!"~~
The message was clear: be positive and ignore those
things which threaten to worry you.

The third focus of these books which gave students very specific instructions about how one
ought to live concerned substance use. The use of tobacco, alcohol, and narcotics, even in

ccmoderationy'
was expressly forbidden for any one who wished to "hold a high position in
athletics," for those who ''valued Safety Firsty'or who wished to be a "good Ca~adian."~
Students were told that alcohol, even in moderation, would "impair one's judgement, will power,
"~ndressand Evans, 250-25 1.
49Fraserand Porter, 92.
"Fraser and Porter, 94.
and Porter, 94.
nFraser and Porter, 99-1 10. Incidentally, abstinence fiom alcohol for children was used
in this text as a mark of Canadian moral and intellectual superiority. The text stated:
ccFortunately,Canadian children seldom drin..wine or beer; but in some of the European
countries it is different. One of the evil results is that even in smali quantities it d d s their
minds." 99.

and ~ i g ü a n c e "while
~ ~ tobacco was cbharmful'y
and cYîIthy''and narcotics were CCevil.7ys4
The
veracity of the clairns may or may not have been problematic but the message was clear: those
who wished to be successfiil and acceptable mernbers of society, as children and later as adults,
must avoid these temptations.
Other messages about how to become successfül or respectable members of Canadian society
were less blatant. Theform of presentation rather than wording itselfmade some messages more

subtle than those contained in the health books. These messages were contained in stories or
were hidden in the context of other curriculum content. A Song entitled, "The Canadian Way"
emphasized work ethic and CO-operationwhen chiIdren sang, "We work together, we leam
together, the good Canadian way.'"* A poem in a grade seven and eight reader contained the idea
that kindness was more important than order, knowledge, truth, pleasure, love, beauty, fieedom,
home, fame, or equity." A grade six speller included the importance of voting in a short story
designed to familiarize students with the new words for that week?' In another speiler, aimed at
the grade five level, the story of a boy who grew up to become a lawyer demonstrated how one
S3Fraserand Porter, 100.
"Fraser and Porter, 1O6 and 110 respectively.
"John. W. Beattie, Josephine Wolverton, Grace V. Wilson, and Howard Hinga,
Canadian Singer, Book #4 (Toronto: W.J. Gage Ltd., 1945) 8-9.
%JohnBoyle O'Reilly, "What is Good," J-C. Bates and Lorne Pierce, Life and Adventure
(Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1958 reprinted fiom the original publication in 1928) 43.
"Gates, Rinsland, Sartorious, Comegys, and Peardon, Pu~il'sOwn Vocabularv Saeller:
Grade Six, Revised Canadian Edition (Toronto: The Macmillan Company of Canada Ltd., 1951).

who respects the law may become successful? Thwe covert messages combined to provide
students with an idea of how successful and acceptable members of society looked and acted.
None of the messages which dealt with how "good Canadians" ought to live were as
prominent, however, as the importance of family and each person's role within a core f d y
unit, Most Stones that incorporated a family presented a mother and father who performed very

specific duties, divided dong gender lines, alongside two or three children. Rarely were
extended family members even mentioned in these stories. Texts occasionally gave specinc
instructions about family life but the most common endorsement of C'famiIyvalues" came within
the stories that children read for purposes (supposedly) other than indoctrination with lessons
about "proper" families. A grade seven, eight, and nine social studies textbook included the
following observations on the happiest families where, "in evening they sit around the table and
tell of the mange or amushg things that have happened during the day. They brighten the
remainder of the evening with songs, games, telling stories or reading..?' The textbook also
emphasized the fact that children were the most important part of f d y : "The govemment
recognizes that the home exists in the f i s t place for the ~hildren.'*~While these ideas were
expressed clearly and pointedly in the social studies book, they were also present in readers
"Gates et. al, The Pupil's Own Vocabulary Speller: Grade Five, Revised Canadian
edition (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1% 1) week #14.
S9~ames
McCaig with 4 chapters on Nova Scotia by Norman MacLeod Rogers, Studies in
Citizenshi~(Toronto: The Educational Book Co. Ltd, 1944) 55.
60M~Caig,
56. This Statement goes on to remark, cUnfomuiately some parents shamefully
neglect their duty towards their children. Then, govenunent steps in and removes the children
fkom the charge of such parents, so that in a new home the boy or girl may have an opportunity to
grow up to be a usefid citizen." Obviously, this statement, in the context of a residential school
such as Shubenacadie, might have been extremely conhing and/or h
a for students.

where 'Yypical" families were child-centred and happy. Throughout the grade one reader, The

Littlea famiiy of two children, a mother and a father enjoyed happy times.

The

father was the focus of much attention wbile the mother cooked and cleaned. The children
played games or received gifts in most ~tories.~'
Even in grammar books there was an emphasis
on home and familY." Textbooks, especially language and reading books, continualiy gave
families a distinct and prominent position. The message, of course, was that families followed a
certain structural fom, and within those forms there were specifïc duties for each member to
perform.
Some direct instructions were evident in textbooks regarding how one ought to live, but most
of these messages were included in stories, grammar lessons, songs, and poems. While many
historians refer to the importance of "education for democracy" in this time period, this was not
evident in the textbooks used for the Nova Scotia school curriculum? While the rights and
responsibilities of citizens were hcluded) the emphasis on how one ought to Iive (not a very

democratic teaching method itself) did not involve strong messages about democracy or even its
antithesis. The focus here was on cleanliness, cheerflllness, kindness, obedience, and family. If
one wished to be or become a respectable and acceptable Canadian citizen, adherence to these
%avid H. Russel and Odille Ousley, The Little White House, The Ginn Basic Readers
(Toronto: Ginn and Co., no date). *No publication date is included in the book itself or in the
Public Archives of Nova Scotia records- However, this textbook was included in the Nova
Scotia public schools' cumculum as early as 1951- 1952 until at l e s t 1965-1966.
%ee, for example, T.I. Davis, Usine Our Lanmiaee: Grade Five, George N. Edwards,
advisory editor (Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd, 1947).
63~ee,
for example, Owram, 127; and Miller, Shingwauk's Vision, 157.

ide& was necessary.
This content supported the ccofficial"goals of creating good citizens and of prornoting an
appreciation for "our way of We." While these lessons were not specificdy connected to ideas
of rights and responsibilities of citizens, they did demonstrate how "good citizens" lived or ought
to Iive. For Native students, the repeated direct and indirect messages about how acceptable
Canadians lived might have served to undermine or stifle thoughts of rebellion and the idea of
who a good Canadian was may have created an in group / out group feeling. That is, the little
room for diversity of Mestyle, family structure, religion, political beliefs, even ernotions and
appearances offered in the curriculum may have prevented students fkom seeing themselves as
"good Canadians." For Native students at the Shubenacadie Residential School, their way of life
differed Eom this nom, even if only by v h e of the fact that they lived in a residential scho01.6~
(As well, Native people in the 1950s were barred fiom exercising some of the rights and
fulnlling some of the duties of "good ~itizens.")~~
The fact that Native students' expenences
were excluded fiom depictions of "normalcy" and "decency" as they were represented in the
Nova Scotia public school curriculum in the 1950s and 1960s might have led to a diminished
sense of self-esteem, feelings of being an ccoutsider"in Canadian society, and a denial of
family/community traditions in order to confom more closely with the image of the desired
6SHowevery
most students at the school in the 1950s and 1960s were orphaned or had only
one parent. Others were placed in the school (sometimes at the request of parents) because of
economic considerations. Some might have been exposed to religious beliefs which were at odds
with the repeated references to Christianity in the books although most Mi'kmaq in Nova Scotia
were Catholic at this tirne. Their family structures defînitely varied fiom the "normYy
as it was
depicted in the curriculum. For whatever reason, children at the school did not fit into the strict
paradigm of "good Canadians" set out by school textbooks.
66Native people only got the provincial vote in the 1950s and the federai vote in 1960.
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citizen.
In addition to the promotion of "ou. way of We" and "good citizensyy
through depictions of

these people, texts also promoted the objectives in their treatment of ccprogress." Texts identified
progress as a Western domain, and this identification included ideas of racial superionty
(ihtellectual, moral and political) which were often played out as a cornparison between
c'uncivilized"and cccivilized"peoples- This idea also included an emphasis on Empire as a
desirable and positive force in history. Again, through direct and indirect cuniculm content, the
idea of progress was presented frequently, in a variety of ways in the public school curriculum

during the 1950s and 1960s.
John MacKenzie argues that the British school system in the late 19' and early 20" centuries
indoctrhated students with curriculum that praised the Empire as superior to other political
systems and that emphasized the continual progress of this political system fkom early AngloSaxon history through to the "present

da^.'*^

The Nova Scotia public school curriculum shared

many of these elements. Emphasis on Canada's connection to the British
EmpirelComm~nwealth~~
and general praise of the CanadianBritish political relationship
demonstrated the advantages of this system without including discussions of any disadvantages.
Texts encouraged students to have pride in Britain as the 'mother' of Canada. Poems in

praise of Britain were common in the school readers and soogs to this end were ofien included in
music books. Even the social studies text for grades seven to nine included the following lines

67~ohn
MacKenzie, Proaa~andaand Emaire: The Manipulation of British Public Orinion,
2 880- 1960 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984)173-197.
These terms were used synonymously in texts other than history as a culthan political identifiers.
68

rather

f?om Kipling,
Land of our Birth, we pledge to thee
Our love and toi1 in the years to be;
When we are grown and take our place
As men and women with our race,
Land of our bùth, our faitb, our pride
For whose dea.sake our fathers died
O Motherland we pledge to thee
Head, heart, and hand through the years to be!'
Songs in praise of 8nta.hincluded "Rule Britarinia" which contained the chorus, "Rule
Britannia! Bntannia d e the waves, Britons never, never, never shall be slaves."70 Each of the
three books in the "Canadian Reading Development Series" contained sections which dealt
specifïcally with the Empire. The headings for these sections were "Children of the Empire,"
"Under the Union Jack," and "The Sun Never Sets." Each section included three or more stories
about nations within the Empire." A grade six speller depicted Empire Day celebrationsn while
a Ianguage book included an example of a newspaper story about the King and Queen receiving a
6 9 ~cited
s in, McCaig, 5.
'"Dr. Thomas Augustine Aine, "Rule Britannia," The New Hiehroad of Sono:
Intermediate 2, G. Roy ed., (Toronto: Gage Publishing CO. Ltd, no date) 44. *No publication date
is included in the book itself or in the Public Archives of Nova Scotia records. However, the
cchigh.oad
of music" series was included in the Nova Scotia public schools' curricuium
throughout the 1950s and 1960s.
"These books were (in order of difnculty) Marian D. James Ed., UP and Away, The
Canadian Reading Developrnent Senes (Toronto: The Copp Clark Co. Ltd., 1946); Franklin L.
Barrett Ed., Wide Open Windows, The Canadian Reading Developments Senes (Toronto : Copp
Clark Publishing Co. Ltd., 1947); and Fred C. Biehl, Al1 Sails Set, The Canadian Reading
Developments Senes (Toronto: Copp Clark Publishing Co. Ltd., 1948).
RGates et. al, The Pupil's Own Vocabulary Speller: Grade Six, Revised Canadian edition
(Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1951) week #3 1.

"hearty welcome" during a visit to South a c a "
The references to Britain and the Commonwealth, however, were not all simple emotional
exhortations. Imbedded in the idea of "greatness" was the depiction of an advanced civilization
which had progressed much more rapidly and to a greater end than most. The grade seven to
nine social stuclies textbook told students that "as wu trace the progress of our own people

[Anglo-saxons] down through the centuries, we h d that the advancement has been slow but

continu ou^."^^ This advancement moved the Anglo-saxons toward "civilization" which, in this
te* was d e k d as a society in which people relied on speciaiized work. The "evolution" of this
civilization, then, ultimately led to the emergence of cities. The progress of civilization was
divided into the following steps: farnily groups, tribes under chiefs or priests, union under a king
or queen / priests, fiom cities to states to nations and, dtimately to a union of nations?' The text
also included the idea that this progress was desirable and that the Commonwealth was the
culmination and perfection of ccprogress." These notions were apparent in the suggestion that it
was "even possible that at some future time the nations of the world may use the British

Commonwealth as a mode1 in setting up a world govemment, in order to secure a greater
measure of peace and happhess for their p e ~ p l e s . " Commonwealth
~~
or Empire, then, was
treated as the highest form of political organization, and the fact that Bntain headed that
Davis, Usine Our Lan-e:
Grade Seven George N. Edwards, advisory editor
(Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd, 1947) 268.
7 3 ~ . ~ .

"Gilbert Paterson, The Stow of Bntain and Canada fiom the earliest Times to the Present
(Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1934) xi-xii.

orga-tion

could oniy mean that the British and their Canadian descendants were the most

"civilized" beings on earth.
Another method of showing how white people fiom the West were the m e r s of progress
and that impenal power was their right included an emphasis on the heartiness, courage, and

might of the early explorers and settlers in North Ameica The textbooks depicted progress as
inherently good; consequences were either left unmentioned or were glossed over as unimportant
when compared to the "higher goal.""

The "discovery" of North America was praised in one

song book and, throughout many of the textbooks, white men were noted as conquerors of the
rugged North Amencan landscape. The Walt Whitman poem, 'Tioneers! O Pioneers!," included

in a grade seven and eight reader, contained connotations of sexual conquest regardhg the

settling of the land.
We primeval forests felling,
We the rivers stemming, vexing we and piercing deep the
Mines within,
We the surface broad surveying, we the Wgin sod
Upheaving,
Pioneers! O Pioneers!'*
A Song entitled "The Flag" told students that "this land was built by pioneers" and contained the

message that those pioneers were astute in controlling and conquering nature. The negative
effects that exploration and settlement had on Native peoples were not included in the discussion

"In the field of medicine for example, the H e of a dog who was sacrificed in Banting's
eqeriments with insulin received only a passing comment regarding ethics. This rationalization
followed the story, 'mogs will do such brave thuigs to Save or help their masters and fi-iends that
he would probably have been very willing to give up his life to Save thousands." Biehl, 118.
"AS cited in, J.C. Bates and Lome Pierce, Life and Adventure (Toronto: The Ryerson
Press, 1928) 413.

of the "great pioneers."
The textbooks did note, very infrequently, that Native people opposed whites' "progress." A
grade six social studies text included a story that also appeared in the grade four reader. This was
the story of how Chief Pie-a-Pot and some of his band stood in the way of railway construction
on the prairies by setting up their tents dong the survey line. However, neither text explained
why they did so and both put emphasis on the fact that the whites would not stand for such

ccsilliness." One RCMP sergeant knocked down the chief s tent and "Chief Pie-a-Pot and his
band moved quietIy a ~ a ~ The
. " message
~
was clear, the white men were in charge of
"progress" while the Native people stood, ineffectually, in the way.
The texts aiso occasionaUy noted that Native people began to die in great numbers with the
arriva1 of white settlers but the fact was presented in such a way that progress was again seen as
the benevolent possession of whites. That is, when texts did mention the deaths of Native
peoples, the information was often given with a considerable amount of historical "creativii$'
Texts skewed historical information in order to place the blame for the deaths on the shoulders of

the 'iincivilized savages" rather than on those of the whites. The grade six social studies
textbook, The Storv of Canada, blamed the decline in Native population which followed contact
on the fact that the white man "brought his new way of Me and destroyed the old." cCIndians,"
the text claimed, died because they 'Yound it dinicult to leam the white man's way~."'~This
explanation was accompanied by a cursory remark about diseases, but the material lefi the
79

Gladys Lewis, "Across the Ribbon of Steel," Marian D. James, 352. See also, Brown,
Haman, and Jeanneret, 324.
80

George W. Brown, Eleaiior Harman, and Marsh Jeanneret, The Story of Canada
(Toronto: Copp Clark Publishing Co., 1950) 36.
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distinct impression that the deaths were attributable to Natives' lack of progress compared with
whites' mastery of change.
Public school textbooks often used comparisons as a means of illuminating the superiority of
white (especially Anglo-saxon) races. The implications of these comparisons were obvious; if
whites were shown as superior, then non-whites were Serior. If non-whites were s h o w as
being infierior, then whites were obviously superior. Histoncal accuracy was often skewed or
entirely forgotten in order to accomplish this. School textbooks used Native peoples most often

as a foi1 to illuminate white ~u~eriority.~'
However, the books did, at tirnes, refer to other races
or cultures for comparisons. The introduction to a grade six social studies textbook, for
example, included the following comments on various peoples: "[AJfter reaching a high state of
civilization, the Chinese people ceased to advance in any marked degree for nearly a thousand
years, and they are only now beginning to move onward again." Regarding "red" men; "In the

far south... they established a number of high civilizations; elsewhere, they remained at the Stone
Age level, as in Canada." M c a n s (with the exception of the Egyptians) "never got beyond the
Stone Age in culture." "The 'brown' people of the Pacifïc Islands and 'Yhe curious black race of
This information included sweeping
Austrdia" were both described as "a rny~tery."~~
generalizations alongside considerable historical inaccuracies. The purpose, here, was always to
demonstrate how highly "civilized" white races were in cornparison with non-whites.
Another social studies book also used historical misrepresentation in order to shed a
favourable Light on the English involvement in the Acadian expulsion fiom Nova Scotia The
" ~ e edetails on the following three pages.
pLPaterson,xv-xvii.

textbook was carefûl to note that the French were c%espassers" after the 1713 English victory.
The book then used a mock letter m e n by an English soldier to his mother as a means of
demonsbrating English compassion in conjmction with the military superiority that resulted in
the victory. The soldier called the expulsion orders "harsh" and "disagreeable" but then noted
that Colonel Winslow was "as just to the poor Acadians as he could be" and "sent villages
together as far as p~ssible."'~This 'Yact" was untnie but was uicluded in order to generate
'kmderstanding" for the British situation and actions." The ccletter'7went on to M e r justw
British actions by concluding that if the French had invaded first, the Acadians might have joined
them and '%e might have lost a l l our settlements in this province. So there are two sides to the
story, are there n ~ t ? "British
~ ~ military superiority was the subject of this section in the textbook
but, as a rationalization for ethically questionable actions, the authors blatantly skewed the events
so that the British appeared to be emotionally sensitive as well as militarily superior.
The school tex& included questionable material about several races but the most common
peoples used for comparisons which made white supenority an obvious 'Tact'' were Native. The
comparisons served to illuminate "British superiority" in three main areas; political, moral
(including religious), and most notably, intellechial. In discussing political organizations in
Native co~lllllunities,one textbook told children, "We must not suppose... that the Indians al1 had
%rown, Hamian, and Jeanneret, 144.
84Fora bnef o v e ~ e w
of the expulsion, see Margaret Conrad and Alvin Finkel, Histori of
.
.
the Canadian Peo~les:B e m g- s to 1867 (Toronto: Copp Clark Ltd., 1998) 154-156.
*'~rown,Harman, and Jeanneret, 145.

strong governments like those of the French and E n g l i ~ h . "Another
~
remarked that "'the
govemment of the Algonkians was very simple.""

Morally, the Native people and their religions

were d s o misrepresented and disparaged in order to demonstrate white superiority. Alcohol
cofisufllption often acted as a b a i s for negative cornparisons of Native to white peoples. The
Story of Canada told students that the cCTndians"would trade everythîng they could for 'ïkewater" and that they were extremely violent when ~€nink?~
In order to show that whites were
above such behaviour the text stated, "Nat al1 the white men... were wiuing to let the Indians
carry o n so f~olishly."~~
These men were the rnissionaries who came to "mend the bodies and
souls of the poor savage~."~~
The textbook also "infonned" students of the religious (moral)
inferiority of these "poor savages" by relating the fact that these missionaries wrote home telling
of the "strange ways of the in di an^."^^ In a story about "The Canadian Eskimo" a grade five
reader iacluded the heading "He L e m s fkom the White Man." Under this heading, students
were informed that before "Eskimos" heard from the missions about our God they had "strange
beliefs about evil spirits.""
86Brown,Harman, and Jeameret, 23.

%ee also, Paterson 224, "They became so fond of strong Liquor that they would sel1 their
most vduable furs for a small quantity of it."
%rown, Hamian, and Jeanneret, 35.
%rom, Harman, and Jeameret, 61.
g'~rown,Harman, and Jeanneret, 56.
g2~ilhjalmur
Stefansson and Violet Invin,"The Canadian Eskimo," Franklin L. Barrett
ed., 282.

The most evident f o m of "white superiority" that the textbooks presented, however, was

intellechial. Even though one text stated that "It is a mistake to think that the Indians of Canada
were an ignorant people just because they did not have the same inventions and way of Life as the
white man,"93the information provided by this book and others did not support the claim. One
of the readers included a story about "The Canadian Eskimo" which asserted that "Whenever the
Eskimo meets white traders, missionaries, explorers, or the Mounties, he uses anything they have
to offer the~n.'"~Aside fiom being inaccurate inf~rmation:~this remark implied that the Dene
and Inuit were barely able to survive without the use of the '%hite man's tools."
The use of machinery was the source of another stab at Native intellectual capabilities which
served to emphasize those of the white man- ''Instead of using the plough, which had been
laiown in Europe since the days of the early Egyptians, the Indians used simple wooden diggingsticks and h~es."'~Hunters and gatherers were criticized for their apparent lack of efficiency in
cornparison with the farming techniques and industrial progress of the whites. A band, one text
stated, might go hungry for days or travel half the length of the St. Lawrence River in order to
locate game. "Compare such a way of Me with that of the modem farmer who can feed his
Hannan, and Jeameret, 29.
93~rown,
94Stefanssonand Irwin, in Barrett ed., 282-3.
"Kerry Abel argues that the Dene used only materials which would replace or improve
upon C'traditional"materials. See Kerry Abel, Drum Songs: Glimpses of Dene Historv
(Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen' s University Press, 1993).
96

Brown, Harman, and Jeameret, 27. Incidentally, the textbook made no mention of the
Canadian govensment's laws which forbade the use of machiner-by Native f m e r s in the 1880s
and 1890s. See Sarah Carter, "Two Acres and a Cow: 'Peasant' Farming for the M a n s of the
Northwest, 1889-97," Canadian Historical Review 70 (1989): 27-52.
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f d y and sell in the city with cattle in the barn for m i k and meat.'"7 The cornparison goes on,
"A modem threshing machine or automobile can be made in our factories more quickiy than an

Indian could chip a piece of flint into the shape of an arrow-head, or build a birch-bark ~ a n o e . " ~ ~
Of course, the inapplicability of such cnticisms to pre-contact (or even post-contact) Native
Westyles was not acknow1edge&

The emphasis on Commonwealth/Empire as the best of political organizattions, the idea that
progress was a unipely "Western7' domain, and fiequent comparisons by which white AngloSaxons were made to look superior to other races and cultures gave the Nova Scotia public
school curriculum an overwhelming bias. As Mackenzie argued regitrding the British system,

"The message was a highly simplifïed one, of racial and cultural superiority, breeding a sense of
self satisfaction o d y rudely shattered in the most recent de cade^."^^
This curricular content seems to have supported the "official" objective of promoting "our
way of life" and, insofa. as pride in one's political system was a part of being a "good citizen,"
that objective was also supported. However, information that supported or promoted "our way of
Ne" was offered at the expense of other peoples. Cornparisons of c'our way" with others failed to
demonstrate, in any meaningfûl way, the advantages of differing approaches to life and sacrificed
the goal of promoting "world understanding" to ideas of racial and cultural superiority.
Therefore, it appears that the objective of promoting "our way of life" superceded that of
cultivating world understanding.
97Brown,Harman, and Jeanneret, 35.
98~rown
,Harman, and Jeanneret, 35.

99MackenPe,94.

Ifthe message of raciaVculturai superiority was much more clear than the idea that it was
important to "undderstand" others, students were likely more afTected by the first idea Students
were shown that, while there were some people who lived differently fiom "us," "we" were the
people who had succeeded and progressed and that, "our way" was better. This idea did nothing
to promote world understanding and might have actively prevented toleration of clifferences.
Students, therefore, were given no real opportunity within the curriculum to explore and
understand diversity.

For students at the Shubenacadie Residential School, this cumculum encouraged assimilation
through the repetition of the message that only one way would lead to success and that was the
'%hite" way. Any real possibility of valid alternative belief systems or other admirable ways of
life were not acknowIedged. This singularity of cultural vision might have contributed to many
d their own families and communities upon ieaving the
students' difficulty in feeling c o ~ e c t e to
scho01."'~

In addition to the negative comparisons of Native people with whites, the textbooks, readers,
and songbooks on the Nova Scotia public school curriculum were replete with representations of
"Indians" as superficial or novelty elements in Canada and as ''things of the past." General
stereotyping alongside inaccurate information also served to belittle the Native peoples. While
curriculum guidelines claimed that education was, in part, aimed at promoting understanding
among people(s), little genuine effort to do so with regards to Canadian Native peoples was
lWSeeLinda Bdi, "Indian Residential Schooling: The Native Perspective," Canadian
Journal of Native Education 18, Supplement (1991) 42; Rosalyn h g , "The Effects of Boardhg
Schools on Native Child -Rearing Practices," Canadian Joumd of Native Education 18,
Supplement (1991): 94; Agnes Grant,No End of Grief: Indian Residential Schools in Canada
(Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications Xnc., 1996) 245-246; and Miller, Shinwauk's Vision, 1O- 1 1.
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evident Although many other peoples were stereotyped,IO'Natives drew the most negative
attention. Even while their importance in the development of the Canadian nation was almost
completely ignored, the materiai which did acknowledge them was often inaccutate at best and
slanderous at worst,
The lack of attention to the history of Native peoples was most evident in social studies
textbooks where history in Canada was commonly said to have begun with the arrival of the first
white explorers and settlers. The first section in The Stow of Canada was entitled, "The White

Man Comes to Canada" while the second section was "The First 'Canadians."' The idea was
even more blatantiy obvious in the precursor to that text in which students were informed that
'Wot until the railway did settlers r e d y begin to go West. Thus, the eastem part of Canada
began making history much earlier than the western part..."L02 The existence of Native peoples
prior to contact was not of great concem in these texts unless the emphasis was placed on how
Native people were improved by 'Yhe coming of the white man."
The lack of information about pre-contact Native societies was simply a more marked
example of the general neglect that their histories smered in the texts. Even when Native
peoples were mentioned, they were seen as unimportant or superficial. Though one text
acknowledged that Native peoples had aided the early explorers, it gave no particular
one reader, Mexicans were pictured only in '"festiveyydress and Asians wore
traditional "Asian peasant"c1othing while picking rice. Another reader includes a poem which
referred to Gypsies as 'Wd". Yet another included a story about a highly stereotyped black
woman: She worked as a house cleaner for a white man, sang all day long and wore a red
handkerchief on her head. See, Franklin L. Barrett, "Friends of Other Lands" section; J-C. Bates
and Lome Pierce,52; and Marian James, 86 respectively.
'O'h

9. Kerry Abel remarks on a similar curicular characteristic noting, "events
102~aterson,
that had occurred before the arrival of Euro-Canadians were called 'pre-history.'" Abel, ix.

appreciation for their contributions. Students were told that without the help of the "Indians'
tools" (canoes and mowshoes), "our country would have been opened up much more slowly than

it wa~."'~'There was no indication that exploration and settlement would have been impossible
without the help, not only of these tools, but also of Native guides, fur trade suppliers and
intermediaries, and tribal alliances. The text even went so far as to claim that the canoe had
proven so useful that, "if the Indians had not already invented... [it], it seems Likely that the white

man would have had to invent it him~elfi."'~
In a 1975 study of 'Zducation and the First
Canadians," André Renaud, supervisor of the Oblates' Indian and E s k h o Welfare Commission,
argued that the "£ïrst Canadians" disappeared h m social studies texts in post explorers / fur
trade era and only re-appeared in a "a semi-negative light when the school program [dealt] with
Riel and the opening of the o rai ries."^^* In the 1950s and 1960s,the texts used by public school
students in Nova Scotia gave Native peoples no recognition for their role in the development of
the Canadian nation.
Not only was much of the history of Native peoples absent fiom the texts but their presence in
contemporary Canadian society was almost completely ignored. "Indians" in the textbooks were
'Wngs of the pasty'and not elements of Canadian society in the 1950s and 1960s. A poem fiom

a grade four reader exemplified this idea,
Where we walk to school each day,
'''Brown,

Harman, Jeanneret, 32.

lWBrown,Hannan, and Jeanneret, 372.
''*A. Renaud, Education and the First Canadians (Toronto: Gage, 1971) 35-36,as quoted

in George S. Tomkins, A Common Countenance: Stability and Change in the Canadian
Cumculum (Scarborough ON: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1986)343.

Indian children used to play...
And the trees were very tall
And there were no streets at aU
Not a church and not a steepleOnly woods and Indian people.

Only wigwams on the ground
And at night b a r s prowling round.
What a Merent place today
Where we live and work and play.'"

The same idea was present in the Song, "Dear Canada, My Home:" "Where shines the dying Red
man's siin, where bison feet no more may run, Nor waring [sic] tribesrnen rom... fair Canada my
home."lo7 Yet another poem in a grade six reader talked about hding an ''Indian anowhead"
that was two centuries old. This treasure was found near the Richelieu River and the poem
stated, "The RicheLieu's a river where Indians whooped and died."108This emphasis allowed
texts to rornanticize the idea of "Indians" without making specific connections to contemporary
society. Only in a social studies text were there references to "present day" Native peoples. In
one case, a Little boy complained to his grandfather, '1 wish Indians dressed like that now. The

ones 1see on the Reservationjust Wear o v e d s or blue serge suits or dresses like everybody
el~e."'~
~ idea that Native peoples did not matter in contemporary Canadian society was
The
'06AmetteWynn, "Indian Children," Over the Bridge, The New World Readers, 138.
*Note, the copy of this book at the Public Archives of Nova Scotia is damaged. No information
regxding the editor or publication is available. It appeared on the Nova Scotia public school
curriculum fiom at least 1951-55.
'O'E-C.

Wdker, "Dear Canada My Home," in Fenwick, 1.

' 0 8 ~ r tS.h Bourinot,
~
"An Indian Arrowhead," Fred Biehl ed., 180.

'%rom, Harman, and Jeameret, 333.
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supported by the fact that they were virtually absent fkom course materials and by the fact that the
only reference to them within contemporary society indicated that they were the same as
everybody elseThe fact that the texts treated Native peoples as cZinimportant'yled to another problem, the
oversimp~cationand generalizations around the compIexities of Native cultures. Native
peoples were not depicted as individuals with differences fiom others in their communities but.,
rather, were treated as representatives of the whole. One story told students that "an Eskimo
never learns to hide his feelings."'1° Another example of generalization and oversimplincation
concemed languages and cultures. Whiie one text did acknowledge diversity of culture and
language, it divided Canada's Native people into only four groups (Eastern, Prairie, Pacific, and
Northern). l l l Another text ignored all diversity of language in stating that, "The eady explorers
found in Canada a people who were strange to them and whose language they did not
understand."'

l2

The most overtly negative treatment of Native peoples by school textbooks came in the form
of stereotyping and general slander. "Indian" characters in a primary reader were given
stereotypical names (Blue Cordower and Strong Boy)"'

at a t h e when most Native children

"'Stefansson and Invin, in Marian James, 240.
"'Paterson, 206.
'12Taylor, Seiveright, and Lloyd, 5. Emphasis added.
II3Frornthe Ginn Basic Readers, as cited in Mrs. Cari Eaton, "The Readers Our Children
Use," Journal of Education Special Issue on Reading 3:1 series 5 (1965-1966): 47.

went by "English" na~nes."~Native people were also stereotyped and slandered in more overtly

harmful ways. The hunting and gathenmig techniques used by the Dene were used to slander two
cultural groups; "During the summer months the Eskimos wander about the north country like
gypsies hunting and f i ~ h i n g . 'Along
~ ~ ~ ~with this stereotype went those of the dirty, drunken,
violent, and superstitiousNatives. The Algonkian peoples were targeted in the social studies text
which stated that "living in.., uncornfortable, smoky dwellings, and having only scant clothing,
because everything had to be cmied about fiom place to place, the Algonkians, as may easily be
imagined, were exceedingly dirty."'16 The stereotyping of Native peoples as dninkards has been
documented earlier (see the section on the use of comparkons to demonstrate whites' "moral
superiority") but the stereotype did carry through to contemporary issues. While the emphasis on
drinking centred around the fur trade, one text stated, "To-day it is against the law for any of the
Indians Iiving on reservations in Canada to buy w h i ~ ~ . . " ' ' ~

Texts often linked violence to alcohol use but stereotypes about violence did stand on their
own at times. One little boy, in a story about the railroad, told his fiiend, "Last year in the
"'Students who were discharged nom the Shubenacadie Residential School in 1952 were
children with such names as Mary, Elizabeth, John, Paul, Virginia, and Daniel. "Discharge of
Pupils, July-September, 1952." NAC, RGlO, Volume 6057,File 265-10 Part 4. At times nuns at
the school would change a student's name but even in these cases the names were "English"
names to begin with. Knockwood notes that a nun changed one girl's name from Margaret to
Marjone and another's fiom Margaret Juiian to Peggy O'Neill. Knockwood, 157-8.

"'Brown, Hannan, and Jeameret, 315. This book was pubfished in 1950 but the 1951
Indian Act deleted the prohibitions on alcohol that the previous Man Acts had upheld. See J.R.
Miller, Slqrscrapers Hide the Heavens: A History of IndianWhite Relations in Canada (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1989) 22 1.
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rebellion,... we might all have been killed by the Indians and half-breeds if it had not been for

chief C r o w f ~ o t " ~The
' ~ implication here was that some Native people were more "civilized"

than the rest. However, most codkmed the stereotype of violent trouble-makers. Without a
thoughtfid explanation about motivations or a careful analysis of actual events, the grade seven
social studies text told students that with the decline in the buEdo population on the Prairies,
'%dians" began to die and, therefore, stole cattle and "broke the law in other ways. The
Mounties, however, quickly brought the wrong-doers to

The book made no specinc

connection between Natives' actions and the loss of .their food source.

Lastiy, the texts included the notion that Native peoples ought to have recognized the positive
force of assimilation. After noting the cccriminal''activity on the Prairies, the social studies text
went on to state that reservations had been set up by the government for the "Indians" and that
"In the United States the Indians refused to give up their old ways of life without a bitter struggle.

But in Canada, thanks to the North-West Mounted Police, the change took place much more

In another social studies textbook, the govemment7sassimilationist goals were
peacefbUy.7~120
f&ly clearly outiined as a benevolent and desirable policy: "The aim of the govemment is to

make the Indians self-supporthg, to educate them and thus to hasten the time when, through
intexmarriage with other Canadians, they will perhaps cease to be a separate people.""'

Progress

toward this goal appeared to be weli advanced in these textbooks: contemporary Native people
1l8

Lewis, in Marian James, 355.

'%rom, Harman, and Jeanneret, 3 17.
12%rown, Harman, and Jeanneret, 3 17.
"'paterson, 226.
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were vïrtually absent ftom theù pages. In any case, the representations of Native peoples, past or
present, were almost exclusiveIy negative in the school books.
As with the emphasis on white superiority, the depictions of Native peoples in the public
school curriculum worked in direct opposition to any increased "world understanding." Cursory
c o ~ m e n t regarding
s
the inaccuracies of blanket assumptions about the "Indians"' intelligence
were not supported in any meanin@ way by the curriculum content. Negative cornparisons

with whites dong with historical inaccuracies and stereotyping of non-white races (especially
Native peoples) offered little possibility for an increase in tolerance among students.
For Native students at the Shubenacadie Residential School, the curriculum could have
provided an opportunity for increased coherence between their two worlds (home comrnunity and
the school). The inclusion of information about the contributions which Native peoples made to
the development of the Canadian nation as it was in the mid twentieth century might have aided
students in recognizing their own importance in Canadian society. This opportunity was lost,
however, due to the Euro-centric and racist focus of scholarly and cunicular materids. Kerry
Abel points out that scholarly work in Canadian history ignored the contributions of Native
people to development of the nation until the late 1960s.'* This exclusion, however, did not
mean that hdian Affairs Branch officiais were ignorant of the deficiencies in the curriculum
content. In 1960 the Deputy Minister of the Indian Affairs Branch addressed a letter to the
Deputy Minister of Education in each province except Newfoundland "drawing attention to the
concem of the Indian people and others interested in them about misleadhg and biassed
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statements on the history of the Indian people in Canada,"123The Hawthorn Reporî of 1967 (for
which information was collected during the mid-1960s) stated that information included in the
texts about '%dians" was "Inaccurate, over-generalized, and even insuking" and should be
elirninated in order that "Indian Children could acquire a sense of worth and statu^."'^^ Indian
Affairs even attempted to supplement the provincial curriculum with suggestions for the
inclusion of more 'Wative contentyythat came in the Indian School Bulletins supplied to the
schools. However, funding that might have enabled the inclusion of such material did not follow
the suggestions and, therefore, the possible benefit was lost and teachers relied heavily on the
provincial curriculum.12'
Another opportunity for increased self-awareness, and linked to this, increased selfconfidence, disappeared as the texts students read misrepresented, stereotyped, and maligned
Native peoples. Assimilation might have been more successful as a result of these "lost
opportunities." Self-awareness, pride, and self-confidence might have been helpful tools in
resisting assimilation. However, the curriculum provided no opportunity to develop these
feelings in Native students. By way of subtle as welI as overt messages of whites' political,
moral, and intellectual superiority as weil as through stereotyping and general slander of Native
peoples, the Nova Scotia provincial school curriculum served as an agent of assimilation.
lBDavey, Director of Education S e ~ c e s Indian
,
AiTiairs Branch, July 10, 1963. ccVotes
and Proceedings No.27- Question No. 690- M.. Howard." NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File
1125-1, Part 13.
'24See,H.B. Hawthorn ed., "A Survey of the Contemporary Indians of Canada: Economic,
PoliticaI, Educational Needs and Policies," Vol. II, (Ottawa: Indian Mairs Branch, October,
1967) 13 and 24.

%lïller, Shinmauk's Vision, 389.
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The narrow vision of acceptable ways in which to live one's We, the idea the c'progress" was a

Western domain, and the notion that non-white races were not as cccivilized'' as whites supported
two of the c'official" curriculum objectives at the direct expense of the third. That is, the
curriculum content supported the promotion of "good citizenship," as it was defined in the
1950s and early 1960s' and an appreciation for "our way of life" were supported by sacrificing
the goal of promoting ''world understanding." This was accomplished in both overt (direct
instructions and information for students) and subtle (through stories, songs, even grammar
books) ways.
The cclessons"included in health texts alongside repeatedly narrow visions of how one ought
to live, in stories, poems, and songs directed students to keep a clean physical appearance, to
remain cheerful, to avoid any use of tobacco, alcohol, or narcotics, to be kind, hardworking,
obedient, and responsible citizens, and, most importantly, to organize themselves into core
family groupings which would include a mother, a father and two or three children. This might
have created the feeling that there was an "in-group" and an "out-group" in Canadian society;
those who coaformed and those who did not. For Native students at the Residential School,
placement in the "out-group" was predetennined. Thus, assimilation might have been promoted
as Native students attempted to conform more closely with the ideal. The fact that all students at
the Residential School were autornatically barred fiom being "ideal" citizens (hrst because they

did not iive at home with both parents) might also have decreased self-esteem and a desire to

confonn with the image of the "good citizen" who was destined for fiiture success.
Textbooks also relayed the idea that "progress" was the express realm of whites through the
repeated praise of the Empire/Commonwealth with an air of superiority, an emphasis on the
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courageous pioneers who were able to conquer North America directly contrasted by the deaths

of Native peoples who "could not adj-"

and comparisons with other races who had not

advanced as quickly or to as great a degree as the white (especially Anglo-Saxon) peoples. In
this way, assimilation might have been helped as the way of the future appeared to be the way of

the whites. Again, self-esteem might have decreased as a result of negative comments regarding
the place of Native peoples in "progress."

The school curriculum content also included the message that whites were generally superior
to non-white peoples. Negative comparisons of Native peoples and other races with whites as
well as blatant stereotyping, oversimplification of other cultures, and general slander were the
vehicles which propelled this message. Again, the shidents' self-esteem and self-awareness

likely s a e r e d as a result of this material. The possibïlity for promoting an understanding
between the home and the school communities was lost due to the inaccuracies and
insensitivities of the curriculum.

The three "official objectivesyywhich education officiais claimed to support in the 1950s and
1960s were ody partialiy supported in the curriculum content. W e texts supported the goals
of promoting an "appreciation for our way of He" and creating "good citizens," the means by

which this was accomplished stood in direct opposition to the aim of fostering "world
understanding." The inclusion of content which supported this third objective might have
provided Native students with some degree of self-awareness, a howledge of their ancestors'
contributions to Canadian society, and some understanding of both their home and school
environments. Unfortunately, this opportunity was lost and Native students were subjected to a
cturicdum which acted, instead, as an agent of assimilation.
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The Nova Scotia Curriculum and Catholic Education: Tension or Comrnon Ground?
The curriculum employed at the Shubenacadie Residential School was designed by a secular
agency but the school operated under the auspices of the Catholic Church. Therefore, it is
possible that there was tension between the curriculum content and Catholic values which
affected how teachers presented material to their students. However, a cornparison of Catholic
values, as espoused by the authorities cited in Chapter One, and the messages contained in the
curriculum content does not reveal any major areas of contention. W l e Catholic teachers might
have de-emphasized some materiai so that it conformed more closely with their own beliefs, this
is true of all teachers and it does not necessarily alter the messages in any profound way. As far
as ccofficial"Catholic values and the curriculum content in the Nova Scotia public school

curriculum was concerned, there were more areas of agreement than there were points of
contention.

The most notable aspect of the curriculum content which might have received censure fiom
the Catholic Church was the emphasis that the material put on how people ought to behave.
Catholic officials were concemed about the secdarization of rnorality and guarded this area as
the responsibility of Catholic parents and the Church. Therefore, the government intervention
Tt is possible that the teachers at
through curriculum in this area might have been problemati~.~~~
the school left out the more blatant directives on morality which were issued by school texts and
replaced them with their own teachhgs. However, much of the material which related to hou.

I2~In
the earlier part of the cenhuy, however, the Catholic Church was beginning to
change its strong stance on this issue. Robert Nicholas Berard argued that "Even Catholics...
expected their denominational schools to bear an increasing part of the burden of religion and
moral education." See Berard, Character Education and Nation Building; in the Maritimes, 18801920 (Truro, NS: Dawson Lecture Senes, Nova Scotia Teachers College, March 3 1,1993) 8.

one ought to Live in order to be an "acceptable" member of Canadian society agreed with
Catholic values. The importance of f d y was the most prominent theme in this area of public
school curriculum and the Cauiolic Church also placed a great emphasis on the importance of
family. Children were taught to respect authority in th& textbooks and this was a major theme
in Catholic ideology as well. While the order of importance regarding who to obey might have
shifted in the hands of Catholic administrators, the emphasis on obedience surely agreed for the
most part with Catholic values. Therefore, the issue of who ought to teach children how to
behave may have been contentious as the state increased its role in "character education" in the
school curriculum of the 1950s and 1960s, but the values expressed by the curriculum did mesh
with Catholic ideology.
As a very minor area of school curriculum, religious fieedom received some rec~gnition.'~'

However, the actual cumculum did not acknowledge any religions other than Christian religions
(except to belittie Native peoples' beliefs)lz8and assumed that a l i children feu within the bounds
of Christendom. Catholic ideals do not appear to have encouraged religious fkeedom for
children, as parents were told that it was their duty to raise theù children in the Catholic fa&.
Therefore, this small area of curriculum content may have been contentious but it would easily
have been avoided as the issue was not supported in any meaningfid way. The texts contained
o d y one cursory statement regarding religious fkeedom and many poems, stories, songs, and
I Z 7 social
~
studies text told students, "It is unthinkable that...the people should be
compelled to accept any particular creed. The people may profess any religious beliefs they may
wish, provided that these beliefs are not contrary to the Iaw of the land and do not interfere with
good citizenship." McCaig, 276.

''*For instance,a social studies text stated that medicine men "pretended" to learn where
it was best to hunt and how to cure sickness. Paterson, 212.

historical information assumed that the reader believed Christianity, at leasî, was the "true

Curriculum content and Catholic ideology around education also appear to have been in
agreement with regard to the issue of "good citizenship." While Catholic authorities did not
entrench their ideas in this specific term, the characteristics of a "good citizen" and the traits that
various popes valued were very similar. Secular authorities saw "honesty, loyalty, kindness,
neatness, being a good sport, and being dependable"130as well as having respect for authority13'

as desirable personal qualities. Catholic authorities included obedience, co-operation, courage,
perseverance, courtesy, punctuality, and good manners among the qualities one ought to
p~ssess."~W e the words chosen to describe the "desirable qualities" were not exactly the
same, they do paint a sirnilar picture. Therefore, the elements of good citizenship which received
the most attention in public schools did not clash with CathoLic ideals.
While the administration at the school did choose to use the Ginn "Faith and Freedorn Series"
readers, authorized for use in Catholic ' W a n Schools" by the Indian Mairs Branch, the
provincial readers were also in use at the school. The contents of the messages within these two
L29~ome
readers included selections fkom The Bible and the songbooks included many
Christian hymns, especially those which reiated to Christmas. See, Fenwick, 44; and Biehl, 396.

I3%s is iiiustrated by the emphasis on information conceming the place of the school, the
church in the community. Also, under "Duties of a Citizen", obedience to the law received first
mention. Burns, Grade Seven outiine for Unit 2,2.
132~rancis
Ryan, " S p h g the Child: Superintendent John Bonner' s Philosophy of
Classroom Discipline and Character Education in the Philadelphia Catholic Schools, 19401945," Vitae Scholasticae, 10:1-2 (199 1): 217.

sets of texts are remarkably simiIar and their use in conjmction with one another indicates the
compatibility of the materials. As the readers contained similar messages conceming "good
citizens," a promotion of 'our way of lifeyin combination with equally racist depictions of
Native peoples, the readers will on& be discussed in Chapter Three with regards to their religious
component~.~~'
There were areas where the Catholic Church or Catholic teachers might have shifted
emphasis, added to the curriculum or selected some materid for use whiIe discarding some.
However, this would have been so for all teachers and much of the content provided in the Nova
Scotia curriculum related to Catholic ideology in some ways. Owram argues that the emphasis
on education for democracy meant that Cathobc schools in Quebec were opposed to some of the

thnistof education in the 1950s. However, the idea of democracy did not figure prominently in
the public schoor curriculum. In fact, democracy, fieedom and capitalism did not have any real
place in the curriculum content at the public school level in Nova Scotia-lY Of course, teachers
'33Murphyand Stortz discuss the "Canadian CathoLic Readers" that were used in
Ontario's Catholic schools. They argue that the books promoted nationalism in schools which
acted as agents of assimilation for immigrant Catholic children by placing "a great emphasis on
Canada, the history of the British Empire and the duty of a child to the nation." Terrence Muphy
and GeraId Startz, Creed and Culture: The Place of English-S~eaking;Catholic in Canadian
Society. 1750-1930 (Montreal: McGilI-Queen' s University Press, 1993) 208-209 and 2 15-216
'"Incidentally, dictatorships, bondage, and communism did not receive attention either.
In texts which contabed information about other corntries, Russia, Cuba, and China were never
mentioned. Hgwever, in hi& school this was no longer the case. On a grade twelve
standardized provincial examination one question stated: '?n October and November, 1964, three
coutries, the United States, Great Britain and Soviet Russia were ccinvolvedin the business of
choosing new leaders or electing ones already in office. A) Contrast the way in which changes
took place in the Soviet Union with the Amerïcan and British methods..."followed by: B)"What
is 'the case against Communisrn'?" Department of Education, Provincial Examinations. 1965,
(Halifax: Publication and Information section, Division of Elementary and Secondary Education,
Department of Education, 1966) 44.
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might have employed democratic modeIs of teaching or may have included such information as a
corollary to the textuai material, but the curriculum itself contained little information about
democracy. The more conservative Catholic educators that Owram referred to would not have
needed to censor these texttiooks on the grounds that they included too much emphasis on
democratic fieedom iri their pages.
While some areas of the curriculum content might have been altered or censored by Catholic
educators, much of the material included ideas and Iessons which c m also be fomd in the
statements of Catholic authorities concerning the aims of education. Therefore, any drastic
differences between the curriculum implemented at the Shubenacadie Residential School and
that used in public schools were not likely to have been related to ideological differences.
Factors which might have accounted for any such merences would, therefore, include the fact
that the audience for the material M e r e d fiom those of the public schools.

Pedwog;icai Instructions
Even in the area of pedagogy, "official" directions on the part of the Nova Scotia Department
of Education often echoed those given by the Catholic authorities. Because the means of
instruction is as important as the contentn5pedagogical directives are considered here as a means
of determining the nature of education that children were expected to receive. This is not to say
that instructions were followed in any meaningfid way. Owram argues that there was a great
'"Department of Education, 4'Programof Shidies for Schools in Nova Scotia, 19651966," Education Office Bulletin 14 (1964-1965) 35.
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merence between the reality and the ideal in education during the 1950s.'~~
Just as the reasons
why Catholic officials repeatedly gave pedagogical advice to Catholic teachers are
questionable,'" the exact motivation behind advice that was given to Nova Scotia teachers is aiso
unclear. It may be that the emphasis indicated that undesirable practices were common or simply
that desirable practices were not common. It is logical again, however, to assume that the
education officials gave teachers advice that they viewed, at least, as desirable practice for public
school classrooms.
The most common instructions that education officials gave to Nova Scotia's teachers were to
make the material they taught interesting for their pupils, to use the background experiences of
their students in their lessons, and to avoid the use of memorization techniques in daily lessons.
The first two of these instructions are of most interest here as they directly reiate to ihe
curriculum content and its effects on the attempted assimilation cf Native students. The
Department of Education did provide other advice that generally dealt with teacheristudent
rapport which would help to ensure that students' experiences in the classroom were positive.
According to the authors of a heaith book that was on the curriculum, the principle of interest
was key in contemporary pedagogical thought.13* In the foreword to the teacher, they stated that
they accepted "the current theory of education [that] the content of textbooks and courses of

'"Sec Chapter One, pg.s 34-35.
'"This was not a new idea in the mid-twentieth century. The Journal of Education in
1953 included the following quote in one issue, "We find that so far fkom enervating the pupil,
the principle of interest braces him to endure al1 manner of drudgery and hard work... The theory
of interest does not propose to banish h d g e r y but only to make drudgery tolerable by giving it
meanuig." J.F. Herbert (1776-1841) as quoted in, Journal of Education, 3:1 Series 5 (October,
1953): 54.
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study should be based upon the needs and interests of children.."13g

The Education Department's

teaching guide for Art in Primary to grade six noted that '20 bold the attention of all the children
in Primary to grade six, broad topics of interest must be ~hosen-"~~*
In addition to these
instructions to the teachers which appeared at the begirming of textbooks or curriculum
guidelines, the Education Department published an article entitled "The Principle of Interest" in
the Journal of Education. This article stated that "[tloday any reputable educator believes in the
value of interest as a factor to improve learning.'7141The Nova Scotia Department of Education
officials believed that lear-g

would be improved if students were interested in the

material. For residential school students, however, curriculum content was so far removed fiom
their reality and Native people were so often denigrated in the texts that the possibility of
material being interesthg for these pupils, in general, was ~ n W t e l y . ' ~ ~
Another common direction that education officials in Nova Scotia gave to the province's
teachers was that the background experiences of their pupils ought to be used in order to increase
the understanding of new information. This was not a new idea in the 1950s and 1960s, but it
did receive endorsement by the Department of Education in this period. Especially in the case of

reading, background experience was considered to be key. The Journal of Education included a
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Charters, S d e y , and Strang, v.

'40Departmentof Education, "Art: Primary- Grade 6, A Teaching Guide, Education
Office Bulletin, 2 (1956-1957): 24.

'"M.v. Marshall, "The Principle of Interest," Journal of Education, 3: 1 Series 5 (October,
1953): 74.
'"Of course, individual teacherslcourses might have proven to be of interest for some
students but, in general, cumculum content was unlikely to have been of great interest to
residential school students.

checklist for diagnosing "reading readiness.'"

The following questions were ammg the list of

concem: "Kas he [the pupil] had the majorim of experiences that he will read about? How
comparable is his home situation to the one about which he will be reading? Does he express
himself in simple English sentences? Can h e tell a personal expenence in logical sequence?""'

Officiais told teachers that they must know tlheir -dents
knowledge was and to build on it.'"

in order to understand what the pupils'

Even nuimber work, '?O be real" had to be 'Younded upon

the actuai experiences of the individual
Again, the curriculum content of the Shubenacadie Residential School likely stood in the way

of sound pedagogy as it does not appear to have lent itself to the incorporation of Native
students' background. An emphasis on home: me, the lack of content which was applicable to
the unique experiences of Native residential school children, and the dominance of majority
cultural values was airned at denying these students' past experiences rather than using thern as a

foundation for fùture leaming. Contemporary pedagogical theory thus was discarded in the name
of assimilation efforts.

On top of these directions, Education Department publications included recornmendations
that teachers give light criticisms (as opposed to hurniliating or nagging the ~tudents).'~~
'"Department of Education, "Diagnosing Reading Readiness," Journal of Education, 3 :1
Series 5 (October, 1953): 63.
'44Departmentof Education, "Social Studies: A Teaching Guide," Education Office
Bulletin, 7 (1956): 8.
14'Department of Education, "The Priniary Grade: A Teaching Outline," Education Office
Bulletin, 2 (1951-1952): 20.
'46Forexample, under the heading "What you should not do'', teachers were told: 'Wever
criticize a child's speech by teasing him or making fun of him. Avoid constant criticism or
nagging. A little corrective work each day is sufficient. Do not develop self consciousness or

1O7

Teachers were also instmcted to "make them [the students] feel that she likes them..."'" and to
The education
make the transition to school as pleasant as possible for the youngest ~hildren.'~~
officials, then, appear to have been concerned with students' cornfort in the classrooms.
The two prominent pedagogical concepts discussed here were also present in Catholic
education ideals.14' Catholic authorities also included the idea that children learned better from
some one who cared about them.""

In these ways, pedagogical directions for Catholic teachers

in Nova Scotia were similar whether they came from Catholic authorities or from the Department
of Education.
While curriculum content provided one barrier to sound pedagogy, govemment objectives
concerning the integration of Native children into non-Native schools and mainstream Canadian
society set up anoîher. Education authorities emphasized the importance of using background
experiences, interest, and relevance in children's education, but the federal government insisted
that Native children be exposed to the same curriculum as white children. Therefore, the unique
experiences and needs of Native students were ignored in order to promote integration and
assimilation. In an attempt to give the appearance of equal treatment and to M e r assimilation
efforts, the Canadian govemment stood in the way of providing sound pedagogy and, therefore,
fear in the child by continually drawing attention to defects." Department of Education, ''The
Primary Grade: A Teaching Outhe," Education Office Bulletin, 2 (1951-1952): 12.
Department of Education, "The Primary Grade: Teaching Suggestions," Education
Office Bulletin, 2 (1952-1953): 7.
'41

Department of Education, "The PRmary Grade: A Teaching Outline," Education
Office Bulletin, 2 (195 1-1952): 5.
'41

14'See Chapter One, pg.s 35-7.
lSoSeeChapter One, pg.s 23-4.

hindered the probabiIity that Native students would enjoy meaningful academic experiences.
Clive Whitehead argues that one must not judge education systems by 90-day's" standards
but with an understanding of the best of contemporary educational thought.15' While the Nova
Scotia government's Department of Education and Catholic authorities' ideas might not have
been "the best in contemporary educational thought," they did reflect contemporary ideology
around education.'"

Therefore, the fact that the provincial school curriculum, which was to be

followed at the Shubenacadie Residential School, put up barriers to the implementation of some
of the pedagogical techniques in a school for Native children meant that, in this school at least, it
was unlikely that the authorities' directions were followed. The Native students at the
Shubenacadie Residentiai School are not likely to have been exposed to the "best in
contemporary educational thought" as a result' in part, of the fact that the assimilative forces of
curriculum content and govemment objectives stood in the way of any such enlightened attempts.
The use of provincial curriculum for Native Residential Schools supported the federal
govemment's assimilationkt policies. The textbooks that were used in Nova Scotia's public
schools during the 1950s and 1960s promoted assimilation in a variety of ways. Subtle
messages within the te-,

as well as direct instructions and information provided for the

students, acted as the vehicle by wliich the curriculum supported assimilation. The messages
which pervaded the curriculum included how "acceptable," ''respectable," and "successful"
Canadians lived, the notion that progress was a uniquely white and Western domain, alongside
Whitehead, "British colonial educational policy: a synonym for cultural
imperialism?" Benefits Bestowed? Education and British hnperialism, J.A. Mangan ed.
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988) 2 14.
Jerome S. Bruner was the most influentid education theorkt at the t h e . For his views
on pedagogy see, The Process of Education (New York: Vintage Books, 1960).
lS2
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the idea that non-whites (especially Native peoples in Canada) were inferior to whitesNarrow limitations defïned who was "acceptable" in Canadian society, and therefore, who
would be successfid. For Native students who, no doubt, wished to "succeed," this material
might have increased the probability that (or the degree to which) assimilation would occur as
they attempted to conform to the paradigm of the "acceptable" citizen. Students might have
wished to identify themselves with the "in-group" of "respectable" Canadians, rather than with
the "out-group" to which they inevitably (due firstly to the fact that they lived in a residential
school as opposed to a home with both of their parents) belonged.
The second message that students were faced with was that progress was the express
possession of whites. The fact that the textbooks insinuated that the whites had led, and would
continue to lead, progress might also have increased Native students' desire to assimilate. And,

if a positive depiction of whites was not enough to elicit this desire, the denigration of non-white
(and especially Native) peoples might have tipped the balance. This third message, that nonwhites were intellectually, morally, and politically infierior to whites, also permeated the Nova
Scotia curriculum in the 1950s and 1960s.
The continual acadernic abuse that Native peoples endured in the textbooks, in the form of
perpetual depictions of whites' superiority alongside slanderous material concerning their own
peoples, would have done nothing to build self-confidence in Native students. In al1 probability,
self-concept and pride would have been destroyed, at least in part, by the vicious material. A
lack of self-esteem and self-confidence is likely to have paved the way for increased assimilation
as students lacked the pride needed to combat such negative forces and may even have lacked the

desire to do so, in some cases.
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In reference to Amencan influence in Canadian schools, the Toronto Star reported that
'Xmencan textbooks can be an effective and insidious instrument for Americanizhg the thinking
of young Canadians at the most impressionableperiod of their lives. They can instil the idea that
the United States is the centre of the world; that its foreign policy is alway right and it [sic]
opponents have always been wrong; that its ways of doing things are the most advanced and
efficient on the globe."'"

This observation is equaiiy true of the use of ccCanadian"textbooks in

M a n Residential Schools. The texts were overwhelmingly Euro-centric and racist, and they
presented Native students with the idea that only the "Canadian" (that was, Canadians of AngloSaxon descent) way was nght,
The messages in the curriculum even stood in the way of good pedagogy. Regardless of
whether or not residential school teachers intended to use, or were capable of implementing,
sound pedagogical practices (as they were defhed at the t h e ) in their classrooms, the curriculum
content stood as a barrier to such methods. The content made two of the most important
pedagogical techniques di££ïcultto follow. The background experiences of Native students were
not present in the cumcdum and, therefore, past leamuig was ignored instead of being used as a
building block for new knowledge. The principle of interest was, ldcewise, sabotaged by a
curriculum which both ignored Native peoples' true histories, cultures, and religions while
dandering them at the same tirne.
The opportunity for the inclusion of correct information which might have made these two
pedagogical practices possible, and, therefore, might have increased academic success or
enjoyment, was lost in the pursuit of other objectives. The desire to produce "good citizens" and
'53TorontoStar,May 30, l972,6. As cited in Tomkins, 327.
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to promote an appreciation for "our way of W' in the curriculum directly opposed the
cultivation of 'hrorld understanding." In this way, the needs of Native students were completely
disregarded by the curriculum and, indirectly, by the federal government when it endorsed the

use of provincial currïcula in residential schools to aid assimilation. Curriculum content, then,
served as an agent of assimilation in the Shubenacadie Residential School and elements of
curricular and pedagogical advice and goals that may have proven beneficial to Native students
were s a c s c e d to the "larger goal"of assidating the children.

DMamics Within the Svstem: Policv. Debate. and Impiementation
The previous chapters in this study have concentrated on aspects of the residential school
system that were relatively unchanging. The ideology around child rearing and education as

expounded by the Catholic Church was consistent for the time period e x d e d in Chapter One.
The curriculum for Nova Scotia's public schools that was the bais for the Shubenacadie
Residential School's academic program was dso quite static through the 1950s and 1960~~
and
even in the decades prior to the penod under study. However, even while many aspects of the
system remained stagnant, there were undercurrents of change and a faùly extensive overhaul of
many aspects of the system in its dying decades. These changes affected those in charge of

"Indian education" at al1 levels of administration and created tensions within the system which
affected the implementation of policy.

As public interest both pushed and was pushed by government inquiries into Indian education,
and as Native peoples' voices became audible in Indian Affairs, to those who cared to listen,
major policy changes began to take shape throughout the 1950s and 1960s in Canada's system of
residential schools. These changes included a refocusing of the aims of education for Native
children to a more ccacademic"approach that included a process of integraiion into public
schools, restnicturing funding arrangements, increasing teacher qualifications, pedagogicd shifts,
tirnetable regulations and changes, and a decrease in the use of 'practical training." These
sweeping reforms, however, were a i I subject to debate within the system and were not
necessarily effective. Some were only proposed and not implemented.
People at all levels of the system had varying opinions regarding the goais of Indian education
and the new policies, although for the white authorities, assimilation was still the primary aim.
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These included officials within the Indian M a i r s Branch, the Church(es), the Indian Agency,
school inspectors, the administration at the institution, and even the Native and Canadian public.
The ditXering opinions afTected the means by and extent to which policies were implemented.
They also shaped the students' experiences in the &y-to-day operation ofthe school, While
govemment policies may have set out how schools and classrooms were supposed tom operate, an
abundance of forces aside fiom official documents influenced the actual practices at t h e school.
Officid policies, then, did not necessarily reflect practices within the classrooms at t h e
Shubenacadie Residentiai School. This chapter examines the relations between public pressure
on the federal government, official policies, and the implementation of policy at the
Shubenacadie Residential School. Those comected with Indian education, aside fiorri Native
people themselves, continued to express the desire to assimilate Native children through
education. Differences in the focus of this education, however, created tensions within the
system which influenced the extent to which poIicies were implemented.

External Forces: Public Concern, Native Voices. and Government Res~onses
Throughout the period of the 1950s and 1960s, public interest in the Native peopk in Canada
increased in ways that parallelled the rise in concern over civil rights and racial issues in general.'
The publicity that stemmed fiom this heightened interest may have pushed the govemment to
make policy changes in the system of residential schools. But public inquiries and clianging
'See, J.R. Miller, Slqscra~ers
Hide the Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in
Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989) 221; and Doug Owram, Born azî the Rifit
Tirne: A Historv of the Baby-Eoom Generation (Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1996)
223.

policies may also have increased public interest? The relationship, then, was iikely reciprocal,

with govemment actions both pushing and being pushed by public interest and opinion.
Most of the correspondence received by the Indian AEairs Branch inquiring into Native issues
dates &om the 1960s. However, this kind of concern over the education of Native children, and
the situation of Native Canadian peoples in general, was also evident in the late 1950s. The

annual report of the Zndian M a i r s Branch in 1958 noted an increased level of interest among the
general population of Canada,
An encouraging aspect of hdian Affbirs administration during the year was the
increasing interest shown by Canadians in their Indian feilow citizens. This
interest was apparent in the work of provincial, municipal and private agencies,
and in the numerous inquiries received by the De~artment.~

Concems were expressed specifïally about the quality and ethical considerations of "Indian
education." By 1965, an Indian Affairs publication was raising critical issues. The Canadian
Su~erintendentdedicated its 1965 edition to "The Education of Endian Children in Canada." The
second chapter of this publication listed the criticisms of "denominational schools," though the
criticisms were actually directed at both the schools' denominational aspects and assimilation
ethics. The criticisms included: the undesirability of segregation (religious or racial); the poor
teacher qualifications within the institutions due to the importance of religious filiation over
'The annual report of the Indian Affairs Branch for 1966/67 stated that interest was
stunuiated in part by research projects. Department of indian M a i n and Northem Development,
"Report of the M a n M a i r s Branch, 1966l67," Annual Report. Fiscai Year 1966167 (Ottawa:
The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1967) 48. Note, Indian Affairs was transferred
fiom the Department of Citizenship and Immigration to the new Department of Indian Affairs
and Northem Development during the l966/67 fiscal year.
t the Indian M a i r s Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
31ndianAffairs Branch, R e ~ o rof
March 3 1. 1958, reprinted fiom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1958) 47.

professional training; the insulation of children in residential schools which resulted in setting
cbildren adrift between the white and Indian worlds; the ethical considerations of transfonning
nomadic societies into a race of faniiers; and general concerns over the efforts to destroy one
culture and replace it with another that was different but not necessarily betted
The Indian Affairs Branch's moment of reflection may have been sparked by the research
undertaken for the Hawthorn report on Native issues. This report on the state of Native peoples

in Canada, commissioned in 1963, was published in 1966-1967. The fïndings were very critical
of government policies and argued that Ottawa ought to ensure that Native people enjoyed the
same standards of housing, health, and education as other cana di an^.^ Aside fiom this report, the
news media must also have played a role in stimulating interest or reflecting an existing concern,
or both. The press coverage concerning govenunent treatment of Native education was ofien
quite disparaging. The Report of the hdian AfXairs Branch in 1967 noted the volume of
newspaper articles published in that year6while National Archives files contain several examples
of these publications. In 1963 the Ottawa Citizen published an article entitled, "Metis Schooling
Almost ~ s e l e s s . "Two
~ years later the Globe and Mail printed an article entitled, ccSchoolsthat

Fail" which dealt with the fact that Native cMdren were ofien lost between two wmlds when
41ndianMairs Branch, Education Division, "The Education of Indian Children in
Canada," The Canadian S u ~ e ~ t e n d e1965
n t (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1965) 2 1.

'Sec, H.B. Hawthorn ed., A S u r v e ~of the Contemaorary Indians of Canada: Econornic,
Politid. Educational Needs and Policies 2 Volumes (Ottawa: Indian M a i r s , 1966-67).
6 ~ d i aAffaics
n
Branch, Report of the Indian Mairs Branch: Annual Report. Fiscai Year
1966-67. Denartment of M a n Mairs and Northern Develo~ment(Ottawa: The Queen's P ~ t e r
and Controller of Stationary, 1967) 48.
70ttawa Citizen, "Metis Schooling Almost Useless, Official Asserts," Ianuary 4, 1963.
As contained in NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File 1/25-1, Part 11.

they emerged fiom the govemment's Indian schools.'
This heightened concem about Native issues did not go unnoticed in the Indian M a i r s
Branch. In 1964 R.F. Davey, Assistant Deputy Minister of Education, wrote to all
Superintendents of Indian Education and supervising principals regarding the influx of inquiries
to Indian Affairs. He stated, "Your personal involvement in this sphere of the field work is most
essential because it is your attitude to public inquiry which will create in the minds of the people
the image of Canada's concem for the Indian problem.'" Davey's concem with public perception
may have been merely precautionary or he may have been responding to failures by
superintendents andor s u p e ~ s i n g
principals to deal effectively with the public.
Notwithstanding the reasons for issuing his letter, Davey realized the need for sympathetic
treatment of inquiries to avoid provoking anger among Canadians. Pressure fiom the public
appears to have required tactical responses. These responses came in the form of letters in retum
to inquiries1° and possibly in policy reform and changes to the system in general.
The Indian Affairs Branch also recognized the interest that Native people themselves had in
their children's education. The government documents generally indicated a perceived increase

'G.E. Mortimore, Globe and Mail, "Schoo1s that Fail: Reluctance of white policy-maken
to corne to terms with Indian and Eskimo reality produces children lost between the two worlds,"
September 2, 1965, pg. E 10. As contained in NAC, RG 10, Volume 7 182, File 1125-1, Part 14.

R.F. Davey to Al1 School Supe~tendentsand Supervising Principals, January, 1964.
NAC, RG 10, Volume 10666, File 8125-1 Part 2.
9

'O~orexample, RF. Davey to J. Murphy, re: sex education in Indian Schools, January 23,
1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7181, File 1/Z-1, Part 10; and Ellen Fairclough, Minister, to D.
Jones, re: the number of Indians in Canadian universities, no date. NAC, RG 10, Volume 71 81,
File 1123-1, Part 7.

in interest" Some of these documents, however, discussed a lack of understanding or concem

on the part of Native parents &or

comrnunities with regards to education. As opposed to

factual representations of Native peoples' positions, however, these may simply have been a
response to Native resistance to changiog government p~licies.'~
A pamphlet published by the
Department of Indian AEairs in 1962 stated that 'hot al1 Indian parem...appreciate the new
opporhmities" noting, "they resent the fact that their children return with non-Indian ways,

d a m i l i a r with the traditional pursuits of hunting and fishing, that they are sometîmes scornful
of th&

parents' viewpoints and of Indian culture."" Native cornmunities were also criticized for

failing to pressure students to continue their education aiter c'school-leaving age" and to prepare
themselves for "a life v~cation."'~A similm criticism came from the school inspecter for
Shubenacadie. He complained in one set of reports that "Better attitudes and work habits would
seem most desirable for these children and those in the neighboring [sic] reserve."" It is clear
that some officiais within the Department felt that Native peopIes neither understood nor
"To be discussed in upcoming section.
See J.R Miller, Shingwauk's Vision: A History of Native Residential Schools
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996) 391-2 and 397; and J.S. Milloy, A National Crime:
The Canadian Government and the Residential School Svstem. 1878-1986 (Winnipeg: The
University of Manitoba Press, 1999) 222.
l2

I3Departmentof Citizenship and Immigration, Indian Affairs Branch, The Indian in
Transition: Indian Education (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1962) 5614Daveyto Regional Supervisors, Indian Commissioner for B.C.,School Superintendents,
"Re: School Dropouts," May 24, 1963. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File l / Z - l , Part 13.

lSM.W.Campbell, Inspecter of Schools with the Department of Education, Nova Scotia,
"Report on the Shubenacadie Residential School," April 15 and 16, 1964. NAC, RG 10, Volume
9029, File 211/23-5.

appreciated the benefits that western style education offered to children.
Many other sources within the M a n AffauS Branch, however, commented on Native
Canadian's increased appreciation and understanding of schooling. At times, credit for this
increased interest was attnbuted to the Indian Affairs Branch. The 1957 annual report noted that
over the year ' W a n school committees" had been established on a number of reserves to
"enable Indian communities to assume more responsibility in the development of educational
facilities for their children, and in the use of government and band funds for educational

pur pose^."'^ In 1959 the Minister, Ellen Fairclough, stated tbat enrollment of Native -dents

in

high schools had ''more than trebled over the last decade" indicating that there was "no doubt
that the Indian AfTairs Branch ha[d] succeeded in convincing the young Indians and their parents
of the value of hi& school training.""
Other govemment documents gave more responsibility for the perceived increase in interest in
Native communities to the Native people the~llselves.~~
The Indian Affairs Branch's report for
1962 noted that school inspectors reported an improved standard of pupil performance which

'61ndianAffairs Branch, Re~ortof the Indian Mairs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
March 3 1.1957, reprinted fiom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1957) 50.
17EllenFairclough, Minister, Department of Citizenship and Immigration and
Superintendent General of Indian MaU.s, ccAddressto the Canadian Association of School
Superintendents and Inspectors," Saskatoon, September 15, 1959. NAC, RG 1O, Volume 9027,
File 5 l/l2-4.
"Whether or not there actually was in increase in interest among Native peoples
regarding education is difficult to assess. Perhaps more people were able to write to the
Department. Perhaps more understood the means by which to attract attention fkom white
officials. Perhaps those officials simply paid more attention to Native concerns due to the
increase in concerns among the majority population. Whatever the reasons behind the
perception, however, the Indian AfFairs officiais' sense of an increased interest is what would
have created tension at this point.

'%eflect[ed] M e r understanding by both parents and cbildren of the benefits of education and its
importance to their social and economic progress."lg The pamphlet produced by the Indian
AfEairs Branch in the same year stated that

parents are becoming increasingly aware of

the value of good s~hooling.'"~These differing perceptions of Natives' 'iinderstanding" might
have been indicative of the dynamics and clifferences of opinion among Native peoples
themselves. To assume that all Native people took the same stance on educational issues would
be naive. No matter who received credit or what the reasons for the perceptions, however, many
documents mentioned the heightened interest in schooling and education in Native comrnunities.
The perception of increased Native awareness may have been linked to the fact that Native
people across Canada voted in the 1963 federal election on the same bais as other citizens for
the first time.2' This new political power, in conjunction with their relatively new political
organizati~n,~
might have increased Native peoples' awareness of their own political inauence,
or it might have increased goveniment concem over the input they received fiom the Native
peoples. The addition of the Native peoples to the voting booth and political arena, however,

")Indian Affkirs Branch, Re~ortof the Indian Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
March 3 1.1962, r e p ~ t e d
fkom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen7sPrinter and Controller of Stationary, 1962) 3 1.
20Departmentof Citizenship and Immigration, Indian AEairs Branch, The Indian in
Transition: The Indian Todav (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1962)
9.
211ndianAffairs Branch, Re~ortof the Indian Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
March 3 1.1964, reprinted h m the Annuai Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controiler of Stationary, 1964) 21. The election
took place on April8, 1963 and saw Lester B. Pearson form a minority goveniment with the New
Democratic Party.
%iller,

Shinmauk's Vision, 40 1.

likely increased the tension within the government concernhg their demands.
Whatever the forces at work b e h d govenunent inquiries and initiatives, many changes
occurred in the system throughout the 1950s and 1960s. The 1951 Indian Act ended the highly
criticised half-day system. The Indian Affairs Branch Iimited religious instruction to a half hour
n reporting on classraom practices
per school day and there was an increase in s u p e ~ s i o and
during these decades. And, of course, the system itself was in decline by this time as the Indian

Affairs Branch pushed for the integration of Native children into public schools. These
developments were a l l likely to have infiuenced the implementation of government policies. As

will be seen throughout the rest of this chapter, many policies were designed which were to have
changed practices in federal Indian school classrooms. However, the criticai climate of public
opinion apparently created some diffïculties for policy implementation.

Intemition: Goverment Initiatives and Catholic Oo~osition
Linked to public interest in "Indian educationy'was the new governent poiicy of integration.
That is, throughout the 1950s and especially the 1960s, more and more Native children were
beginaing to attend public schools alongside their white peers. This fact might have increased
general awareness of issues around Native schooling. At least, the issue received some attention
in a local HaMax paper. In Febniary, 1966 a Halifax Chronicle-Herald article described an
address to the legislature- The paper stated that the speaker "didn't feel the present set-up [of
residential schools] is or has been productive of the kind of results we should like to see" and
that "the field of education is one in which it is of utmost importance that there be no differention

[sic] because of race, creed, or color [sic].'"

These sorts of criticisms and the general sense that

federal schools had failed to assimilate Native children and the cost of operating federal day and
residentid schools across the country led to Indian Mfàirs Branch support for integratiod4

In a 1959 address to the Canadian Association of School Superïntendents and Inspectors, the
Minister, Ellen Fairclough, stated that "the fundamental aim of the govemment's poiicy toward

Indians is the gradual integration of our country's fastest-growing ethnic group into the Canadian
community?

This general goal was extended into the education system and Fairclough

asserted that the growth in integrated schooling was the "real progress" of Indian education? In

1963 Indian Mairs' Education Director, R.F- Davey, noted that this policy of integration was
supported in the findings of the Joint Committee of the Senate and House on Indian A f f h i r s in
1948 as well as by the 1963 GIassco Commission?'

The Glassco Commission (Fourteenth

Report of the Royal Commission on Governent Organization) had strongly recommended an
"intensification of the integration program in process" and stated that, "the resdts this year are in

"~alifax
Febniary 26,1966. PANS, MG 1, Volume 1434, Number 2.
Z4MilIer,Shin.auk's Vision, 3 83 and 412.
25EllenFairclough, Minister, Department of Citizenship and Immigration and
Superintendent General of M a n Affaizs, Address to the Canadian Association of School
Superïntendents and Inspectors, Saskatoon, Septernber 15, 1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9027,
File 51/124.

27R9.
Davey, Assistant Deputy Minister of Education, Indian Mairs Branch, on behalf
of the Man AfEairs Branch to Standing Committee of Ministers of Education, September 25,
1963. NAC, RG 10, Volume 10666, File 8 1/25-1, Part 2.

harmony with the recommendation of the

In 1958 the Report of the Indian

Main Branch pointed to the fact th& the "importance of the use of provincial curriculum

underlined the expansion of integrated e d ~ c a t i o n "and
~ ~in 1962, the Report indicated that Indian
schools used provincial curricula "so that Indian students can tramfer to public school classes
without undue difnc~lties.'"~According to Davey and the Indian Affairs Branch, the policy was
well on the way to fidl implementation in the early 1960s." The Education Director stated that,
Ïn

1962, 'bearly forty percent of the Indian school population [was] enrolled in non-Indian

s c h o ~ l s . 'By
~ ~1964,
~
"more than forty percent" of the Indian school-aged population was
enrolled in provincial schools." Enrollment of Native students in provincial high schools
increased fkom 6 11 in 1948-49 to 6, 110 in 1966-67. The numbers of Native children enrolled in
public schools, then, did increase during the period when govemment policy supported

*'Indian Affâïrs Branch, Re~ortof the Indiau Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
March 31. 1963, reprinted fiom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1963) 2 1.
M a i r s Branch, Report of the Indiau Màirs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
March 3 1. 1958, reprinted fiom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1958) 60.
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3%dian Affairs Branch, Re~ortof the Indian Af3kh-sBranch for the Fiscal Year Ended
March 3 1. 1962, reprinted fiom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controiler of Stationary, 1962) 29.
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The "success" of the system, judged by student achievements in the public system,
however, was anything but sweeping. See Milloy, 2234.

3 2 ~ FDavey,
.
Assistant Deputy Minister of Education, Indian M a i r s Branch, on behaif
of the Indian M a i r s Branch to Standing Cornmittee of Ministers of Education, September 25,
1963. NAC, RG 10, Volume 10666, File 81/25-1, Part 2.
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RF. Davey, Assistant Deputy Minister of Education, Indian M â i r s Branch, to Sr.
Administrative Officer, 'Xe: Minister's Address: New Directions in Indian Affairs," October 30,
1964. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File 1/25-1, Part 13.

integration.
However "successful" it may appear to have been, integration policy met with opposition.

The main source of the negative reaction was the Catholic Church, although some Native parents
may have opposed the policy as weU. Elien Fairciough stated that the " h i a n Affairs Branch has
at times met with opposition in the field of integrated education. It has corne in part fiom the

Indian parents themselves who do not fully...understand the object of integrated s~hoohg."~'
Though Native parents might have acted to prevent the integration of their children, the
paternalistic tone of Fairclough's comment indicates that the Department, in this case, was not
particularly interested in their concems. Perley states that the policy of Uitegration was "'adopted
without the consent of Aboriginal pe~ples."~'Even though the government made radical strides
by inviting Native peoples to the 1946-48hearings of the special cornmittee, the ensuing 1951
legislation appeared a l l the more consewative for its failure to incorporate their concems.
Religious opposition, however, couid idiuence the system dramatically given that sixty percent
of residential schools were operated by the Catholic Church.
Catholic officials in Canada offered many reasons as to why integration was not desirable for
Native children in the 1950s and 1960s. in its bnef to the Parliamentary Cornmittee on Indian

Affairs, the Canadian Catholic Conference argued that unless officials in public schools "are
carefûiiy informecl about Indian's cdtural background and agree to provide adequate educational
34EllenFairclough, Minister, Department of Citizenship and Immigration and
Superintendent General of Indian AffairS, "Address to the Canadian Association of SchooI
Superintendents and Inspectors," Saskatoon, September 15,1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9027,
File 51/12-4. See also, Miller, Shingwauk's Vision, 391-2.
'*~avidPerley, "Aboriginal Education in Canada as Intemal Colonialism," Canadian
Journal of Native Education, 20: 1 (1993): 124.

services in terms of ethnic- not racial- and vocational clifferences, we prefer- the provision of
special or specialized schools for in di an^."^^ In this same vein, the Oblate Fathers, recommended
"'specialized courses, methods and facilities suited to the local and regional cultural background
and true cccupational fiiture of Indian pupils" as well as ccspecialemphasis.

.-on the choice of

teachers so as to select those capable of imparting not only knowledge but d s o character

The Oblate Order, then, desired not Iess segregation but more. That is, t h e y envisioned a
completely separate system which wodd not rely on provincial curriculum amd provincially-

trained teachers to provide education for Native youth. They stated that "if trhe non-indian [sic]
type of school (indian school with provincial course of study and province-ûrained teacher [sic] or
non-indian provincial school) is to be the o d y means of acculturating indiam children, the
following prescriptions appear necessary for success and thoroughness:... isalate the child as
much as possible fiom his native background... to prevent 'exposure to indiam cult~re.""~While
these comments rnake it clear that Catholic ofticiais maintained, as did the federal government,
the goals of assimilating Native communities, of "changing the persevering :Indian community
"Archbishop Hayes to the Department of Indian AfXairs, "A Brief to 'The Parliamentary
Committee on Indian Mairs" fiom The Canadian Catholic Conference, Ottawa, May 1960,pg.
8. Archives of the Catholic Archdiocese of Halifax,
Nova Scotia- Records For the Shubenacadie
Residential School.

38FatherA. Renaud, O.M.I., Director General of the Oblate Order, ccEducationfor
Acculturation," Residential Education for Indian Accdturation, Oblate Fathe=rs in Canada, 1957
(Ottawa: Indian and Eskimo Welfare Commission, 1958) 34. The word ccTndkuPis not
capitalized throughout most of this document.
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into a canadian [sic] comm~xnïty,''~~
the Catholic officials desired a continuation of segregated
schooling to facilitate this and the govemment pushed for integrati~n:~For Catholic officials,
"'men Indian children will not help but grow-up [sic] to be culturally canadian then the average
canadian school will meet their educational needs.'*'
At the Shubenacadie Residential School this dichotomy between Catholic and governent

officials' views on integration would have been important. Disagreements about major poLicy
goals between the govemment which employed teachers within the school and the Church which
ccemployed"them outside the institution's walls, and to which they had devoted their Iives, would
have produced tension within the schools. How were teachers to approach the idea that they
ought to ensure that provincial school curriculum be implemented to aid integration, as
govemment policy dictated, while their religious superiors argued in favour of specialized
curriculum and increased segregation?

Fundina Structures: ImDroved Care?
One of the most criticized and influentid aspects of the residential school system was the
govemment h d i n g stru~ture.''~This structure underwent some changes throughout the 1950s

' m e the Fathee argued for continued segregation, they objected to the use of the word
"on the grounds that the recommendations infer no forced separation on the basis of racial
differences." Archbishop Hayes to the Department of Indian AfFairs, "A Brief to the
Pafiamentary Cornmittee on Indian Mairs," The Canadian Catholic Conkence, Ottawa, May,
1960, pg. 8. Archives of the Archdiocese of Halifax, Nova Scotia.

'*Church officials often cited a lack of b d i n g for the physical neglect of children in the
residential schools. See Milloy, 270.

and 1960s. These changes, generally, were made in response to problems withxn the system.
The per capita grant system was abandoned in order to deal with the system's shortcomings
regarding the standards of care for ~hildren?~
The amount of money spent on the school at
Shubenacadie increased nearly every year over the final decades of its existence. And yet, the
changes that were "officially'' mandated were not always implemented. This might have been a
cost-saving measure. It may have been due to ideological differences between the govemment
providiag the monies and those allotting the funds. It might have been due to the CathoIic
Church officiais' concems that the govemment was increasing control over the schools." What
is important here is that the Indian Affairs Branch initiatives that were allegedly designed to
improve the standards of care for children in the Indian schools were not fùlly implemented at the
Shubenacadie Residential School.
Reports of the Indian Affairs Branch for the years 1951 to 1958 showed a generd trend of
incremental increases in the amounts of money spent on the Shubenacadie Residential School."
Unfortunately, the reports for the years 1959 to 1963 include Nova Scotia's Indian Day schools
in their statements of expenditures and so an accurate analysis of spending is impossible though
the general trend towards increasing spending did continue. (See Appendix "Ay')The reports for

1964 through 1967 included re-organized tables of expenditures which make cornparisons with
other years futile. W l e the upward trend in expenditures was not entirely consistent, it is

44Miller,Shingwauk's Vision, 393.
45Seethe reports of the Indian AfEairs Branch, Report of the Indian M i s Branch for the
Fiscal Year Ended March 3 1.1952-1 958, reprinted fkom the Annual Report of the Department of
Citizenship and Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 19521958) Tables #6.
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nonetheless apparent that the federal government did increase the mual b d i n g to the
residential school at Shubenacadie over this period.
W

e this general increase may appear to indicate that Native children in the Shubenacadie

Residentid School classrooms were receiving improved education, this may not have been the
case.

La 1965Davey wrote to D.E. Wordsworth, of the Canadian Welfare Council, "we cannot

ignore the fact that a disproportionate amount of our education budget is spent on the [physicai]
maintenance of those institutions [the residential scho~ls].'*~The person in charge of education,
therefore, reaüzed that even though increasing amomts of money were spent on residential
schooling, teachiog and the children in the classes benefited fkom only a small amount of that

Even when physical structures needed improvements or additions, h d i n g which was
designated to cover such expenses did not always corne through. In 1959 a new building was
planned for the school at Shubenacadie. According to the Inspector of Indian Schools for the
region, the building was to include five classrooms, "shops," and a gymnasium, leaving the old
structure to holcl only residences and recreation roomd7 The Indian Affairs Branch Estimates
for 1958-1959, however, listed under 'New School or addition" a building with four classrooms
and a gymnasium at an estimated cost of one hundred and seventy-five thousand

No

Davey to D.E. Wordsworth, Canadian Welfàre Council, August 19,1965. NAC,
RG 10, Volume 7182, File 1/25-1, Part 14.
4 6 ~ . ~ .

47P.L.McGiUivray, Regional Inspector of Indian Schools to Murray W. Campbell,
Inspector of Schools, June 8,1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File 51/23-5.
4 8 ~ e p a ~ of
e nCitizenship
t
and Immigration, Indian Affairs Branch, Estimates, 19581959, Indian Education, Construction or Acquisition of Buildings, Works, Land and New
Equipment, Vote 534. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9028, File 5V16-3.

matter what the exact plans were, the b d i n g for the project fell through, and the building was
not c o n s t r ~ c t e d ~ ~
Not only were there structural problems in general regarding the ailotment of funds to
residential schools but also, those in charge of the ailocated f u n k did not always ensure that
money was spent as intended. In 1959 the Department of Indian Mairs completed an audit of
the ShubenacadieResidentiai School's books and found a four thousand dollar surplus which had
accumulated over Father Mackey' s principalship (1928-43 and 1948-58).50 Father Collins,
principal of the school at the time, sent a cheque for the fidl amount to Gerald Berry, Archbishop
Therefore, money which had been provided to cover expenses at the school was
of Halifa~.~'
rerouted to the Catholic Archdiocese.
After sixty years of h d i n g schools on a per capita bais (paying a per capita gant to the
religious denomination operating the school), the Department switched, in 1957, to a new
controlled-cost systern whereby the "real" costs of maintenance and education would be covered.
That is, school principals submitted requests for coverage of the actual costs of operation and the
Jones, Director, Indian Mairs Branch, to Indian Commissioner for B-C., Regional
Supervisors, Superintendents of Indian Agencies, "1962/63 Estimates", July 9, 1962. NAC, RG
10, Volume 9028,File 5i/16-3.
4 9 ~ . ~ .

"P.J. Collins, principal at Shubenacadie Residential School to J. Geraid Berry,
Archbishop of Halifax, December 15, 1959. Archives of the Catholic Archdiocese of Halifax,
Nova Scotia. Records for the Shubenacadie Residential School. Similarly, according to
Knockwood, Father Mackey did not distribute al1 of the clothing provided by the Department for
children though she did not note what become of the surplus. Knockwood, 37.
"Ibid a .response which included a receipt for the $4000.00,Berry to Collins,
December 17,1959. Archives of the Catholic Archdiocese of Halifax,Nova Scotia. Records for
the Shubenacadie Residential School.

Department of Indian A f f a i r s paid for the approved expenses? According to Davey, 'Vhe
purpose of the new program [was] to estabiish and maintain standards of supervision, food,
clothing and accomrnodati~n.~'~~
But the extent to which this program was implemented at the
Shubenacadie Residential School is questionable, Records entitled 'per capita grants"
administered by the school's Father, P.J. Collins, are included in the National Archives files for
1958-1961, three years beyond the supposed abandonment of the per capita systern."
The changes that were made to the official policies around fiinding residential schools, then,
appear not to have been as influentid as policy statements might suggest or were altered and
abused in the case of the Shubenacadie Residential School. While increasing amounts of money
were provided to the school, inflation and the physical maintenance of the institutions ofien
precluded improvements to the chi1drenYs"educational experiences." Even fünds for
improvements to physical structures were not always provided. Some of the funds fiom the
governent for the school accumuiated to a four thousand dollar surplus which was re-routed to
the Catholic Church in Hafifax. The per capita grant system, officially abandoned in 1957, was
still in operation in some form in 1961. It appears that the governrnent's efforts to change the

funding structures of the institution were not entirely effective in the case of the Shubenacadie
Residential School.
n~pprovalwas dependent on limitations set by the Indian Affhirs Branch. See Milloy,
S3~avey
to Executive Assistant, Chief Education Division, "Material for Joint
Cornmittee," February 13, 1959. NACy RG 10, Volume 7181, File 1/25-1, Part 7. In 1956
Davey stated, "For some time now the per capita gant expenditures have been exceeding the
allotment.. ." Milloy, 270.

"Indian Mairs to P.J.Collins, "Per Capita Grants,"l958-1961. NAC, RG 10, Volume
8545, File 51/25-12, Part 1. These included grants for food and clothing.
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Public perception may have played a role ï~ h c i n g as the physical maintenance of
buildings could project a more positive image of the institutions for the general public while the
academic portions of the schools remained relatively intangible. Or, the emphasis on the schools
a s welfare institutions may have meant that physical maintenance was valued over academics

when money was distributed. The per capita grant system rnay simply have been d i a c d t to
discard as it had formed the fbmcing structure of the system since 1893, long before the
Shubenacadie Residential School opened in 1928. Perhaps the govemment failed to provide the
supenision of finances that would have resulted in more rigorous standards. Whatever the
reasons, the changing hancial policies were not necessarily evident at the Shubenacadie
Residential School.

Teachers: Salaries. Oualifkations and Variables Influencing Effective Pedagogy
To raise standards of care and education, the Indian Anairs Branch in 1954-55 ofncially took
over ownership of most schools. With ownership came responsibility for the hiring and payment
of staff. As a result, teachers' salaries were brought more closely in line with provincial school
teachers3salaries, takuig into account raises for professional certification and post-secondary
education in order to increase the probability of acquiring professionally quaüned staff." By
attempting to attract ccqualified"teachers the governrnent again demonstrated both sensitivity to
the public criticisms about the failures of ''Indian education" and a refocusing on "academics."

The Shubenacadie Residential School fell under this new system in 1950 as it was selected in

S51ndianAfEairs Branch, Re~ortof the Indian Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
March 3 1. 1955, reprinted fiom the Annuai Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1955) 51.
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1949, dong with a hitlldfui of other residential schools, as part of an experiment to see ifthe
number of quaüfïed teachers would increase when the salaries were paid directly by the
Department of Indian Mairs." The assumption behind this move appears to have been that
higher qualincations would lead to better teachers and an improved leaming situation. Direct
evidence of whether the situation improved or not is beyond the scope of research for this study.
hdirectly, it c m be argued that this singuiar reform was unlikely to have had much effect. Too
many other barriers to effective pedagogy continued to exist at the Shubenacadie Residentiai
School. These barriers included the unattractive reputation that teaching at a residential school
maintained, teachers' ages, a hi& turn-over rate, and overcrowded classrooms.
The goal of increasing teacher qualifications does appear to have been somewhat successful,
as teachers at the school in the 1950s and 1960s had f ~ l high
y qualifications. However, the

system whereby the federal government had direct control over hiring staff did not give the
Indian M a U s Branch as much power as it appeared to. Even in 1960, the Sisters of Charîty

hired and removed teachers f?om the school. P.L. McGiilivray, District Superintendent of Indian
Schools wrote to Mother Stella Marie, Mother-General at the Mother house, Sisters of Charity,

ccl%ankyou for your letter of Jdy 16:

1960 outlining the changes which you plan to make in the

staffs of the Indian Schools of Shubena~adie."~'Relating to the same matter, Frank McKinnon,
Regional Superintendent, Hants County wrote to Indian Affairs regarding one teacher's
resignation and stated, "The Superior of the Order will be supplying an experienced and qualified
5~cQuaüncations
of Teachers in Residential Schools whose Salaries are paid by the
Department." NAC, RG 10, Volume 8598, File 1/1-13-2, Part 2.

=P.L.McGillivray, District Superintendent of Indian Schools to Mother SteIla Marie,
Mother-General at the Mother house, Sisters of Charity, August 9, 1960. NAC, RG 10, Volume
9030, File 88/1-13.

teacher as a replacement'"

Therefore, the official policy was not as fa-reaching as it seemed,

though the Indian Affairs Branch did reserve the right to deny employment to any teacher who
did not meet Department ccstandards."
There were many reasons why teaching in a residential school might not have been attractive
for teachers. In 1951 letter Laval Fortier, Deputy Minister, wrote that teaching in Indian schools
entails removal f?om the teacher's pension fund and fiom other
advantages enjoyed by provincial teachers... In the rninds of many
teachers, not much prestige is associated with the Indian service
possibly because too may persons of doubtful professional worth have
accepted the moderate salaries, Iack of amenities and absence of
professional contacts and supervision that are thought to be- and too
ofien are!- associated with Indian scho01s~~
He also noted fear of tuberculosis, skin disease and '>erverts" attacking, stating "There are cases
on record?' The government began to deai with some of these issues later in the decade. The
new funding system raised teachers' salaries and included pensions and hancial incentives for
professional training which raiseci both the teachers' income and might also have begun to work
against the notion that "Indian school" teachers were less respectable than their counterparts in
the provincial sch~ols.~'
Professional joumals began to circulate in these schools> which would

58F.B.McKinnon, Regional Superintendent, Hants County, to Indian Affairs Branch,
September 6, 1960. NAC, RG 10, Volume 8538, File 51/2-32-265, Part 2.
59

Laval Fortier, Deputy Minister to K.W. Taylor, Secretary of the Treasury Board, June
28, 1951. NAC, RG 10, File 8599, File 1/1-13-7, Part 1.

6 1 ~ES
o Excellency, the Govemor General in Council, November 8,1950, "Salary
increases and reclassincation for teachers who improved their teaching certificates." NAC, RG
10, Volume 8599, File 1/1-13-7,
P a . 1.

6 2 RSimpson
~ . to H.C. Rice, Superintendent, Shubenacadie Indian Agency, Micmac,
Han6 County, Nova Scotia, May 20,1955. "A year ago we made arrangements to send 11

have increased professional contacts, and universities began to offer courses designed
specifically for teachers in the federd "Indian" ~chools!~In 1959 there was a convention for

"'IndianSchool teachers in the Maritimes," an in-service training program for teachers in federal
Indian schools was in place by 1 9 6 3 , ~and a bibliography for these teachea was circulated by
Indian AEairs in 1964.6' In these ways, opportunities for professional development were

improved during îhis t h e .

During the 1950s and 1960sthe qualincations of teachers at residential schools came into
question. For this reason, as mentioned above, the Department of Indian M a i n took over direct
employment of teaching staffs. The Shubenacadie Residential School fell mder this new system

in 1950 and teacher qualifications were affected. In 1953 there were one hundred and ninetyeight teachers employed in Catholic-nui residential schools. Of these teachers, seventy-nine had
no professional teacher certifïcationP6 However, in the same year all four of the teachers
copies of the Journal of Education and the Education Office Gazette for distribution to teachers
in Indian schools in you superintendency." He then made arrangements to begin sending
Education Office Bulletins as well. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9027, File 51/12-4.
63~niversities
which offered such courses in the late 1950s and the 1960s included the
University of Toronto and the University of New Brunswick. See Ellen Faircfough, Minister, to
Miss V.E.Ashdown, Corresponding secretary, B.C. Industrial Arts and Welfare Society. NAC,
RG 10, Volume 7181, File 1/25-1, Part 7.

"Indian Affairs Branch, Report of the Indian Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended
Mach 3 1. 1963 reprinted fkom the Annual Reports of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa:The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationas, 1963) 24.
6SR-F.Battle, Assistant Deputy Minister, Indian Mairs, Memorandum to Director of
Personnel, November 27, 1964. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7 182, File 1/25-1, Part 13.

66R.~.
Davey, Acting Superintendent of Education, to Father Laviolette, Oblates of Mary
Immaculate, University of Ottawa NAC, RG 10, Volume 8598, File 1/1- 13-2, Part 4.

employed at the Shubenacadie Residential School were certined.6' There are no records of
unqualified teachers being employed at the school f i e r this point and most of the teachers at the
s
t class
school had "Grade Three" certification which had the same requirements as a e

certificate for public school teachedg Therefore, the governrnent's plan to improve teacher
qualifications at this school appear to have succeeded in ensuring that staff had professional
training.

Teachers' incornes at the Shubenacadie Residentid School were fairly closely in line with
their peers in Nova Scotia's public schools in the 1950s. Salary scales for the residential school

teachers, however, appear to have been more dependent on their level of certification than their
teaching experknce. In 1956, two teachers who were ceaified "Grade Three" and had many
years of experience (forty-four and twenty-five) were paid at a lower rate than was prescribed for
their counterparts in public schools with similar qualification and experience. However, one
teacher certified ''Grade Three" with only three years of experience was paid more than was
prescribed for her provincial school peerd9 In general, though, the salaries were more or less in
line with what teachers with similar qualifications and experience earned in Nova Scotia's public
schools.
6 7 ~ e pfrom
o ~ Indian Affairs Branch, 'cQualincationsof Indian Residential School
Teachers as of January 31, 1953." NAC, RG 10, Volume 8598, File 1/1-13-2, Part 4.
%rade Three certification required a first class teaching certincate or the equivalent, sr.
matriculation, and a normal school course. Department of Citizenship and Immigration, Indian
AEairs Branch, "Regdations for the classification of Teaching Staff- Revised, 1956." (The
"revisions" were of s a l q scales and not qualiflcation requirements.) NAC, RG 10, Volume
9030, File 88/1-13.
6 9 ~ osalaries
r
of Shubenacadie Residential School teachers in the 1950s see NAC, RG 10,
Volume 8538, File 5l/2-32-265, Part 1. For salary scales of public school teachers for 1955 see
Department of Education, Education Office Gazette, 2 (September, 1955) 11.

Professional status, however, did not n e c e s s d y mean that teaching methods were improved.
Some of the teachers at the school were near or even over the retirement age of siw-five years
and employed very formal and traditional teaching methods. Reporting on his inspections of the

teachers in 1957, P.L. McGillivray stated, "This teacher has reached retirement age and I think
that were she replaced by a younger teacher whm would introduce more activity and project work
the learning situation would be considerably impr~ved."'~hcidentally, this teacher had reached
the retirement age in 1952 and had received permission fÏom the Department of Indian M a U s to
continue teaching each year fiom 1952 until Seprtember 1957 when she was asked to subrnit her
resignation.''

Also Secting her teaching record was the fact that this teacher did no training

between 1950 and 1956 and there is no record of? her completing training in her final year of
teaching? School inspecter Murray Campbell noted of another teacher with thiay-seven years'
experience, "Some of her methods might be critircized for being on the orthodox and stereotyped
side...'"

Rrhile most of the staff appear to have been in their late forties and m e s when they

taught at the school, some were much older. A g e does necessarily indicate "poor" teaching
methods, but some inspectors' reports indicate that there may have been a correlation at the

"P.L. McGillivray, "School ItlSpectorY
s Report," May 22,1957. NAC, RG 10, Volume
9019, File 51/23-5.
"R-F. Davey, Assistant Deputy Minister afEducation, to Sister Maria Ursula, May 28,
1954 and passim. NAC, RG 10, Volume 8538, Fiie 5 112-32-265, Part 1.

RR.F. Davey to Maria Ursula, June, 1954- and 1956. NAC, RG 10, Volume 8538, File
5112-32-265, Part 1. Incidentally, her salary did Zncrease over this tirne through submissions to
the Privy Council on September 1,1954 even thmugh salary was to be dependent upon
qualifications and training. See above file.
nMinzay W. Campbell, "School Inspecter's Report," April22,1959. NAC, RG 1O,
Volume 90 19, File 51123-5.

Shubenacadie Residential School. Also, the older teachers may have been less likely to complete
additional professional training. Therefore, the Department of Indian MaUsYplans to better
classroom teaching by providulg financial incentives for qualified teachers rnay not have ensured
that students enjoyed a better learning experience.
Another factor which likely afTected the capabilities of the teachers in the classrooms,
regardless of their professional qualifications, was the high sta£fturn-over rate that the residential
schools in general, and the Shubenacadie school specifically, endured? Teachers at the school in

.

the 1950s and 1960s stayed only for an average of two to three years. This meant that most
teachers did not remain at the school long enough to really leam about the students they taught.
W e some stayed for four or five years, most left after one or two. Inexperience with teaching
Native children was often cited by school inspectors as an impediment to effective teaching and
leaming possibilities. One school inspector noted of a teacher, "It will take her some tirne to

adjust herself to the new situation and get used to working with the Indian children. 1would
suspect that perhaps she is a iittle impatient and expecting too much of them too suddenly.""
Four years later another inspector noted that three of five teachers had been replaced with
teachers "Who had no previous experience in W a n schools and had to try to adapt themselves to
a new situation.""

Many of these teachers did not remain at the school long enough to l e m to

741nits 1965 report, Indian Affairs expressed "concem for the turnover of teaching staff
which continued to be hi& 29.3%." Indian Affaùs Branch, Report of the Indian Affairs Branch
for the Fiscal Year Ended March 31. 1965,reprinted fkom the Annual Report of the Department
of Citizenship and Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1965)
36.
7SP.L.McGillivmy, "School Inspecter's Report," June 10, 1958.
76MurrayW. Campbell to Indian Mairs, 'Xe: Visit of May 16 and 17, 1962." NAC, RG
10,Volume 9029, File 21 1/23-5. He noted of individual teachers, "Greater familiarity with Cour
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understand their pupils or their environment A teaching placement at this school, then, does not
appear to have been very attractive; and even though they were c C 4 ~ e d teachers
,"
were not
necessarily comfortable or knowledgeable in their jobs or in meeting students' needs.
In addition to the high teacher tum-over rate, heavy enrollments in the school's cIassrooms
impeded the qualined teachers' ability to employ good pedagogy. The Department of Indian
Affairs did oEer a statement regarding what a "normal" class load ought to be but at the
residential school in Nova Scotia, this direction was often ignored. School Inspector's Reports
repeatedly pointed to this problem as an impediment to effective teaching and learning at the
school. In fact, this was the most fiequent criticism offered by the inspectors in the 1950s and
1960s. In a bulletin to d regional school inspectors for the 195811959 school year, the Indian

Affairs Branch stated, "The modern classroom is constnicted to accommodate 30 pupils and this
figure is to be regarded as the normal pupil load per ~Iassroom.'" Public schools, both
elementary and high schools, in Nova Scotia had an average enrollment of 30.47 students per
class in 1950 and 28.23 students per class in 1960.~' For the residential school at Shubenacadie,
however, the reality of class loads was often very much above these numbers. During the
l956/1957 year one classroom held thirty-four students, one held thirty-nine, one thirîy-seven
Nova Scotia curriculum and Indian children] ought to increase her efficiency..."and Wot yet
wholly comfortable" in his "School Inspector's Reports." NAC, RG 10, Volume 9029, File
2 11123-5
n~epartmentof Citizenship and Immigration, Indian Affiairs Branch, "Bulletin to all
Regional School Xnspectors," 1958/1959, pg. 4. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9030, File 88/1-13.
78Extractfiom Canadian Association of School Su~erintendentsand Ins~ectors
Newsletter 12, Febniary 27, 1961. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7181, File 11254, Part 9.

and the grade twofthree classroom had fifty-one students." There were one hundred and sixtytwo pupils at the school with only four teachers and four classrooms at this tirne. This situation
prompted the Regional Inspector of Indian SchooIs to write to the Regional Superintendent of
Hants County, F.B. McKinnon, "1am firdy convinced that the type of child coming to the
Residential School requires much more individuai attention from the teacher if the child is to
profit from his attendance at this scho01."~~
The overcrowding does appear to have made an impact on the officiais in charge. In July of
1957 F.B.McKinnon wrote of "the probability of opening a fifth classroom at the Shubenacadie
Residential Scho01."~' School inspection reports and records for the 1957/1958 year indicated
that a fifth classroom and teacher were added in September 1957? But,in his overview of the
school after this addition Murray CampbeIl stated, "1 think you will agree that we cannot expect
the best results fiom our program of instruction where the beginners' classroom is so

The situation did not improve with tirne. A new classroom block was proposed for 1958/1959
school year. The estimates for 195811959 noted, "Conditions at this school are crowded. There
"'~chool Inspector's Reports," May 22 and 29, 1957. NAC, RG 10, Volume 90 19, File
5 1/23-5.

'OL. Dobranski, Regional Inspector of Indian Schools to F.B. McKinnon, Regional
Supervisor, March 15, 1957. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File 5 1123-5-

'F.B.McKUinon, Regional Supervisor to Shubenacadie Indian Agency, July 30, 1957.
NAC, RG 10, Volume 9030, File 88/1-13.
" ~ e e"School Inspector's Reports" for 1957158. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File 51/235.
83

R.F. Davey, Chief, Education Division, Indian AfFairs Branch to P.L. McGillimy,
Iaspector of Indian Schools,August 7, 1958. NAC, RG 10, Volume 90 19, File 51/23-5.

are over 40 pupils in each classroom. I understand a fidl report has been forwarded to the branch
by school inspecter Dobranski regarding proposed changes at the Shubenacadie Residential

School."" But, as mentioned in the section on fûnding, these changes (the additional building)

this year three classrooms had pupil loads
were not cornpleted due to budget r e d u c t i o n ~In
~~
over the thirty-student limit (one liad fortyane shidents)? Even with the addition of a sixth
classroom and teacher in 1961," the problem of heavy class loads did not disappear. In 1962 the
grade four/nve classroom held forty-four students."

While the additional teachers may have made the average class size appear to decrease, this
was not necessarily the case in all situations. Although the average school enrobent for the
years 1961-1966 was 123-5, this did not mean that these children were divided eveniy between
the six teachers and classes. Instead, the grade five, six, seven, and eight classes were grouped
together but segregated by sex. This meant that the lower grades which typically had higher
enrollments, could not be sub-divided into more than one class per grade. This skewed the class
sizes so that the enroliments in lower grade classrooms ofien far surpassed the limit prescribed by
"Department of Citizenship and Immigration, Indian Affairs Branch, CcEstimates,19581959, Indian Education, Construction or Acquisition of Buildings, Works, Land and New
Equipment, Vote 534." NAC, RG 10, Volume 9028, File W16-3.

"F.B. McKinnon, Regionai SupeMsor to Shubenacadie Indian Agency, July 30, 1957.
NAC, RG 10, Volume 9030, File 88/1-13.
86ccSchool
hspector's Reports,"ApTil 14 and 22, 1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 90 19, File
51/23-5.
87ccPosition
Establishment of Indian Residential School as of March 3 1, 1961." NAC, RG
10, Volume 7181, File 1125-1, Part 9.
88ccSchool
Inspecter's Report," May 17,1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9029, File 2 11R35.
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Indian AfFairs. In 1959 the division of grades five, six, and seven by sex meant that two
classrooms, including the beginner room, stiil held more than forty students." Also, govemment
advice to avoid non-promotion which resulted in a concentration of students in the lower grades
was not heeded. This will be pursued M e r in the next section. Even though the Department
set a "nomai" class size and school inspectors as well as govemment officiais recognized the
importance of individuai attention and smaller class sizes, intemal policies, such as segregation
by sex in the higher grades, meant that these concems were not adequately dealt with in the
classrooms of the Shubenacadie Residential School. While Catholic education generally
encouraged segregation by sexyas CO-educationwas deemed to be ccharmfuto a Christian
edu~ation,"'~this practice at the Shubenacadie Residential School may have negatively af5ected
class sizes at the lower grade levels.
The federal governent in the 1950s attempted to enhance academic experiences in the
residential schools by attracting more qualified teachers to the positions. However, throughout
the 1950s and 1960s many barriers impeded the likelihood that even qualifïed teachers could
employ "good pedagogy."

In the Classroom: Pedagogical Practices and Tirnetable Redations

'%.F. Davey, Chief, Education Division, Indian Affairs Branch to P.L. McGilliway,
Inspecter of Iodian Schools, August 7,1958. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File 51/23-5.
''Diane Persson, "The Changing Experience of Indian Residential Schooling:Blue Quills,
1931-1970," hdian Education in Canada: Volume 1. The Legacv Bannan, Hebert, and
McCaskill eds.
University of British Columbia Press, 1986) 152. It was common
practice in Nova Scotia's Catholic schools to segregate children by sex in the 1950s and 1960s.
This system began to change in the late 1960s. @?ersonal communication; Sister Catherine
Horgan (of the Sisters of Charity) who taught in Halifax schools at the time.]

couver:
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In previous chapters this study has examined pedagogical instructions that were given to
teachers by both the Catholic Church officiais and officials within both the provincial and federal
govermnents. Much of this advice, as has been noted earlier, was difficult to follow within the
classroorns due to the curriculum content or the institutional nature of the school. However,
teachers' attitudes towards their students, which inevitably played out in classroom practices, and
their choices regarding how to approach their lessons and how to make decisions about student
progress were not necessarily dictated by these forces. Even when the government issued
directives, teachers, school inspectorç, and others concerned with Indian education did not
necessarily support or f d o w the guidelines. The same was true of timetable regulations. These
were not likely to have been afFected by the forces of curriculum or the institutional nature of the
school but, again, Departmental regulations were ignored or distorted and timetables at the
school did not conform with the directions. A heavy concentration on the subject of English, as
weil as additionai religious instruction, and practical training at the school meant that the focus of
education on ccacademics"was distorted by the administration at the Shubenacadie Residential
School. Practices at the school often contradicted government policy regarding pedagogy and
classroom practices.
Regarding "the instructional rnethods and techniques," govemment officiais who worked in
the area of Native children's education noted that "Unless this aspect of curricular planning is
emphasized, the best curriculum on paper will not result in a better education program for the
p tu dent."^' Therefore, the Indian Mairs officials did offer some advice to educators on how to

glcc~genda
for the Ninth Meeting on Eskirno Education to be held on Thursday May 8,
1958." NAC, RG 10, Volume 7181, File 1/25-1, Part 7.
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improve pedagogy. One document, which dedt with the c'probiiem" of drop-outs, stated that
there was "a lack of understanding of Indian students and their poblems by teachers and school
auth~rities."~~
The minutes of an ccAdvisoryCommittee on Intercultural Education" meeting
stated that cT'eachers need to be made aware of their own prejudices, the motivation underlying
~~
then, appear
these prejudices, and the consequence that prejudice has on its v i c t i ~ n s - "Officials
to have at least begun, in this period, to recognize some of the challenges entailed in crosscultural education rather than simply laying blame at the feet oE the students, their families, and
their commiinities,
These views, however, are less than evident in the comments made by teachers at
Shubenacadie on students' discharge forms. Teachers' attitudes toward some of the students
leaving the school were apparent in these brief comments. Teachers criticised two students for a
lack of "ambition." Without considering the possibility that such an abstract idea might M e r
between cultures, or that certain situations might militate against a Native child in a residentid
school exhibiting "ambition," teachers described these children as having, "no ambition to go
further" and "no ambition whatsoever." Another child was l a b d e d "mentally and morally
weak." While it is outside the scope of this study to test the 'tteracity" of the claim, the comment
is suspicious in that it echoes stereotypes of Native people that Ead existed for many year~.'~One
teacher even u e d a child's name tu slander the student, In reference to this child, with the
92Daveyto Regional Supervisors, hdian Commissioner for B.C., and School
Superintendents, May 24, 1963. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File 1/25-1, Part 13.
93cc~inutes
of the Advisoxy Committee on Intercultural Education," April26, 1965.
NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File 1/25-1, Part 14.
94SeeMiller, 124, lS4-SYl58,l78-9,and especidy 186- 191.
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common Mi'kmaw family name Sillyboy, the teacher wrote, ïvell-na~ned.'~~~
These teachers do
not appear to have been very understanding of their students or sensitive to their own prejudices.
Reports on the teachers' practices at the school, however, were most often very positive. But,
when interpreting these comments about pedagogical practices, one must be cautious. The
inspectors visited the school at sirnilar times each year, usually in February and May. Teachers,
therefore, would have been able to anticipate the visits and prepare accordingly? Also, while
under s u p e ~ s i o it
n is doubtless that teachers would have done their best to act as the inspectors
and Department officials wished It c m be assumed, therefore, that the positive actions described
by inspectors rnight not have been the norm with all teachers and that the criticized behaviours
might have been more intense in the absence of direct supervision. With this in mind,
inspectors' reports did praise teachers for many aspects of their teaching. The inspectors appear
to have been impressed when teachers showed enthusiasm, patience, and interest, when they

maintained good discipline and a pleasant atmosphere wherein students and teacher interacted
easily."

On the other haad, the most common criticisms of pedagogicd practices centred around

overly formai classrooms that allowed for little individual attention and did not command the
95b'~ischarge
of Pupils" July-September (to preserve students' anonymity the year will not
be noted here. These students were discharged in the 1950s.) NAC, RG 10, Volume 6057, File
265-10,Part 4.
96Knockwoodquotes a former student, "Every time any officials came fiom the
Department of Indian Affairs... the meds would be different. They aiways knew when the
inspectors were coming so they had time to cream it up. If the inspectors had corne
unexpectedly, they would have caught them at their game." Another student told her that when
an inspecter came he was given a bag to burn in the furnace. The bag contained straps used to
punish the students. See Knockwood, 142 and 95 respectively.
97Thesewere the most common positive comments made by school inspectors. See
"School hpector's Reports" for 1950s and 1960s. NAC, RG 10, Volume 90 19, File 51/23-5
and NAC, RG 10, Volume 9029, File 21 1/23-5.
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interest or involvement of the students." Although overcrowding in the classrooms was
identified in some cases as the reason for some of the undesirable pedagogy, particularly a lack of
individual attention, not aU of the criticisms were directed at overcrowded rooms and not ail of

the practices were necessarily afEected by class enrollment. One teacher's style was described as
ccorthodoxand stereotyped" and yet there were only twenty-five students in her c l a ~ s . ~ ~
Dserences among teachers in their pedagogical views, experience, professional training, and
personal biases likely played simiificant roles in determining the types of practices they employed

in their classrooms. These variations in style may have memt that official directives were not
unSormly followed and much student learning would have been dependent upon the attitudes,
prejudices, and personalities of the individual teachers. Individual differences and tensions
within the system appear to have been influentid in determining the extent to which specific

Indian Mairs Branch, Church, or Ministry of Education guidelines were followed. And, given
some of the criticisms made by inspectors and the teacher comrnents on the discharge forms,
administrators at the Shubenacadie Residential School in the 1950s do not appear to have
followed the official advice and directions. It seems that some teachers were not dedicated to
considering the consequences of their prejudices or to foUowing directions to emphasize

individual attention and to employ "modem" practices.
Another area of tension within the department and, no doubt, in the school, was around the
intertwined issues of non-promotion and age-grade retardation, as they were termed In 1962,
R.F. Davey sent a memo to School Superintendents (these were School Inspectors, whose title
9 8 ~ eccSchool
e
Inspector's Reports" for 1950s and 1960s. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019,
File W23-5 and NAC, RG 10, Volume 9029, File 21 1/23-5.
99ccSchool
Inspector's Report," A p d 22, 1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File 51/23-5.

had changed in 1959) which stated, "The percentage of non-promotion in Indian schools is too

hi& ranging between twelve and twenty-nine. Research points to the conclusion that nonpromotion as a technique for improving school achievement is ~nwarranted."'~In support of
claims that the failure rate was too high the Department included the percentage of failmes by
grade at the Shubenacadie Residential School for 1961. They were as follows:lO'

1 primary- 1%

1 Grade 5- 19%

Grade 1- 12%

1

Grade 6- 0%

1 Grade 2- 33%

1 Grade 7- 15%

1

1 Grade 3- 0%

1 Grade 8- 17%

1

1 Grade 4- 15%

1

1

A year later another piece of correspondence between Davey and the School Superintendents
listed "non-promotion and overage pupils who are discouraged and h t r a t e d " as one of the
"Chief Causes of Drop-out~."~~~
Age-grade retardation was described as 'Yhe most serious threat
to the advancement of the educational program" and promotion, according to Davey, ought to be
based on the results of the year's work in the classroom and not on an "absolute standard
welated to the actual classroom program."'"

Officiais in the Department of Indian Mairs

lWDaveyto Ail School Superintendents, Aprii, 1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7181, 1/25
1, Part 1O.

'Davey to All Schooi Superintendents, April, 1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 718 1, 1/25
1, Part 10. As this document was circulated in ApriI of 1962, before that year's statistics would
have been available, it is likely that these (undated) percentages were compiled using the
statistics fiom 196 1.
'O

'02~aveyto Regional Supervisors, Indian Commissioner for B.C., School
Superintendents, May 24,1963. NAC, RG IO, Volume 7182, File lDS- 1, Part 13.
'"Davey to Regional School Superintendents, District School Superintendents, and
Supervising Principals, January, 2965. NAC, RG 10, Volume 10666, File W25-2, Part 2.

understood that age-grade retardation and non-promotion were directly related to 'Yhe tragîc
dropout problem in the elementary grades" and they informed their field workers of their
views.lW However, the problem remained. In 1957 there were eighty children in grades one,
two, and three. Five years later, there were only thirty-seven students in grades six, seven, and
eight. The concentration of students in grade five and under may also indicate that nonpromotion was still fkequent at the school in the 1~ ~ O S . ~ ONot
' all teachers, nor the principal at
the school, then, supported the Departmental goal of lowering the percentage of non-promotions
and the resulting age-grade retardation.
Linked to the debate around non-promotion and age-grade retardation was the issue of the
"beginner year" in Native education. This was the term used to represent the fïrst year of
schoohg that a child received. This year u s d y focussed on the child's introduction to English,
depending on his or her previous exposure to the language. In the 1950s, the beginner year
became the focus of attention because age-grade retardation often began at this t h e . There were
advocates both for and aga% the use of a beginner year. Although a course was implemented
which was designed to eiiminate the need for this "wasted tirne," documents recording 'Yàilures"

and a concentration of students in the lower grades at the Shubenacadie Residential School seem
to indicate that students were often held back early on in their academic careers.
The most notable advocate of discarding the "beginner year" in the federal Indian schools was
Davey saw uneamed promotion as a problem as well. See Milloy, 227.
lWDaveyto Regional School Superintendents, District School Superintendents,
SupeMsing Principals, January, 1965. NAC, RG 10, Volume 10666, Fiie 81/25-2, Part 2.
105See,"School hpector's Reports" for 1960s. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9029, Fiie 51/25

3.

Rose C.CoUiou, a language arts speciaIist, who designed a course entitled "Basic Oral Engiish
Course for Kindergarten and Grade One Bepinners."'"

This course was designed to be

completed by Kindergarten (prïmary in Nova Scotia) students- Non-English speaking grade one
students were to complete the course in conjunction with the regular grade one culcriculum and
English-speaking grade one -dents

were to use the course to boost their vo~abulary.'~~
This

course, intended as an audio-linguistic approach to teaching English as a second language, was
implemented experimentally in the Maritimes in 1959'08and throughout Canada's "Indian
schools" in 1962.'09 The goal was to ensure that children did not fa11 a year behind durhg their

first year due to an initially low capacity to understand and use English. Colliou stated that "
'06~ose
C. Colliou, Basic Oral Enelish Course for Enderparten and Grade One Beeinners
(Ottawa: Department of Citizenship and Tmmigration, Indian AfEiirs Branch, Education Division,
1960).
'07~olliouy
5. Incidentally, according to a 1963 andysis, 20% of Native school beginners
in the Maritimes had "no howledge of English or French" compared with 23% nationally; 23%
understood "some English or French", compared with 13% nationally; 28% spoke "some English
or French" compared with 20% nationally; 13% were ccfairlyfluent" compared with 30%
nationally; and 16% were '"nuent only in English or French" compared with 14% nationaliy.
lo8EducationDivision, Man Anaus Branch, "The Education of Indian Children in
Canada'' prepared for The Canadian Su~erintendent.1965. NAC, RG 2 0, Volume 7182,File
1125-1, Part 14.
The reason given for using the Maritime region as the site for this ccexperiment'7was that it
was "a region where Language and reading problems were particularly acute." Ibid. This
conclusion was based on standardized tests of grade four students across Canada's "Indian
Schools." The results for reading tests given in 1958 did show a lag by Maritime youngsters but
these may have been misleading. The Maritime students were younger, on average, than their
pan-Canadian peers. See, Indian Affairs Branch, Report of the Indian Mairs Branch for the
Fiscal Year Ended March 3 1. 1959, reprinted nom the Annual Report of the Department of
Citizenship and Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1959)
58.

'"%. CoiJiou, "Second Language Instruction for Indian Children," Indian M a i r s ,
Education Division,"The Education of Indian Children in Canada," The Canadian Su~erintendent
1965 (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1965) 75.

schools who formerly advocated and maintained the statu quo of the beginner year are
underestimating pupil potential as well as teacher initiative and drive."110 Both the
implementation of this program in all federal Indian schools and the condemnations of nonpromotion cited above indicate support for the goal of promoting young students.

Within the administration in Nova Scotia, however, not a l l those connected with the
Shubenacadie Residential School agreed, in practice, with these ideas. The year that this course
was initiated, one school inspector wrote of the primary and grade one class, ""Manypupils wilI
need more than two years to be ready for grade t ~ o . " ~ Many
"
years later another report stated,
ccPupilsVary greatly in maturïty and previous experience. Some have
been using only the Indian language so are handicapped by having to
become accustomed to the English language... Many of them are rather
young, at least mentally, for formal education. It may take two or three
years fiom some of these to strike their stridCN2

In reality, the distribution of students at the school was concentrated heavily in the lower
grades. In 195711958, forty-three percent of students at the school were in grades one and two.
Most of the overcrowding in classrooms occurred in the lower grades.'13 As shown above, thktythree percent of the grade two class and twelve percent of the grade one class in 1961 were not
promoted. Obviously, the position taken by Rose Colliou and Indian Affairs officids in Ottawa
"%ose Colliou to Regional School Superintendents, S u p e ~ s i n Principals,
g
Language
Arts Specialists, Principals and Senior Teachers of Residential and Day Schools, and classroom
teachers, "The Beginner Year- A Year of School Retardaion for Indian Pupils," Apnl19, 1966.
NAC, RG 10, Volume 10666, File 416125- 1-13.
l''ccSchoolInspector's Report", April22, 1959. RG 10, Volume 9019, File 5 1/23-5.
112ccSchool
Inspector's Report," May 17, 1962. RG 10, Volume 9029, File 21 1/23-5.
"3See "School Inspector's Reportsy7
passim. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9029, File 21 1/23-5
and NAC, RG 10, Volume 90 19,File 51123-5.
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were not whoily supported by school inspectors, teachers, and the principals at the Shubenacadie
Residential School.
While the inspectors did not necessarily embrace the goals of eliminating non-promotion in
the early years which formed the basis for the oral English course, they did support an emphasis
on English in the classroom. Their reports often praised teachers for this. In 1958, Murray
Campbell wrote, '1was favourably impressed with her teaching of reading methods and the fact
that she is spending about 70% of her time on reading."'14 Regulations set by the Department,

was to be that set out in provincial guidelines with an
however, clearly stated that the c ~ c u l u m
extra half hour a day for oral language

Dedicatiug seveniy percent of class time to

one subject was not authorized by Indian M a i r s . And, in 1965 the Advisory Committee on
Interculturai Education questioned the emphasis on linguistics in the program and wondered if
basic hguistics "might not be incorporated into other co~rses.""~While the Indian Affairs
Branch did support an ernphasis on English in the classrooms, some school teachers and
inspectors at the Shubenacadie Residential School seem to have taken this emphasis M e r than
govemment regulations required. And some people concemed with Indian education questioned
this emphasis. Even with regard to the emphasis on English, therefore, there were many diBering
opinions and these af3ected teachers' practices in the classroorns.
Personal clifferences would again affect the tirnetable with regards to religious instruction.
114ccSchool
Inspector's Report," June 11, 19%. NAC, RG 10, Volume 90 19, File 51/23-5.
'*Indian -airs
Branch, "Indian School Regulations," November 14, 1 952. NAC, RG
26, Volume 70, File 34.
16cCMin~tes
of the Advisory Committee on Intercultural Education," April26, 1965.
NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File 1/25-1, Part 14.

The residential schools, being denominattionaI, provided time for religious instiuction in addition
to academic lessons. Just as the Indian Affairs Branch regdations set aside an extra halfhour per
day for oral English, it provided limits on the time dedicated to 'keligion." Native peoples often
criticised what they saw as excessive proselytising in the federal scho01s.l'~ Regardless of Native
peoples' concems, however, timetable Iimitations could be, and were, distorted in the classrooms
of the schools. Xn general, the tunetable set by Indian M a i r s was often ignored or distorted in
the day-to-day operations of the residential school at Shubenacadie.
One of the means by which the timetable set by the government was distorted was in the use
of religious texts for reading material. The "Regulations Governing Indian Schools" 1952
revised edition stated that "a period of not more than !4 hour a day to be devoted to religious
instruction may be included in the time-table for classroom instru~tion.""~The proposal of this
regdation upset Catholic Bishops in Canada and they expressed "alarm over decreasing religion

in s c h o ~ l s . "However,
~~~
the govermnent also provided for the use of separate reading texts for
Catholic schools and these texts included religious and spiritual instruction in the form of stories
former resident of the Lejac school stated, "1felt sick and tired of two things:
working on the farm where 1 was hardly leamkg anythmg, and the praying." As cited in Grant,
173. Knockwood relates that at the Shubenacadie Residential School "Attendance at Mass
seemed to be an obsession, and even the seriously ill children were required to go." Knockwood,
3 1.
l '*IndianAffairs Branch, "Indian School Regulations," November 14, 1952. NAC, RG
26, Volume 70, File 34. The govermnent restated this regulation in 1962 but replaced the words
"religious instruction" with "religious or spiritual instruction." See, ''Mernorandun of
Agreement made between Her Majesty the Queen in the Right of Canada (represented herein by
the Minister of Citizenship and Tmmigration... and Indianescorn)," September 25, 1962. NAC,
RG 10,Volume 8545, File 51/25-13, Part 2.

"%ishops' Cornmittee Report, "Re: Proposed Indian Act," April23, 1951. Archives of
the Catholic Archdiocese in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Records for the Shubenacadie Residential
School.

for children.
The provision made for the use of these texts was included on the school supplies requisition
forms. It stated,
In certain Catholic schools, the Faith and Freedom Series is used. Other
Catholic schools prefer the same readers as used in the public schools.
The Department wiU again provide one or the other of the readers but not
both, uniess authorized by the Regional School Inspector c o n ~ e r n e d . ~ ~ ~
It appears that the Shubenacadie Residential School classrooms had both sets of readers though
they were not ordered on the same f o m or in the same months, thereby skirting the issue of
authorization by the School Inspector and Department regulations. This duplication occurred in
the subject of reading. On separate requisition forms, one completed in June and the other in
October of 1959, the first for public school books and the second for the Faith and Freedom
series books, school administrators ordered books fiom both lists for the same grade level and
subject area. For Grade six the school ordered copies of the provincial curriculum7sAI1 Sails Set
and workbooks for the Faith and Freedom Series' This is Our Heritage, indicating that both

' Grade five, Wide Ouen Windows fiom the
would be in use for the 1959/1960 school ~ e a r . ' ~For
provincial curriculum and These Are Our Stories fkom the Faith and Freedom Series were both
req~isitioned.'~
Therefore, the Department did provide the school with two sets of books in
"'Department of Citizenship and Immigration, Indian M a i r s Branch, "Requisition
Textbooks," no date but Filed with 1958 files. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9028, File 51/13-2-265.
See, Principal, Shubenacadie Residential School to Nova Scotia Book Bureau,
"Department of Immigration and Citizeaship, Indian Mairs Branch, 'Education Division Order
Form'," June 2, 1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9028, File 5 1/13-2-265 and, Department of
Citizenship and Immigration, Indian Affairs Branch, "Requisition - Textbooks," September 21,
1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9028, File 51/13-2-265.
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reading for grades five and six in the 1959/1960 school year, even though this went against its
own regulations.

The administrators at the Shubenacadie Residential School ordered The Ginn 'Taith and
Freedom" series reading books alongside the public school readers. The individual teachers who
used the books may have emphasized one set over amher but it is clear that both were in use
and, therefore, the contents and "messages" contained within the texts are of intere~t.'~
The

Faith and Freedom Senes readers provided a great deal of ''religious" instniction within their
pages. Because of this content, the use of these readers distorted hdian Affairs Branch
regdations which stated clearly that "no more than" one half hour per day should be spent on
religious instruction. The books contained overt and repetitive proselytizùlg which certainly
would have qualified under the Indian AEairs Branch regulations regarding what was considered
"religious or spinhial instruction." One of the pre-primers which was in use at the school,
according to the above-mentioned requisition form for September, 1959, contained the following
dialogue.
"We will thank Jesus. Jesus helped us. Jesus helped me to h d work.
We will thank Jesus...." "Thank You Jesus. Thank You for the house.
Thank You for Father's Work. Thank You Jesus. You helped us Jesus.
You helped Father. You helped Mother. You helped us. Thank You
Jesus." ccJesusloves us. Jesus loves us and helps us. Jesus loves A m .
Jesus loves David. Jesus loves Mother and me."'24
This dialogue continued until the end of the book, another eleven pages. The other pre-primers

luThe curricular c'messages" within the texts that related to the issues discussed in
Chapter Two (promoting "ou. way of He,""'good citizens," and the denigration of Native
peoples) were very similar to those found in the provincial curriculum readers. For this reason,
only the "religious" elements of the Faith and Freedom Series books are of concem here.
IZ4Sr.M. Marguerite, This 1s Our Home, Faith and Freedorn Series (Toronto: Ginn and
CO., 1953?) 47-52.

also contained this sort of repetitious religious dialogue including directions. "God Made us...
Love God, David and Ann. Love God and thank GO^."'^' The stories increased in complexity as
they were to relate to older or more advanced sixdents.'"

A reader for grade two students told

the story of "The Last Supper" and informed students about what a priest would do at the side of
a sick bed-'" One of the grade three books contained a story which explained how children
prepared for and completed the ceremony of c ~ ~ a t i o n ' ~ ~ .
These books also included many stories about children who willingly suffered for their
religion. A grade three reader told *dents

of a little girl fiom 'Tong, long ago, at a time when

~ girl refused to deny her belief and was,
many people did not believe in the tme ~ o d ? This
therefore, taken before a court and sentenced to death. The story did not include details on how

she was Ialled but it is implied that a soldier drove his sword through the back of her neck. The
child, however, thanked God Tor allowing her to die for Him because He had once died for
her."'30 The same text also included a story about %ad people [who] did not want anyone else to
125Sr.M. Marguerite, Here We Are Again, Faith and Freedom Series (Toronto: Ginn and
Co., 195?) 44. See also, Sr. M. Marguerite, Here We Corne, Faith and Freedom Series (Toronto:
Ginn and Co., 19??) 30-48.
126

Incidentally, without differentiation for age, when children prayed in these stories, their
prayers were always answered, usually immediately- This is a stark contrast to Knockwood's
reflection on the chape1 at the Shubenacadie Residential School as, "a place where a lot of
children's prayers didn't get answered." Knockwood ,25.
12'Sr. M- Marguerite, This 1s Our Parish, Faith and Freedom Senes (Toronto: Ginn and
Co., 1954?) 145 and 2 15-2 17 respectively.

12'Sr. M. Marguerite, This 1s Our Town, Faith and Freedom Senes (Toronto: Ginn and
CO., 1940?) 289-3 15.
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love and serve [God]" and who beat a child who was carrying the sacrament through the town.
T h e y hit him so bard that he could hardly move. Still he held the Holy Treasure close to his
h e a r ~ " ' And
~ ~ a grade three advanced reader told *dents

of a boy who cut his foot very badly

with an axe but did not cry saying, "My foot has only a Little pain in it-.. Our Lord had terrible
pain as He hung upon the cross..."132 Children, therefore, were told about how they should relate

to the ' k e God," they were tau@ Bible Stones, given examples of how religious ceremonies
were conducted and the meaning behind thern, and they were encouraged to suffer for their faith.
These texts were quite overtly religious and, therefore, regardless of govemment regulations,
students had, in addition to the scheduled halfhour of religious training, 'keligious and spiritual
instructionyyin their reading lessons.
The Indian Mairs Branch in the 1950s and 1960s had begu.to shifi the emphasis of Indian
education toward improved academic instruction. This shift came as a response to criticisms
~~
the Indian Affairs Branch
about activities which prevented curricular ~ e a m i n g . 'Therefore,

limited religious instruction to a half hour per day. The same regulations that set out the Limits
on religious instruction also dealt with other activities which might detract fiom class t h e . In
1952, the regulations stated that students should spend the same number of hours per week in
school as their peers in the provincial schools.'"

The regulations set out in 1962 were even more

'"Sr. M. Marguerite, This 1s Our Valley, Faith and Freedom Series (Toronto: Ginn and
Co., 1940?) 227.
"3See, for example, Milloy, 379.

'"Indian AfY" Brauch, "Indian School Regulations," November 14, 1952. NAC, RG
26, Volume 70, File 34.

definitive on this point stating, T h e Management shall not require any pupil to engage in any
However, the
activity which rnay interfere with the attendance of such pupil at cla~s."'~*
administrators at the Shubenacadie Residential School ignoïed these tirnetable regdations again
when they allowed, or forced, fifteen and sixteen year old boys to work in the ccfümaceroom9'at

the school. These boys "began at four in the moming when they relieved the nightwatchman and
ended the day at seven in the evening" taking tums 'Tour to six weeks and sometimes a l l year
around to work in the boiler room... They seldom attended classes as fumace tending was a fulltime job."136 Department regulations, then, were also ignored in the case of the ''fimace boys" at
the residentiai school.
The issue of manual labour was closely tied, in residential schools, to 'cpracti~al
education" or
c'vocationaltraining" as it was termed by the 1950s. Prior to the 1950s, manual labour by
students was often used as a means of financial maintenance for residential schools in Canada.'37
However, the 1951 Indian Act officially abolished such practices. This meant that schools were
supposed to abandon the haif day system, whereby students attended classes o d y half of each
school day and spent the remainder of the day receiving '%vocational training," that is, doing

manual 1 a b o ~ r . lAnd,
~ ~ in a "circdar" to Indian Mairs field workers in 1961, the Deparmient
135ccMemorandum
of Agreement made between Her Majesty the Queen in the Right of
Canada (represented herein by the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration... and Indianescorn,"
September 25, 1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 8545, File 51/25-13, Part 2.
IMPeterRobinson, who took over fumace duties IÏom the boys in 1958, as quoted in
Knockwood, 57.
137Aswas the case until 1956 with the 'Yurnace boys" at the Shubenacadie Residential
School. See aIso, Miller, Shinmauk' s Vision, 181.
'38~iller,
Shinpwaukls Vision, 181.

decreed that no home economics or industrial arts would be included in the programs of study for
pupiis below grade ~even."~
This was another step away fiom the emphasis on vocational
education which had persisted in the Department even after the 1951 Indian Act.
This emphasis created tension between what the "official documents" stated and the reaiity of
the beliefs of Indian Affairs officiais and administrators. The 1952 and 1953 annual reports of
the Indian Mairs Branch both emphasized the teaching of "practical arts" as important aspects
of the curriculum.'4o Regardless of the ideologicai moves away fkom practical education as the

main focus of Indian education, the notion that this was a prominent aspect of the c h c u l u m at
federaI Indian schools persisted. This may have resulted fiom underestimating Native children's
intellectual capabilities. It may have been inspired by the notion that Native people "belonged"

in the blue coUar workforce, that this sort of education "suited their needs." Whatever the forces
at work, many people associated with the Indian Affairs Branch and the Shubenacadie
Residential School continued to support vocational education as ui important factor in "Indian
education-" Even in 1962, the adrninistrator in charge of Indian education stated,
"If literacy and vocational filmess are to be upheld as the chief aims of
Indian education, the program of instruction in our school must address
itself assiduously to higher standards in the communicative skills and a
1 3 9 ~ . ~McKinnon
.
to Indian Mairs Branch, "Re: Classroom Instruction- Indian Schools
Circuiar 295," June 19, 1961.

'41 See, Indian Affairs Branch, R e ~ o rof
t the Indian Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year
Ended March 3 1. 1952, reprinted fiom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration (Ottawa: The Queen's Printer and Controiler of Stationas., 1952) 59; and Indian
Affairs Branch, R e ~ o rof
t the Indian Affairs Branch for the Fiscal Year Ended Mach 3 1. 1 953,
reprinted fiom the Annual Report of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration (Ottawa:
The Queen's Printer and ControlIer of Stationary, 1953) 58.

sounder preparation for vocational training."141
Though the govemment set out specinc regulations on the amount and type of vocationai
education that students in federai Indian schools were to receive, even the head of the Education
division appears to have supported it as one of the "chief airns" of education for Native children.
The tension between this way of looking at India.education and the academic goals that were
' ~ evident
~
within the
emphasized in official documents throughout the 1950s and 19 6 0 ~was
administration of the Shubenacadie Residential School, Church officiais, and the Indian AfEairs
Branch in general. n i e ongoing debate and tension undoubtedy created variations in the ways in
which the classrooms at the school operated. For this reason, Departmental guidelines and
regulations were distorted in the day-to-day workings of the school.
Outside of the Department, people concemed with federal M a n schools and their curriculum
voiced opposing positions about the importance or problem of vocational education. The 1965
publication of The Canadian Superintendent on "The Education of Indian Children in Canada"
included a lengthy comment by an Anglican pnest f?om the Little Pine Band in Cardston, Alberta
which argued in favour of academic and not vocational education.14' On the other hand, in 1960,
Davey, Chief Education division to School Superintendents, "Memorandurn, re:

141

Classroom Instruction - Indian Schools," June, 1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7 181, File 1125-1,
Part 10.
L42For
example, in its annual reports the Indian M a i r ç Branch often cited the growth in
secondary enroilments as a positive development. But, even as late as 1964 Davey applied this
increased enrollment to the issue of vocational education stating that "This rapid rise in the
educational statu of the Indian students now permits the Branch to place greater emphasis on
vocational training." Davey to Senior Administrative Officer, 'Re: Minister's address: New
Directions in Indian Affâirs," October 30, 1964. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, 1/25-1, Part 13.
'"~ev. Stanley Cuthand, as cited in, Indian Mairs, Education Division, "The Education
of Indian Children in Canada," The Canadian Superintendent 1965 (Toronto: The Ryerson Press,
1965) 735.
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the Oblate Fathers asserted that, in providing education for Native students, one ought to
detemine the socio-economic opportunities on the reserve and in the vicinity and "in a realistic
way and through a 'tailor-made' curricul~111,
train the buik of prospective 'bread-winners' and

..."'" These men, then, appear to have

'baby-carriers' for maximum use of these oppominities

wished to train most girls for domestic duties and boys, likely, for farm or carpentry work. They

certainly did not advocate for Native children following the same curriculum as their white peers
in provincial schools,
This debate existed within the administration closely linked to the Shubenacadie Residential
School as weli- In 1956 Sister Maura of the Sisters of Charity in Halifax wrote that the school's
cccunïculumplaces special emphasis on subjects that will be most usefiil in the fbture lives of the
pupils- the arts and crafts of housekeeping for the girls and farm and carpentry for the boys."'45

This statement indicates that there existed within the Sisters of Charity, the perception that the
education they provided at the school was focussed on vocational training. The views of teachers
in this order undoubtedly influenced practices at the school and the implementation of
Departmental initiatives.
The school inspectors who reported to the Indian M a i r s Branch would also have had some
innuence in the opemtions of the school as they had the power to represent schooI administrators
as capable or ineffective in educating the students and in following Departmentai guidelines and
regulations. Murray Campbell appears to have been relatively supportive of the govemrnent
initiatives which decreased the emphasis on the vocational education provided at the
LuRenaud,35.
"'Sister Maura, The Sisters of Ch*

Halifax (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1956)234.

Shubenacadie Residential School. In 1957 he stated that he would like to see an increase in the
length of time each group of students spent in shop class if it %ere possible without reducing
efficiency in the work of the academic subject too much..."'*

In this report, he seemed to value

academic education over vocatiod training but maintained a concem for the "practical arts." A
year later Campbell commented on the fact that children at the school had been relieved of their
f m duties and stated that the "increased time and attention for academic work ought to produce
good re~ults."'~~
He again commented on this change in a letter to the Regional School Inspector

I find that relieving older pupils in the residential school Grom fami
and domestic duties has made quite a difEerence due to the fact that
these pupils devote more time to their academic instruction. It is bound
to improve the standards of the p ~ p i l s . ' ~ ~
However, Campbell's support for an academic focus at the school was not absolute. In fact, he
appears to have even chmged his mind on the subject to a certain extent by the mid 1960s. In his
1964 report on the school, Campbell told the Indian =airs

Branch,

I am disappointed to find that practical work in Induskial Arts and Home
Econornics for the pupils of grades VI, VIT and VIII has been completely
eliminated. At the risk of criticking policy in comection with Indian
schooIs, I think that much greater emphasis on practical rather than
academic work would better meet the potential needs of these s t ~ d e n t s . ' ~ ~
'46"SchoolInspector's Report," May 29,1957. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File 5 1/23-5.
147ccSchool
Inspector's Report," June 11, 1958. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File W23-5.
148Campbell
to MacGillivary [sic], May 25, 1959. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9019, File
51/23-5.
I4'~.W.Campbell to Indian Affairs Branch, "Report by M.W. Carnpbeil, Inspector of
Schools with Department of Education, Nova Scotia, on Shubenacadie Residential School,"
April15 and 16, 1964. NAC, RG 10, Volume 9029, File 21 1/23-5. Emphasis added.
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He suggested a program with twenty to forty percent shop work or home econamics. Therefore,
it appears that Campbell may have either overstated his original support for academic focus or

might have changed his mind over the course of his duties at the Shubenacadie Residentiai
School. Even within the person of this inspecter, then, there was a variety of positions about the
importance of academic andior vocational education.
Aside fiom the school inspectors, teachers and the Shubenacadie lndian Agency
administrators dso held certain views on this issue of vocational training. In L962, the Regional
Supervisor, Frank McKinnon, wrote to Indian Affairs of the proposals which had been discussed
at a series of Agencylteacher meetings in the region. These included a return t a the ha-day
system for some students whereby they would spend half of their time in an academic course
"designed to terminate for the pupils when they reach age 16..." The other half would be spent in
shop work (indicating that the students envisioned for the program were male)-

These students

were to be those who were, according to teachers, "over-age and who [did] n o t possess the
mental capacity to go on to high school (or possibly even to grade eight) and w h o obviously
[would] be leaving school on their sixteenth birthday regardless of the grade level wliich [sic]
they [hadl attained by that tirne."151 According to a testing project completed b y the area's
language arts specialist, Rose Colliou, there were approximately forty-five pupiils in Nova Scotia
who would qu*

for such a program with the b u k of them being in the Shubenacadie

Residentid and Day schools. They proposed, therefore, that these students be removed fkom
regular classes but that 'Tor al1 other pupils...the instructions of Circular 295 b e rigidly
15~~Kinno
Regional
n,
SuperVisor to Indian Affairs, May 17,1962. NAC, RG 1O,
Volume 7181, File 2125-1, Part 10.
lSIIbid.

enf~rced."'~
Some teachers and Agency administrators, then, appear to have disagreed at l e s t in
part with the govemmentysnew emphasis on academics over vocational training.

Not surprisingly, these dinerences of opinion were apparent in the reality of the school's dayto-day operatiom. While the Indian Mairs Branch defined the terms by which schools were
supposed to operate, there were variations in the implementation of regulations within individual
schools and the Department was aware of this. Davey stated in a letter to a Regional SupeMsor
in North Bay, Ontario, %e school year as laid down by the province cannot be altered for an).
school" though, "a number of abuses have been unco~ered."'~~
The Department itself abused the
provincial schedules and its own regulations set out in Circular 295 and the Indian Act of 1951
when it dowed c?enninal courses for slow learners and retarded children" which consisted of "a

half day of academic work and a half day of instruction in the practical arts of home-making for
girls and industrial arts for boys."'"

Before these cccourses"appear to have been officially

sauctioned, however, the staff at the Shubenacadie Residential School had initiated just this sort
of system. Referrïng to Circular 295, which banned practical training for students under grade
seven, Frank McKinnon wrote to Indian M â i r s in February 1962. He stated that the
ccrecommendedadjustments are almost entirely implernented (with a few overage grade 5 and 6
pupils dowed special classes in home economics and industrial arts)."1SSObviously, school

LU^.^. Davey to Regional Supervisor, North Bay Ontario, "Attn: Mr. F.M. Shaw," Apnl
30, 1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7181, File 1/25-1, Part 10.
IS4IndianAffairs Branch, "Comments on Various Phases of the Educational Work of the
Indian MaUs Branch," 1963. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7182, File 1125-1.
lSSF.B.McKinnon to Indian Affairs Branch, "Re: Classroom Instruction," February 23,
1962. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7181, File 1125-1, Par 10-
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administrators were using their own discretion rather than govemment regdations to structure
the program for some students at the school. Whether this was beneficial to the students in

question or not is not the focus of this study. What is of interest here is that officia1 regdations
were reinterpreted by the teachers and administrators at the Shubenacadie Residential School.
Vocational training, then, was another site where policy and practice contended within the
operation of the school.
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the federal govemment reformed many of its policies
goveming Indian residential schools. These changes, however, were not necessarily evident, at
least in their original form, in the classrooms of the Shubenacadie Residential School. Aside
fiom Native peoples themselves, those involved in Indian education contkued to express the
desire to assirnilate Native children through education. However, those within the system had
varying opinions about the focus of M a n education. There were many voices which might have
influenced the distortion or rejec'tion of govenunent reforms that began to emphasize academics

within the institutions. The Canadian public and Native peoples themselves became increasingly
~ ~ might have
more noticeable to Department officials and tensions created by " ~ u t s i d eforces
pushed both govemment and school administrators to adopt or reject certain practices.
One major policy which was implemented with increasing rates of "success" was the
integration of Native children into public schools. Opposition, especially fiom the Catholic
Churdi officials in Canada, may have af5ected teaching at the Shubenacadie Residential School.
Teachers may have emphasized or de-emphasized the need to follow provincial cuniculum and
timetables depending on their dedication to the goals of integration. W e funding structures
officially changed, not aU of the rnoney was properly distributed, per capita grants persisted and
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the increased teacher salaries to reward more qualined people did not necessarily Iead to the
employment better teachers. Whde some problematic areas of teaching at residential schools
improved with better salaries, more in-service training,and increased professionai contacts,
teaching at a residential school does not appear to have become desirable, as the high tuni-over
rate at the school in Nova Scotia indicates.
Many of the teachers at the Shubenacadie Residential School were over or close to the
retirement age and employed orthodox instead of '%nodemy7teaching styles. hexpenence with
Native children, as a result of their short terms of employment at the school and overcrowded
classrooms impeded the implementation of good pedagogy even where abilities may have
existed. Poor attitudes toward students were evident on discharge forms and school inspectors,
who were generally very positive in their overall assessments of the school, indicated some
pedagogical problems in the classrooms. Non-cornpliance with Indian Mairs Branch goals to
reduce the rate of non-promotion and age-grade retardation as well as the re-organization of
tirnetables to allow for additional English, religious, and "practical" instruction a11 indicated that
persona1 opinions and dynamics wiwith the system had noticeable effects on day-to-day routines
at the school.
While the federal goverment, through the Indian Affairs Branch, initiated many policy
changes in the 1950s and 1960s, dynamïcs and tensions within the system ennired that
implementation was not complete. The influences of a variety of voices within the Canadian
public, the Indian Affairs Branch, the Churches, the school inspectors, and the administration at
the school iduenced actual practices so that much of the govemment's ofncial policy never

reached the students at the Shubenacadie Residential School.

Conclusion
The joint venture of throne and altar had, as its basis, the aim to %est the M a n " out of
Native children. Residential school administrators removed chiidren fiom their parents and
communities, subjected them to extreme regimentation and mandated "cultural abuse" that was
accompanied aU too often by physical, semial, and emotional abuse. The system was a horrifïc
result of the govemment and churches' ethno-centric visions of what Native peoples ought to be
and how "best" to accomplish their assimilationist goals. Some critics even c d Canada's hdian
policy, especially in the context of the residential schools, an attempt at cultural 'cgenocide."' A

small number of foxmer residents express gratitude for the education and religious instruction
that they received at the institutions. Others have become dynamic and powerful leaders who
now fight for Native rights. However, the system as a whole left deep scars that have only
recently been acknowledged by white authorities and have yet to be overcome for many Native
people.
At dl levels of administration during the 1950s and 1960s there existed instructions and ideals
which might have been of benefit to Native chikiren in the Shubenacadie Residential School.
The leaders of the Catholic Church throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
provided pedagogical advice as well as ideals about child rearing and education that might have
worked to Native children7sadvantage. Curriculum h t e r s and the Nova Scotia Department of
Education offered simila.pedagogical directives to those given by the Catholic popes. They also
included among their three most prominent curricdar goals, the desire to promote "world
'Roland D. Chrisjohn and Sherri L. Young, nie Circle Game: Shadows and Substance in
the Indian Residential School Ex~enencein Canada (Penticton, B.C.: Theytus Books Ltd., 1997)
43; and Agnes Grant 269-275.
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understanding" in students. These pedagogical and curricular goals rnight have helped
residential school students to develop a sense of self worth, or they might at least have made the
classroom environment more conducive to leaming and enjoyment.
The Indian M i s Branch began in this period to alter some of the policies governing
residentiai schools in a way that placed more emphasis on the "academic" requirements of the

institutions. This meant that time devoted to manual labo& and religious instruction (two areas
of the schooling that many Native peoples found problematic) decreased, leaving more time for
Cctraditional"scholastic pursuits. The Indian AfFairs Branch also provided financial incentives for
teachers that were intended to attract staff with higher qualifications to federal "Indian School"
classrooms. Some people in the Department even appear to have been influenced by the
changing political environment which demanded a deeper understanding of Native peoples'
needs and desires.
The racism that was inherent in the assumptions supporting assimilationist goals, however,
did not change in the dying decades of the residentid school systern. White officiais gave Native
peoples no more respect. Governent representatives provided only a thin gossarner of
"sensitive" rhetoric, which veiled the enduring policy, to appease the increasingly sensitive
Canadian public. This facade of respect was obvious in the special joint cornmittee hearings
which led to the 1% 1 Indian Act. Even though the 1946-48 hearings included Native
representatives, the resulting legislation in 1% 1 showed no evidence of that representation. This
trend continued through the 1960s when Native people were asked to contribute to the research
*Thegovemment and churches generally referred to manual labour as c'vocational
training" or 'practical education."
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for the 1969 White Paper, a document that is notonous for its lack of consideration around
Native peoples' concenis and desires.

The lack of consideration that the system allowed for Native people was in direct opposition
to one of the foundation principles of Catholic ideology around child rearing and education. This
principle was the authority that parents were to have had in directing their children's lives.
Church officials held that parents had indienable rights while the Church and govemment couid
simply supplement the leaming which began in the home. The forcible removal of children fiom
their f d e s and their subjection to a system that most Native peoples did not support ought to
have been unthinkable in the context of a Catholic residential school. Children, in the Cathoiic
ideology, were to be vaiued and protected fiom moral h m . This concem over "moral
protectionyy
meant that though they were compelled to obey authority in most cases, children
could exert autonomy when faced with Unmoral instructions. However, in the context of
residential schools children were not protected fiom moral h m , especially if one considers
assimilation a morally problematic issue. Children in the schools were invited to question the
"immoral" influences of their comunities but not those of abusive administrators. Iii the name
of assimilation, then, the potentidy helpfûl Catholic ideology was abandoned.
The Catholic officials dso provided teachers with pedagogical advice and this advice was
echoed by the curriculum writers at the Department of Education in Nova Scotia during the
1950s and 1960s. Both set. of officiais emphasised the importance of building new knowledge

on students' background experiences, of ensuring that students were interested in the materiai,

and of providig them with individual attention. The provincial curriculum content, in use at the
Shubenacadie Residential School, impeded the probability that teachers could heed this advice.
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Curriculum, through subtle messages and direct instructions, promoted a narrow vision of
"acceptable" and "successful" Canadian lifestyles. It explicitly and implicitly demonstrated
"white superiority" juxtaposed over the slanderous denigration of Native peoples. This material
may have created in Native children the desire to identfi with the c'successful" whites and to
separate themselves fiom the "undesirable Indians." The content, then, also directly
contradicted the curriculum writers' goal of promoting 'korld understanding" among students.
Ifpursued, this goal might have provided Native children with some level of understanding about
their ancestors' histories, cultures, and religions, thus making their academic experiences more
interesting and enjoyable. The curriculum to which they were subjected, however, acted as an
agent of assimilation and, in so doing, impeded the possibility that their teachers could
implement the pedagogical advice or help to develop "world understanding" among the students.

While curriculum content and Catholic ideology remained relatively unchanging for the
period under study, the 1950s and 1960s saw a rather extensive overhaul of the policies that
govemed the system of residential schools. The federal government began to address some of
the aspects of the institutions that had been widely criticised by both the increasingly vocal
Native peoples and the politically-charged Canadian public. The govemment refocused the goal
of assimilation through education so that children spent more time receiving the provincial
curriculum in hopes that this would aid in the cultural replacement. The integration policy,
opposed by some Native peoples, and the Catholic Church, was intended to submerge students in
''white culture" and to thereby help the assimilation process. A new funding structure aimed, in
part, to improve the quality of education through the provision of qdified teachers. However,
problems persisted which meant that such "improvements" may not have led to substantial

changes in the classrooms at the Shubenacadie Residential School. The misappropriation of
govemment funds, a high teacher tum-over rate, relatively aged teachers who drew inspectors'
criticisms, overcrowded classrooms, and the persistence of negative teacher attitudes toward their
students meant that children at the school may not have felt the direct impact of the altered
govemment funding policy. Other policies may also have been ineffective. Non-promotion and
the resulting age-grade retardation appear to have survived govemment counsels. Thetable
regdations were re-arranged to d o w for additional attention to English, religion, and vocational
education. Teachers, school irispectors, and even officials within the Indian Affairs Branch held
differing views on the aims of 6'Indian education." Therefore, even while the system underwent
vast changes, policy initiatives were not necessarily in evidence at the Shubenacadie Residential
School.
Regardhg "cultural imperialisrn" and British colonial education policy, Clive Whitehead
argues that one must not judge education systems by c?o-day's" standards but with an
understanding of the best of contemporary educational thought.'

It is clear that the staff at the

Shubenacadie Residential School did not employ, even in this period of change and refocusing
on education, the "best" ideals available to them through the Catholic Church, the Nova Scotia
Department of Education, or the Indian Mairs Branch. Many factors influenced the school's
classrooms and meant that advice and ideals were ignored, distorted, or contradicted. Factors
that affected implementation included the structure of the system itself, curriculum's cultural lag
and problematic content, a lack of fùnding, teacher-related concerm, lax policy enforcement, and
3CLiveWhitehead, "British colonial educational policy: a synonym for cultural
imperialisrn?" Benefits Bestowed? Education and British ImDerialisrn, J.A. Mangan ed.
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988) 2 14.
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varying ideds about the nature and purpose of ''Indian education."
Lurking behind these factors was, of course, the white officiais' primary goal to assimilate
Native children. This aim and the assumptions of cultural, inteilectual, and moral inferiority that
underlay it meant that Native children's "acadernic welfare" Wered. Attempting to replace a l l
that the students brought with them into the classroom interfered with "good pedagogy" and

made many of the ideas that might have helped Native childrec and their communities
impossible to implement. While the system itself was contemptible, its assimilationist aims
negatively affected the possibility of implementing ideals and advice that came fiom al1 Ievels of
school administration. Even ideals that might have made the residentid school expenences less
miserable and more fiui.tfiil for Native children, then were Iost to the white officialsYvision(s) of
assimilation.

Appendix 'A"

Table 1- Expenditures on Indian Education, 1952-1959, Residential School, NS; 1960-1963
Total Expenditures as published in the Annuai Reports of the Indian Affairs Branch.

*Note, although the report of the Indian Mairs Branch for 1958-1959 shows this figure as
representing ody residential school expenditures, the figure is much more closely in line with the
''total expenditures" (inclusive of day and residential schools in Nova Scotia). It may be that this

figure represents total expenditures.

The picture below was a catechetical device that, according to Miller; hung prominently in all
Oblate missionary establishments. Note the two pathways, the "Way of -Gooci"and the "Way of
Evil." Many former students of Catholic residential schools identifïed those on the "path to
"as

4SeeMiller, Shinewauk's Vision, 191-192.
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This picture exemplifies the ideaIized results of assimilation in residential schools. These
-dents graduated fkom the Lebret Catholic school in Saskatchewan, 1953.'

'Miller, Shinewauk's Vision, 196.

One of the %efore and after" shots dernomûating the cccivilising"influence of the Catholic
Qu'Appelle Industrial school, Saskatchewad

'~iller,Shingwauk's Vision, 197.

The following open letter fiom a Native parent to her son's teacher is included in the epilogue to
J.R Miller's, Shingwauk's Vision.
Dear Teacher,
Before you take charge of the classroom that contains my chil4 please askyourseZfwhy you
me going to teach Indian children What m e your expectations- what rewards do you
anticipate- what ego-needs will our children meet?
Write down and examine al1 the information and opinions you possess about Indiam- What
are the stereotypes and untested c~ssu~ptions
that you bring with you into the classroorn? How
many negahe atiitudes towmdr Indians will you put before my child?
Whar values, class prejudices and moral principles do you takefor granted as universal?
Please remember that c'dzflerentfiom" is not the same as "worse than, " and the yardstick you
use to meanne your own life satisfactorily may not be appropriatefor their lives. The term
c'culturalZydeprived" was invented by well-meaning midde-class whites to describe somerhing
they could not understand
Too many teachers, unfortunate&, seem to see their role as rescuer. My child does not need
to be rescued; he does not consider being Indian a misfortune- He h m a culture, probably older
than yours; he has meaningfrl values and a rich and vmied experiential background However
shange or incomprehenrible it may seem to you, you have no right to do or say unything that
implies to hirn that it Ir less than satisfacttory.
Our children 's experiences have been dzrerentjiom those of the "typical" white rniddle-class
childfor whom most school cutricula seem to have been designed (Isurpect that this "typical"
child does not exist except in the min& of curriculum writers-) Nonetheless, my child's
experiences have been as intense and rneaningful to him as any child 'S. Like most Indian
children his age, he is competent. He can dress himseZJprepme a mealfor h i m e 6 clean up
a$ewardi, cme for a younger child He h o w his reserve- al1 of which is his home- like the
back of his hand
He is not accustomed to having to askpermission to do the ordinmy things that are part of
normal living. He is seldomforbidden to do anything; more usualZy the consequences of an
action are explained to him and he is allowed to decidefor himselfwhether or not to act. His
entire existence since he has been d d enough to see and hem has been an everiential learning
situation, mranged to provide him with the opportunity to develop his skills and confidence in
his own capacities. Didactic teaching will be an alien experiencefor him
He is not self-cnscious in the way many white children are. Nobodj has ever told h h his
efforts towordr independence are mte. He is a young human being energetically doing hisjob,
which is to get on with the process of learning tofunction as an adult human being. He will
respect you as a person, but will expect you to do liRavise to him. He hm been taught, by
precept, that courtesy is an essentialpart of h u m conduct and rudeness is any action that
makes another person feel stupid orfoolish. Do not mistake his patient courtesyfor indzrerence
or passivity.
He doesn 't speak standard English, but he is in no way "linguisticaliyhandicqped " Ifyou
will take the tirne and courtesy to listen and observe carefili'y, you will see that he and the other

Indian children communicate very well, both among themelves and with other fidians. They
speak '@nctional English, very effectively augmented by theirfluency in the silent languagethe subtle unspoken communication offacial expressions, gestures, body movement, and the use
of personal space.
You will be well advised to remember that o w chiZhen are skillfùl interpreters of the silent
language. They will know yow feelings and aîtitudes with unerringprecision no matter how
cmefully you m a n g e your smile or modulate your voice. They will leam in your classroom,
because children l e m involuntmily. What they barn will depend on you.
WiZZyou help my child to read, or wiZlyou teach him that he hm a readingproblem? Willyou
help him to develop problem solving skills, or wiZl you teach him that school is where you try to
guess what answer the teacher wartts? Will he lemn that his sense of his own value and dignity
is valid or will he learn thaf he mustforever be apologetic and "nying harder because he isn 't
white? Can you heZp him acquire the intellectual skills he n e e h without at the same time
imposingyour values on top of those he already has? .
Respect rny child He is a person. Hè h m a right to be himseF
Yours very sincerely,
His Mother7
"

"

'Saskatchewan Indian and Northem Education, Northian Newsletter, 44 (SeptemberNovember, 1975): 4-5. A s quoted in J.R., Miller, Shinwauk's Vision: A History of Native
Residential Schools (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996) 441-3.
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